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Australia’s ‘best lyric theatre’
enters new era

M

Melbourne man becomes major player in Sydney theatre scene.

elbourne theatre identity Stephen

Star City managing director Sid

obligations — The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber

Found now controls Sydney’s two

Vaikunta added: ‘It’s a logical step for our

opens there on 25 May and Hairspray follows

main commercial theatres, the

organisation as we evolve into a complete

on 23 June.

Capitol and the Lyric at Star City Casino.

destination. We’re investing $960 million

With tertiary electronics qualifications

In a surprise announcement on 24

building a new five-star hotel and a $100

from RMIT University, Stephen Found is

March, Found’s Foundation Entertainment

million events centre [see On Stage,

best known as one of the founders of Bytecraft

Group Pty Ltd, owners and operators of the

Spring 2010].

Entertainment. Founded in Melbourne in

Capitol, announced that it was set to acquire
the Lyric.
‘The management of the two theatres will
be optimised to attract the world’s leading

‘Under its new management the Lyric

1984, Bytecraft initially concentrated on

Theatre will be an integral part of a new

developing innovative technical services for the

level of leisure and entertainment experience

entertainment industry in Victoria.

for Sydney.’

Recognising shortcomings in existing

productions to Sydney,’ says Found. ‘It’s a

The Lyric recently hosted the world

win-win for theatre patrons, producers and

première of Dr Zhivago. Found says that

and manufacturing a range of specialised

promoters alike.’

Foundation Entertainment will honour the

equipment, particularly theatrical lighting.

Lyric’s existing contracted programming

Meanwhile its activities extended to other *

products, the company moved into designing

Stephen Found with Theatre Heritage Australia
patron, Sue Nattrass

AO.
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Christchurch theatres face
death and destruction

foyers and a huge new well-equipped stage
and fly tower. The Capitol reopened on

Remarkably intimate: a performer’s view of

24 January 1995.

the Lyric’s auditorium.

The Lyric, a key component of Star City
at Pyrmont, made its début less than three

An update from New Zealand’s stricken city.

designed by Sydney architect Philip Cox,

C

though its décor is far less flamboyant. The

6.3 magnitude earthquake

chief embellishment of its remarkably intimate

possible to retrieve

on 22 February. Several

three-level auditorium is the controversial

important items from the

lives were lost, most

ceiling fresco by Colin Lanceley.

theatre before it was

theatre buildings were

demolished. He added,

damaged, and at least

the work of acoustician Bob Fitzell. STC

‘Really, it’s only the

two will have to

production manager John Bayley called it

building that’s been

be demolished.

condemned. We’ll find

years later, on 29 November 1997, with an
invitation-only concert by Michael Crawford.
Like the rest of the casino complex, it was

The theatre is acclaimed for its acoustics,

‘Unequivocally the best lyric theatre in Australia.’
Initially the Lyric was operated by

hristchurch’s

dreaded red sticker.’

theatre

In other words, the

community was

building was condemned.

badly hit in the horrendous

Clarke said it would be

Young actor Jaime

somewhere and rebuild.’

Gilbert lost his life in the

The future of the little

states and then overseas. In 1986 Found

the result of outstanding debts, but Australian

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Really Useful Group,

quake. He was rehearsing

Securities and Investments Commission

under an eight-year management contract.

Court Theatre is uncertain.

recognised the company’s strength and

the role of Laertes in

documents showed that Foundation

The theatre quickly became a much-needed

It is located in part of the

ability to diversify and developed a separate

Christchurch Rep’s

Entertainment had more than doubled its

home for major musicals. The list is too long

magnificent neo-Gothic

entity to support wagering operations.

production of Hamlet, under

to detail here, but it includes Oliver!, Mamma

Christchurch Arts Centre,

previous shareholding, becoming sole

his father’s direction.

shareholder in a company called Capitol

Mia!, The Phantom of the Opera, Showboat,

formerly the University of

of the Sydney Olympic Games and produced

Jaime leaves a wife and

Investments (Arena). That company ran the

Chicago, Miss Saigon, The Wizard of Oz, Shout!

Christchurch, which was

the lighting for the opening and closing

two young children.

Capitol through another company, Capitol

and, in October 2008, the world première of

extensively damaged.

ceremonies. Bytecraft oversaw the lighting
design and the procurement, installation,

Theatre Management.

Priscilla, Queen of the Desert.

Found was a consultant to the organisers

programming and operation of all the Games’

Found’s Capitol captaincy began with

‘It’s appropriate that a savvy businessman

The city’s performing

There is a general

arts community is also

commitment to rebuild

mourning the loss of

and repair most buildings,

lighting equipment. In 2006 Bytecraft was the

the Sydney season of Wicked in September

who loves the theatre should take ownership

Murray Wood, aged 57,

2009. The theatre has since hosted The

of the Lyric,’ Rodney Rigby, managing director

with the possible

largest Australian supplier to the Melbourne

who was as at home as

Production Company’s The Boy from Oz and is

of production house Newtheatricals, told The

exception of the

Commonwealth Games, providing LED

managing director of

the Sydney home of Mary Poppins.

Sydney Morning Herald. Fellow producer John

Observatory Tower, which

screens, lighting services for broadcast,

Canterbury Television as

Frost agreed: ‘It will ensure that Sydney has

completely collapsed.

he was playing the piano

continue to unravel, as attempts are made to

the best possible chance of securing major

for community groups.

shareholder in Arena Management. Through

unload its other venues – the Sydney

musicals for years to come. It’s a breathtaking

years and will most likely

Another victim was

Entertainment Centre and the Auckland City

opportunity for all of us.’ Frost, co-producer

cost over $NZ100 million

its company, Capitol Investments Pty Ltd,

veteran Christchurch

Arena – and courts try to sort out the financial

of Doctor Zhivago, says the Lyric is among his

($A74.23 million). Court

Arena was the leaseholder and venue

theatrical manager and

convolutions that surround the Jacobsens’

favourite theatres and that Found’s involvement

Theatre’s chief executive

manager of the Capitol Theatre in Sydney.

publicity agent Trevor

production of the musical Dirty Dancing and

will bring passion, attention to detail and a

Philip Aldridge said,

The Capitol is owned by the council of the

King QSM, who died of

City of Sydney, which assigned a 99-year

the family’s bitter internecine squabbles.

greater level of certainty for producers.

a stroke on the day of the quake. He was 87.

Above: Repertory Theatre actor Jaime Gilbert

Hamlet was to have marked the Rep’s

(right) who lost his life in the February earthquake,

ceremonies and the river effects.
In June 2008 Found became a significant

lease of the property to Arena in 1996,
following a massive upgrade.

The Jacobsen interests, meanwhile,

Alhough the Capitol and the Lyric each

While Foundation Entertainment’s

seat about 2000, they are totally different in

acquisition of the Lyric is subject to New

return to production following the September

Rebuilding will take

‘Obviously the whole area
has been red-stickered, but we are working

hard to get the Court up and running as
seen here with his father, director Robert Gilbert. soon as possible.’

style. The Capitol started life back in 1916

South Wales’ Casino Liquor and Gaming

2010 7.1 magnitude quake, when the distinctive

entertainment portfolio of Kevin Jacobsen,

when the old Belmore Markets were reworked

Control Authority approval, Stephen Found

Art Deco façade and some interior elements

his brother Col Joye and their families.

into the Hippodrome, a Sydney home for

and his team are already working on plans for

of its 82-year-old Kilmore Street home were

Under Capitol Investments’ new structure

Wirth’s Circus. In 1928 the building was

2012 and beyond.

severely damaged (see On Stage, Spring

Kevin Jacobsen and his son Michael remained

transformed into an opulent ‘atmospheric’

directors, Found and an associate joined the

movie palace, complete with Greek statues

in the wings. ‘Although I’m immensely proud

awaiting restoration when the latest quake

board.

and a ceiling twinkling with electric stars. In

of my two “babies”, I’m still really just the

hit. This time the damage is irreparable. A

lighting guy,’ he says. ‘I’m one of those guys

The Riccarton Players. Secretary and

October. This date will be re-assessed in

the 1970s it was used fitfully for live shows –

frantic appeal to conserve significant parts of

August in the light of the progress of

Entertainment Group Ltd wrested full control

everything from Jesus Christ Superstar to the

who stand in the dark and has the pleasure of

founding member Doug Clarke said the

the structure averted immediate demolition.

remedial work.

Australian Opera, which moved in when

watching the magic happen. I really believe

damage to the building was extensive.

of the Capitol from the Jacobsen interests,
and Kevin and Michael Jacobson left the

Her Majesty’s was burnt out. An extensive

it’s the shows and producers who must get all

century-old four-storey brick mill in Wise

earthquake strengthening program to much

refurbishment in the mid-1990s included a

the coverage. Maybe your closing line should

of bricks have come down through the

board. The Australian reported that it was

Street, in suburban Addington, escaped

higher specifications than were required at

unclear whether the ownership transfer was

much needed extension to the theatre’s cramped

read: “Always be kind to the lighting crew;

building. It’s been worsened by all the

relatively unscathed in the September quake

bloody aftershocks. Now we’ve scored a

the time. A major $NZ6.5 million ($A4.82

Arena was a key component of the

In May 2010 Stephen Found’s Foundation

Nevertheless Found is content to remain

2010). The structure was stabilised and

The Mill Theatre, housed in a large

you’ll never know where they’ll end up”.’  n
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Top:The Repertory Theatre awaiting repair,

The city’s main commercial house, the

photographed just a few days before being

103-year-old Isaac Theatre Royal, escaped the

further damaged in the February 2011 quake.

2010 quake virtually unscathed; this time it was
not so lucky. General manager Neil Cox said

but met its match this time around.
The Mill was home to an amateur group,

‘We’ve got issues with the roof and lots

the building had suffered moderate damage and
would stay closed until at least the end of

In 1999 the Royal underwent an extensive

million) privately-funded redevelopment *
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Practically perfect:
Mary Poppins paints the town Green

in 2004–05 upgraded the theatre’s
production capabilities to modern
international standards. The Isaac Theatre
Royal is situated in Gloucester Street,

Theatre Heritage Australia Inc. congratulates all recipients of the Green Room Awards for 2010.

adjacent to the middle of the cordoned-off

A

‘red-zone’ of Christchurch’s CBD.

t a well-attended ceremony at

Encouragingly, the most recent
structural report says: ‘The building has
performed extremely well in an event much

Arts Centre on 21 March 2011,

(Arena/Malthouse).
Fledermaus/A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Sound/Composition: Jethro Woodward–Moth. Lighting: Nigel Levings–Bliss.

presented its 2010 awards for excellence in

for.’ Detailed assessments by engineers and

Melbourne theatre.

other consultants are continuing, but final

Mary Poppins flew away with nine of the

reports are taking longer than expected

12 Music Theatre awards, while Yana Alana

while the strict CBD cordon remains in place.

and tha Paranas in Concert garnered six of the

Neil Cox adds: ‘The goodwill and

coveted Cabaret gongs.

support we have received from the wider

The Green Room voting year is from

global entertainment world towards our city,

1 January to 31 December 31.

our people and our theatre has been

The nominations and awards are made

astounding. We will draw on that good
nature and support to ensure that the Isaac

One of the aerial images

Theatre Royal will be a shining light once

used to assess damage to the

again for performing arts in Christchurch.’

Isaac Theatre Royal.

by the Green Room membership of industry
professionals, via subcommittees for
each discipline.
The 2010 Green Room Awards

Preliminary assessments have confirmed

recipients are:

structural damage to AMI Stadium, the

2010 earthquake and requires a full rebuild.

in September, but this cannot be guaranteed.

Christchurch Convention Centre and

There is repairable structural damage to the

Chief executive Bryan Pearson says,

Christchurch Town Hall for Performing Arts.

Stadium itself. The government is funding

‘Despite our best efforts, the timeframes are

Production: Mary Poppins

More detailed work is required and will be

the $NZ4.1 million ($A3.04 million)

just too tight for us to provide the guarantee

Direction: Richard Eyre & Matthew

completed over coming weeks.

restoration of the uninsured Stadium turf.

required in our contract with Rugby New

It may be possible for the Stadium to be

The playing turf of AMI Stadium was

functional for the 2011 World Cup matches

extensively damaged by liquefaction in the

T

on time.’

Leading Female: Verity Hunt-Ballard–
n

‘Arts Academy talent has been recognised

Arts Academy has been bypassed

through the Cannes Film Festival, an

in the recent State Arts Budget.

Archibald Prize winner, Australia Council

Professor David Battersby, the

University’s Vice-Chancellor, says the

The Drowsy Chaperone.
Featured Male: Philip Quast–

and collections across the country and
around the world,’ Professor Battersby said.
‘We are taken aback that a state

Individual Visual Arts awards, and through

government which seeks to highlight its

stage and TV performances, in galleries

regional commitment and credentials has

the education of Victorian artists and that it

to the premier arts training

was recognised as one of regional Victoria’s

facility in regional Victoria, if

great treasures.

not regional Australia.’

Australia and the only tertiary-level

Their ambitious plans to

institution in Australia that integrates

relocate to the former

academic and vocational Arts training,’
Professor Battersby said.
‘While we applaud the government’s

Costume/Set Design: Bob Crowley–
Mary Poppins.

Theatre—Independent

Dance

Production: Us (Grit Theatre/Function Room).

Concept & Realisation: Private Dances

Direction: Gary Abrahams–Body of work.
Male Performer: Thomas Conroy–
Something Natural But Very Childish (Dirty
Pretty Theatre/ La Mama).
Female Performer: Justine Campbell–

(Next Wave & Natalie Cursio).
Male Dancer: Tim Ohl–Mix Tape
(Chunky Move).
Female Dancer: Emily Amisano–We Unfold
(Sydney Dance Company).

The Fate of Franklin and his Gallant Crew

Ensemble: Of Earth and Sky (Bangarra).

(Four Larks).

Design: Jacob Nash–Artefact (Bangarra).

Ensemble: Us.
Design: Sebastian Peters-Lazaro & Ellen
Strasser–Body of work.
Lighting: Bluebottle–Madeleine ( Jenny Kemp
& Black Sequin/Arts House).
Sound/Composition: Mat Diafos Sweeney–
Body of work.

Theatre—Alternative &
Hybrid Performance
Outstanding Production: Pin Drop
(Tamara Saulwick).
Composition/Sound Design: Jethro
Woodward–Irony is not Enough (Fragment
31).
Production Design: Claire Britton, Matt
Priest & Danny Egger–Hole in the Wall
(Matt Priest & Clare Britton/Next Wave).
Video Design: Fleur Elise Noble–
2 Dimensional Life of Her.
Mise-en-Scene: The Bougainville Photoplay
Project (Paul Dwyer).
Site-Specific Production: Southern
Crossings–Southern Cross Station.

Music/Sound: Ezio Bosso & George Gorga–
We Unfold (Sydney Dance Company).
Betty Pounder Award for Choreography:
Tied: Frances Rings–Artefact and
Stephanie Lake–Mix Tape.

Cabaret
Best Production: Yana Alana and tha Paranas
in Concert (Gasworks/Arts Victoria/
Melbourne Workers Theatre).
Director: Anni Davey–Yana Alana and tha
Paranas in Concert.
Artiste: Yana Alana–Yana Alana and tha
Paranas in Concert.
Ensemble: Yana Alana and tha Paranas–
Yana Alana and tha Paranas
in Concert.
Original Songs: Yana Alana and tha
Paranas–Yana Alana and tha Paranas
in Concert.
Musical Direction: Sarah Ward, Bec
Matthews & Ania Reynolds–Yana Alana
and tha Paranas in Concert.
Innovative Use of Form: Emily Taylor–
Hello You.

Opera

Sound: Peter Grubb–Mary Poppins.

Production: La Sonnambula (Opera Australia).

Northern College of TAFE in

Theatre—Companies

Direction: Julie Edwardson–La Sonnambula.

Association Awards

Collingwood, revealed in

Production: Thyestes (Malthouse/Hayloft

Conductor: Paul Kildea–The Turn of the

New Writing: Declan Greene–Moth (Arena/

Project).

On Stage, Spring 2010,

Victorian College of the Arts (VCA), we are

the State Budget.

n

disappointed that our modest request for
The Helen McPherson Smith
Theatre, opened in 2002, is in

are amongst the oldest half-dozen continuously

the heart of the University of

operating creative arts schools in Australia.

Ballarat’s Arts Academy.

Page 4

Female Support: Catherine Carby–

Lighting: Trudy Dalgleish–Hairspray.

received an allocation of $15 in

The VCA and the Arts Academy at UB

Mary Poppins.
Stephen Mear–Mary Poppins.

announcement of $24 million support for the

$1.5 million was not supported.’

Musical Direction: Michael Tyack–
Choreography: Matthew Bourne &

Meanwhile there were
sighs of relief at Circus Oz.

Featured Female: Esther Hannaford–
Featured Ensemble: Mary Poppins.

not seen fit to provide support

institution of its kind located in regional

Mary Poppins.
Hairspray.

Academy made a significant contribution to

‘UB’s Arts Academy is the only

Mary Poppins.
Leading Male: Geoffrey Rush—

Ballarat bitter

he University of Ballarat’s vibrant

Music Theatre

Bourne–Mary Poppins.

Zealand that AMI Stadium will be ready

Night’s Dream.

Lighting Design: Rachel Burke–Moth

the Green Room Awards Association

greater than any strengthening was designed

Richard III.

the Famous Spiegeltent at the

ON STAGE

Direction: Simon Phillips–Richard III
(MTC).
Male Actor: Ewen Leslie–Richard III.
Female Actor: Alison Whyte–Richard III.
Ensemble: Thyestes.
Set/Costume Design: Shaun Gurton–

Autumn 2011

Screw (Victorian Opera)/A Midsummer
Night’s Dream (Opera Australia).
Design: Adam Gardir & Harriet Oxley–
Angelique (Victorian Opera).
Male Lead: Peter Coleman-Wright–Bliss
(Opera Australia).
Female Lead: Emma Matthews–La
Sonnambula..
Male Support: Conal Coad–A Midsummer

Contribution to Cabaret: Kaye Sera.

Malthouse).
Best Adaptation: Simon Stone, Thomas
Henning, Chris Ryan & Mark Winter–
Thyestes after Seneca (Malthouse/ Hayloft
Project).
Outstanding Contribution to the
Melbourne Stage: Lisle Jones.
Technical Achievement: David Miller.
Lifetime Achievement: Carrillo Gantner AO.n
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In step with Sousa

Hall they were given a rousing reception;

Knecht wrote, ‘At Melbourne we had the

27 July with a packed concert at King’s Hall.

the Professional Musicians’ Band played

greatest reception given by the citizens that

The following day Sousa and his band boarded

It’s a century since The March King visited Australia; Keith Corcoran reports.

Sousa’s suite ‘Looking Upward’ and ‘The

the band ever received.’

the Ulimaroa, bound for New Zealand.

ohn Philip Sousa was to the march

bringing bounce, liveliness and a dramatically

Africa, they made the long, uncomfortable

what Johann Strauss had been to the

building force to the march form.’

journey across the Indian Ocean on the

waltz. He set the standard and raised

In spite of his success with marches,

the genre to an unprecedented level of

Sousa was apparently happiest composing

popularity, appreciation and respect. No

operettas. He wrote nine of them, but only

steamer Ionic.
Unfortunately bad weather delayed their
arrival in Tasmania, so their first concert,

Stars And Stripes Forever’. Sousa presented

Most of the Melbourne concerts were

After stops in Hawaii, Canada and across

56 concerts in Sydney, most at the Town

given in the Glaciarium, a vast ice skating

the United States, the world tour ended on 9

Hall, plus a few at the Adelphi Theatre.

rink in City Road, South Melbourne, which,

December 1911 with a gala concert at the

said the publicity, was ‘especially heated for

New York Hippodrome.

There was a similar number of concerts
in Melbourne. When the band arrived at

the Sousa season’.

Albert Knecht. ‘Mr Sousa was

other musician, before or since,

presented with a huge horseshoe

has been so indelibly identified

of flowers. It stood over six feet

with the march. He was called,

in height.

quite rightly, The March King.

‘A general all-around

Sousa was born in 1854 in

handshake occurred after the

Washington, DC, into a

concert, and that bandshake

Portuguese–Bavarian family.

closed the world’s tour

He studied music from early

very quietly.’

childhood. When he was 13 his

Sousa reportedly netted

father, a trombonist in the US

$60 000 from the world tour,

Marine Band, enlisted him in

though the Australian leg was

the Marine Corps to keep him

said to have been unprofitable.

from joining a circus band.

The great conductor Leopold

After his apprenticeship, Sousa

Stokowski described Sousa as: ‘A

joined a theatre orchestra,

genius whose music stands

where he learned to conduct.

supreme as a symbol of the red

In 1892 he was made head of

bloodedness of humanity

the Marine Band, ‘The

in general.’

President’s Own’.
In 1892 Sousa organised his own concert

sprightly, eponymous

finest musicians. It was an instant sensation.

march, is still

From then until 1931 the Sousa band

occasionally revived.
three novels and an

world, recorded and broadcast. Their

autobiography,

repertoire was wide — classics, numbers

Marching Along, which

from shows, popular ballads — but of course

was filmed by 20th

it was marches, especially Sousa’s own

Century–Fox in 1952

compositions, that were their stock-in-trade.

as Stars and Stripes

wrote 136 marches. Although they were all

The March King
– by Sousa expert Paul E. Bierley

Sousa also wrote

US at the Paris Exposition, toured the

From 1886 until his death in 1932, Sousa

Forever, with Clifton
Webb as Sousa.

— at the very least — good, some of the best

In 1911 Sousa and

have become so much a part of our musical

his band undertook a

heritage that today we tend to take them for

world tour under the

Clockwise from top left:The Sousa Band outside the Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne,

granted. Among the greatest are ‘Semper

management of

ready for the gala 4 July 1911 concert. (Image NLA)

Fidelis’ (1883 — the official march of the US

entrepreneur Thomas

John Philip Sousa (left) with entrepreneur Thomas Quinlan.

Marines), ‘The Washington Post’ (1889),

Quinlan, best

The Sousa Band on stage (at left) at the Glaciarium, South Melbourne.

‘The Thunderer’ (1889), ‘High School

remembered in Australia

‘The Federal’, the march that Sousa composed specially for his Australian visit. (Image NLA)

Cadets’ (1890), ‘The Liberty Bell’ (1893 —

for the opera seasons

the theme for Monty Python’s Flying Circus),

he organised here.
scheduled for Hobart, was cancelled; the

‘King Cotton’ (1895) and ‘Hands Across The

The 352-day,

Sea’ (1899). ‘The Stars And Stripes Forever’,

76 260 kilometre tour

band made its Australian début at the Albert

composed in 1896, became the United

started and ended in New York. There were

Hall, Launceston, on 12 May 1911. Three

States’ official National March. To quote

69 in the party, including 56 musicians,

days later, seven of Sydney’s largest bands

operetta composer Robert Stolz: ‘No one has

Sousa, and two female soloists. After giving

welcomed Sousa and his party when their

ever quite matched Sousa’s genius for

dozens of concerts in the UK and South

train arrived at Central Station. At the Town

Page 6
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El Capitan (1896), with its

band, recruited from some of the country’s

presented 15 623 concerts, represented the

‘We played to a packed house,’ wrote

ON STAGE

Spencer Street railway station on 5 June,

The last series of concerts was given in

they were met by the massed bands of

the Exhibition Building, including a special

Melbourne and district — 15 bands in all —

gala on US Independence Day, 4 July.

who escorted them to a civic reception at

Sousa gave concerts in other capital cities

the Melbourne Town Hall through streets

and in the larger regional towns such as

lined with many thousands of enthusiastic

Bendigo, Ballarat, Newcastle, Maitland and

people. In his diary, saxophonist Albert A.

Toowoomba. The tour finished in Hobart on

Autumn 2011

Sousa employed a principle which
endeared him to audiences
everywhere: everything was played to
perfection, be it a masterpiece or a
common street melody.
A king of marches he was indeed,
but first and foremost he was a
master entertainer. Few entertainers
ever appeared personally before
more people.
Marches were the vogue at that
time, and if there had been a ‘hit
parade’ several of Sousa’s marches
would have led the list for years on end.
His formula for success, however,
was very simple: variety. He
programmed classics liberally, but at
the same time he kept audiences
abreast with trends in popular music.
He consistently engaged famous
vocalists and instrumental
soloists.    And he always added a
subtle touch
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‘

Lotti Wilmot’s Australian Beds

and the importance of New Zealand Beds as

databases, bibliographies of colonial

social history, has been convincingly argued

literature and the catalogues of every major

...or, a lost memoir of thrilling interest, containing astounding revelations,
exposing the haunts of vice, crime, and cruelty.

by historian Dominic Alessio. In an article

research library in New Zealand, Australia,

published in the British Review of New

the UK and the USA, but it is not

‘celebrated lecturess’ or ‘advanced

Zealand Studies in 2000, he highlights New

mentioned in any secondary sources. My

progressionist’. Instead she is ‘the notorious

Zealand Beds’ value as a first-hand account of

own attempts to unearth a dusty copy in the

Lottie [sic] Wilmot’, ‘the irrepressible Lotti’;

New Zealand’s ‘murky past’, as evidence of

Whitcoulls archive (G.Tombs and a partner

she is addressed directly, even affectionately

the spiritualist and free thought sympathies

formed the company in 1882), in spiritualist

as ‘you abandoned old sinner’ and ironically

prevalent in the colony at that time, and for

churches and second-hand bookshops and

as ‘this innocent creature’. Although the

telling the story of a woman who, even

by appealing to readers of Wellington’s

reviewer confesses that he had picked up

compared with other female spiritualists,
was distinctly non-conformist.4

Dominion Post all drew a blank.

Wilmot’s first number ‘with fear and

T

Jill Dimond uncovers the bizarre story of a forgotten actress.

here are always little

requires two hours’ notice to run

moments… when the past

a hot bath and charges her tourist

flares to life, like a match

prices for roast mutton, she finds a
more congenial hotel — the Abode

in the darkness’, notes historian

Erik Larson, describing his every

of Bliss Hotel, she dubs it — with

trip to the archives or library as ‘a
small detective story’.1

electric bells and ready hot water.
Over the next several weeks
she lectures on Sunday evenings

More than 120 years after her
death, Madame Lotti Wilmot flared

at the Princess or Queens Theatres

back to life, not in a library but

on subjects such as ‘Forbidden

nightly treading the boards at the

Fruit’ (education as the forbidden

Herald Theatre in Auckland. From

fruit for women, the evils of male

25 May to 12 June 2005 she

drunkenness and why there

appeared on stage in a close-fitting

should be a tax on bachelors);

red dress, hair pulled into a tight

‘The Devil’ (warning parents

chignon and wearing no jewellery —

against the suggestiveness of the

a striking figure as the pivotal

Bible); ‘Hell’ (it doesn’t exist) and

character in Stephanie Johnson’s

‘The Social Evil’ (prostitution,

play Strange Children. For a woman

which does). Her lectures attract

who began her career as an actress

300 or 400 people at a time, often

at London’s Adelphi Theatre, it was

drawing ‘a large downstairs

a strangely fitting resurrection.
Strange Children has two interweaving
narratives, 1881 and the present day,

Madame Lotti Wilmot, from the Auckland
Observer, 26 March 1881.

audience’ as one newspaper refers
to the lower classes. For her last lecture, on
‘Dunedin by Day, and Dunedin by Night’

inhabited by different versions of the four

spirit communications, manifest as the dead

she tours ‘the Devil’s half acre’ — Dunedin’s

main characters. Lotti appears in the flesh in

children, and flirt with James. Hidden in a

red light district — and shady hotels where

1881, in the present day in the form of a

wardrobe is Lotti’s deerhound, required by

the proprietors, ‘very often women’, she tells

professional surrogate mother and, finally,

Johnson’s stage directions to be ‘heard but
never seen’.2

her audience, ‘mix up prostitution and drink
in the one establishment’.3

‘in spirit’ as she slips from the past into the
present. The play opens with Lotti

Strange Children skilfully draws upon Lotti

Although in Dunedin less than two

essentially her historical self, a former actress Wilmot’s account of her New Zealand lecture months, she finds herself entangled in two
with a penchant for French who gives public

tour of 1880–81, which she published as New

legal actions. In the first, a dressmaker

lectures, investigates Auckland’s dark side —

Zealand Beds: A Sequel to Beds I Have Slept In:

obtains judgment for the cost of two dresses,

its refuges, lunatic asylums, hospitals,

Being the Experience of a Celebrated Lecturess

as a result of which Lotti’s clothes are seized

brothels and bars — and holds private

and Advanced Progressionist While on a New

by the bailiff and put up for public auction;

séances in her hotel room. James and Sybil

Zealand Tour. A small booklet, only 61 pages

in the second, she sues a Mr G.W.Elliott,

Cahill are a middle-class couple — each, in

plus eight pages of advertisements with a

‘The Shining Light’ she calls him, over a

their own way and in both narratives,

cover price of one shilling, it was printed for

soured agreement to tie up management of

unhappy — whose lives are ripe for disruption

the authoress by G.Tombs and Co., of

the two theatres.

by an outsider. James, editor of the Auckland

Cathedral Square, Christchurch, in 1882.

Freelance, is reading his review of Lotti’s

In writing New Zealand Beds Lotti Wilmot

Leaving Dunedin, she travels up and
down the country by steamer, train and

lecture the previous evening while Sybil

positioned herself firmly centre stage as ‘the

coach; she stays in hotels, boarding houses

paces the parlour. She is in mourning. The

lady lecturess’, ‘the popular spiritualist’, ‘the

and with friends; she lectures, she tours the

couple has lost all four of their children to

famous Lotti Wilmot’ but, most often, simply

streets by night and she appears in court as

early deaths and, while James is sceptical,

as ‘our heroine’. From the moment she steps

plaintiff, defendant and in the public gallery.

Sybil is keen to communicate with them

off the Rotomahana from Melbourne and sets

All this finds its way into New Zealand Beds.

‘in spirit’.

her fashionably booted foot ashore in Dunedin,

Later, when Lotti holds a séance for
James and Sybil in her hotel room, her
daughter will point the cane that spells out
Page 8

we are with her.
When the best hotel asks £7 per week
for a shabby sitting room with no piano,

Engaging, independent, witty and
sarcastic, Lotti Wilmot is more than a
colourful historical character ripe for revival
on the contemporary stage. Her significance,

ON STAGE

Not surprisingly, Wilmot’s eye-popping

Compelling though its absence from the
bibliographic record may be, Wilmot’s

astounding revelations, exposing the haunts
of vice, crime, and cruelty’.7
But for the reviewer Lotti Wilmot is not a

trembling, and [was] much relieved when

accounts of colonial life serve to illustrate

Australian adventures were indeed

[he] found no mention either of the beds she
slept in, nor her bedfellows’8, he seems

Stevan Eldred-Grigg’s Pleasures of the Flesh:

published. In her preface to New Zealand

pleased to find her life outside the bedroom

Sex and Drugs in Colonial New Zealand (1984)

Beds, Wilmot describes the present volume

almost as sensational as he feared it to be

and his more recent study Diggers, Hatters &

as ‘the third and last number’ in a series. In

inside.

Whores: The Story of the New
Zealand Gold Rushes (2008).
Of Wilmot’s life and career
before New Zealand, however,
little was known — her date of

The reviews of Beds I Have

[The reviewer] seems pleased to find her
life outside the bedroom almost as
sensational as he feared it to be inside.

birth, her country of origin,
details of her marriage. What Alessio did
determine is that Wilmot had been an
actress at the Adelphi Theatre in London
where she played in hundreds of performances
of popular farces including Autumn
Manoeuvres (as Miss Spanker), Milliner’s
Holiday (Miss Dotts), The Irish Tutor (Rosa
and Mary, variously) and in at least one
drama, The Adventures of Fritz: Our German
Cousin, in the early 1870s; that in Sydney she
successfully sued the Town and Country
Journal for libel; and that the Sydney Bulletin
published a cartoon depicting her as a
candidate for parliament — although Alessio
considers that this may have been ‘a
publicity stunt’5 on her part. Of her
daughter, he writes, even less is known, not
even her name. But Lotti did have a
deerhound.
How did an actress in English farces end
up as a ‘celebrated lecturess’, ‘advanced
progressionist’, author and, 120 years after
her death, an increasingly well-known
historical figure in New Zealand?
Wilmot’s own answer to this, it can be
surmised, is to be found in Beds I Have Slept
In, the prequel to New Zealand Beds which,
Alessio points out, presumably describes her
Australian adventures.6 Unfortunately, and
despite concerted attempts by Alessio,
Johnson — and now me — to locate it, no
copy of Beds I Have Slept In has surfaced. Not
only is it missing from national bibliographic
Autumn 2011

a notice at the end she informs readers
that ‘any of her books — Beds I Have Slept
In (1st and 2nd numbers) and New Zealand
Beds could be obtained by post office
order, ‘payable alone to her’.
An item in the Taranaki Herald of
21 February 1882 reveals that she had
issued a prospectus for Beds I Have Slept In
and intended to publish it as a monthly
serial, a schedule that may have slipped
judging by the time lag between reviews. I
have located only two reviews, one of each
number, both published in the Aucklandbased Observer (later the New Zealand
Observer and Freelance). Perhaps penned by
James Cahill’s real-life original, the first
review appeared on
29 April 1882, the second three months
later on 5 August 1882. Both describe the
content, tenor and scope of Beds I Have
Slept In, comment on Wilmot’s adventures
and reflect on her character.
From the reviews, it is evident that
each number of Beds I Have Slept In
comprised four or five chapters, similar to
New Zealand Beds, perhaps running to 50
or 60 pages each. The titles under which
the reviews appear — ‘Lotti Wilmot on the
rampage’ and ‘Wilmot on the rampage’,
respectively — suggest that Lotti had
succeeded in delivering on her
sensationalist sub-title, ‘A woman’s five
years’ experience in colonial life — a
publication of thrilling interest, containing

Slept In fill in some of the missing
details of Wilmot’s life and career
in Australia. Contemporary
newspapers account for more.
Pieced together, they provide the

opportunity to contextualise and re-evaluate
Wilmot’s self-portrait in New Zealand Beds as
a ‘celebrated lecturess and advanced
progressionist’, Alessio’s portrayal of her as a
social, political and religious non-conformist,
and Johnson’s resurrection of her as a
spiritualist and fake medium. What they
reveal is an actress with the wrong voice,
wrong wardrobe and wrong material for
Australian audiences, but who was talented,
versatile, opportunistic even.
After failing to make her fortune on the
stage, Wilmot used her acting skills and
theatre management experience, her stage
presence and her ability to entertain an
audience to re-invent herself first as a
temperance campaigner, then as a public
lecturer and finally as a spiritualist.
Mrs Lotti Wilmot, married, age 35,
occupation ‘Professional’, arrived in
Melbourne as a cabin passenger on the North
American from London on 13 October 1876
with her nine-year-old daughter whose name,
Ada, appears on the passenger list. She paints
a romantic portrait of herself on the voyage
out, eating cake, drinking the best Heidsieck
champagne (she had brought a case) and
gazing at the stars with Ada and her dog,
preferring their company to that of the
captain, a ‘very red-nosed Scotchman and a
tyrant’, who’d tormented the dog after Lotti
rebuffed his advances. She brought with her
£200 cash, an extensive professional

*
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wardrobe and jewellery ‘worth several

the ‘late directress of the Royal Globe and

she broke her engagement to take up an

hotel, the Bellevue, and ‘took passage for

the manager’,21 but Rag Fair turned out to

half the day with the assistant.’ When she fell

hundreds more’, as well as ‘French dramas

Holborn Theatres’ making her ‘first

offer from a theatre manager in Brisbane.

Sydney, pawning a bracelet to raise the
passage money’18

be the penultimate performance of her

behind in the rent, her landlord leered after

dramatic career. She promptly abandoned

to which she owned the sole right of performing appearance in the Colonies’ where she will
‘give a series of readings in character from
in English’.9
Over the next few months, her cash, her favourite comedies’.12 But The Argus’ theatre

There, they had agreed by letter, she would

In Sydney her fortunes declined further.

the stage, applied unsuccessfully for

her departing figure that ‘No good-looking
woman in Sydney need be poor’.24

English comedies while rehearsing her new

After being reduced to residing in a boarding

positions in the country and then, in

Continued in the next On Stage.

perform pieces from her repertoire of

wardrobe and even the number of plays

reviewer found her first night’s performance

dramas. When she met the manager,

house that doubled as a sly-grog shop and

desperation, ‘rented a refreshment booth at

dwindled as she travelled in decreasing style

underwhelming: ‘Miss Lottie [sic] Wilmot…

however, she found — ‘to my horror’, she

‘slowly parting with her valuables’, she

from Melbourne to Brisbane and back to

played as Constance, in selections from

eventually persuaded the manager of the

one of [the Australian] Blondin’s tight-rope
performances’,22 before opening a cigar

Theatre Royal to produce one of her plays,

counter in a boot maker’s shop in King

Murder, Magic, and Madness at the Fair that

Rag Fair, a bad adaptation of a five-act

Street, ostensibly ‘while awaiting her own

Changed America, Random House/

Sydney. She appeared in popular variety

Sheridan Knowles’ comedy, Love’s Chase, but

wrote to the editor to the Brisbane Courier —
that he ‘could do nothing with my pieces’.16

shows and Shakespearian dramas, gave

did not create a favourable impression of her

He didn’t have the resources to stage her

recitals from popular
comedies, and finally
starred in one of her
dramas — only to find
that local audiences

Sara Wiseman as Lotti Wilmot in Potent
Pause Productions’ presentation of Stephanie
Johnson’s Strange Children, Herald Theatre,
Auckland, 2005.
Image: Andrew Malmo, Strata Creative Limited.

new plays and he rejected

17th-century French melodrama in which

the comedies: ‘They are no

she was backed by a cast of 18 — plus

good,’ he reportedly told

supernumeraries, with an orchestra and

her, ‘the people of

multiple scene changes.

Brisbane will not

Footnotes:
1. Erik Larson, The Devil in the White City:

Vintage, New York, 2003, p.396.
2. Stephanie Johnson, Strange Children,   
Playmarket, Wellington, N.Z., 2005,p.2.
3. Madame Lotti Wilmot, New Zealand Beds:

Rag Fair played at the Theatre Royal

A Sequel to Beds I Have Slept In:    

for five nights from 13 February 1877,

Being the Experience of a Celebrated       

What the people of

and although the theatre held 1500, it is

Lecturess and Advanced While on a

managers, the ones in

Brisbane appreciated, it

doubtful many seats were warmed. Lotti

New Zealand Tour, G. Tombs & Co.,    

Brisbane and Sydney at

seems, was Shakespeare.

was the heroine, a countess who

Christchurch, N.Z., 1882, p.13.

any rate, were

Badly miscast, she

becomes a dealer in old clothes in order

4. Dominic Alessio, ‘Spiritualism and

impossible to work with.

appeared in the role of

to redeem papers forged by her husband,

     Reform in Late 19th Century New   

Lady Macbeth.

now imprisoned. Her daughter’s new

Zealand: Lotti Wilmot’s ‘New Zealand

reviewers criticised her

‘Shakespearian tragedy

suitor turns out to be the highwayman

Beds’, British Review of New Zealand

enunciation. As Richard

occupied our stage last

who had robbed and murdered the old

Fotheringham suggests,

night,’ began the Brisbane

count, her father-in-law — at least I think

5. Alessio, p.60.

in his introduction to

Courier’s review of

it’s her father-in-law. There’s a mix-up

6. Alessio, p.58.

Australian Plays for the

15 November 1876, before

with a jacket concealing the forged

7. Observer (Auckland), 5 August 1882,   

Colonial Stage, hers was

criticising Wilmot’s

documents which leads to the

not an isolated
experience.10

physique as too ‘amiable’

highwayman’s mother being murdered,

and her enunciation as

then there’s a ball, and villainy is
unmasked.

subsequent New Zealand

lacking ‘the icy sharpness
and sarcastic acidity’17

career as a spiritualist,

required by the role.

complicated plot, The Sydney Morning

Lotti Wilmot’s first

When the manager

Herald concluded: ‘The drama is

Australian stage appearance

demanded she play ‘the

properly styled romantic; and if to that

was in an anti-spiritualist

Queen to his Hamlet’ she

entertainment, the Fakir

commenced an action for

improbable and wearisome were added, no
great mistake would be made.’19 The

of Oolu’s long-running

breach of contract. He

following day it added: ‘the scenery is

variety show at St George’s

responded that he had no

unexceptional, and the scenery is the only

Hall in Melbourne.

money or credit, and she

really good point.’

didn’t like her material
and local theatre

In addition, local

Ironically, given her

appreciate them.’

was left to cover her own

The show featured

Studies, Vol. 12 (2000), p.55.

p.328.
8. Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,   
p.104.
9. Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,   

After doing its best to summarise the

The Brisbane Courier’s man in Sydney

p.104.
10. Richard Fotheringham (ed.),      
Australian Plays for the Colonial Stage:   
The cover of Lotti Wilmot’s New Zealand
Beds, 1882.
property from England’.23
The cigar counter, ‘Nil Desperandum
Cigar Divan’, the Observer calls it, seems to
have had a slightly dubious reputation as a

‘ghost dramiettas’ by

expenses: a saga she

was less restrained. On its first night the

Garnet Walch, light and

detailed in her letter to the

play didn’t finish until almost midnight, he

dark séances and ‘the

Courier in order, she wrote,

reported, ‘by which time the audience were

could be addressed and re-addressed’. I’m

mysterious cabinet’ in

‘to vindicate myself to the

which the Fakir, aka Dr

inhabitants of Brisbane’.

so out of patience they hissed the
performers’.20 Nor did its heroine please

also acted as an agent for boarding-house

On 30 November, she

Silvester, reproduced the

opened her own variety

tricks of the debonair

him: ‘Miss Wilmot has not much dramatic
ability, no versatility, and has not even a

Davenport brothers, visiting American

abilities in that particular line of comedy. Mr

entertainment at Brisbane’s School of Arts,

prepossessing stage presence. Besides, her

spiritualists who caused tambourines to

performing dramatic recitals from The Lady

elocution is faulty — her “r’s” stick in her

rattle, bells to ring and spirits to materialise

Barlow’s contributions to the entertainment
were very amusing’.13 Nevertheless, she was

of Lyons and The School for Scandal, old

throat like hard “g’s”… [she] will not suit

while all the time securely tied up in ‘the
mysterious cabinet’.11 Bumping Barlow the

re-engaged for six nights from the following
Monday,14 then for a further six.15

favourites in a show that also featured

Sydney audiences.’ Lotti later claimed that

minstrel singers and Japanese acrobats. It

the play was ‘a grand artistic success, but

lasted six nights. By now running low on

not a pecuniary one, and that she had only

funds, she swept out of Brisbane’s leading

taken it off because of a disagreement with

‘Blue-Tailed Fly’ from top billing in press
advertisements, Lotti Wilmot was lauded as
Page 10

That Dr Silvester’s show was a stop-gap
can be inferred from the alacrity with which
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place where ‘gentlemen’s correspondence
not sure exactly what that means, but she
proprietors, for employers seeking
servants and for servants seeking
situations.
Despite its location in the heart of
Sydney’s theatre district, the cigar store
was not a success. ‘She was victimised,’
continues the Observer, ‘by what she calls
‘bloated young swells,’ who got cigars ‘on
tick’, and by bank clerks, who would

1834-1899, University of Queensland
Press, St. Lucia, Qld, 2006, p. liii.
11. The Argus, 7 August 1876, p.5.
12. The Argus, 23 October 1876, p.8.
13. The Argus, 24 October 1876, p.8.
14. The Argus, 30 October 1876, p.8.
15. The Argus, 4 November 1876, p.8.
16. Wilmot, Letter to the editor, Brisbane
Courier, 25 November 1876, p.5.
17. Brisbane Courier, 15 November 1876, p.2.
18.Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882, p.104.
19. The Sydney Morning Herald, 14 February
1877, p.5.
20. Brisbane Courier, 20 February 1877, p.3.
21. Town and Country Journal, 7 August 1880,
p.254.
22.Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882, p.104.
23. Town and Country Journal, p.254.
24. Observer (Auckland), 29 April 1882,
p.104. 
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Winging it

J

In a letter to a colleague in America,

In this latest instalment of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero in Australia,
Elisabeth Kumm raises the curtain on his play Lady Bountiful.
Margaret’s letter falls into his hands.

with Charles Groves as John Veale, Marie

started in 1880 with the first production

Realising what he must do, he meets Camilla

Linden as Margaret Veale, and Gilbert Hare

of The Money Spinner. Since that

in the church and asks her to marry him. But

( John Hare’s son making his London début)

time,         Hare, in his capacity as actor—

it is too late; the church is already decked

as Sir Lucien Brent.

manager, had been involved in the staging

out in readiness for Camilla’s marriage to Sir

of many of Pinero’s plays. At the St James’s

Richard Philliter.
The following day, Dennis is among the

On the first night the play was enthusiastically
received, but many critics were unswayed
by Pinero’s writing. Clement Scott declared

W.H.Kendal saw the first London

guests in the church, but when Camilla sees

that the reception could only be attributed

productions of The Squire (1881), The

him, she rushes to the altar rail…at which

to hero worship for the author: ‘Actors and

Ironmaster (1884), Mayfair (1885) and The

point Sir Richard announces: ‘There shall be

dramatic authors have of late shared in this

Hobby Horse (1886). When the partnership

worship, and Mr A.W.Pinero is evidently

was dissolved in early 1889, Hare

one of those whose work must be taken as

commenced sole management at the Garrick

good. On no other principle can I account

Theatre, opening on 24 April 1889 with The

for the enthusiastic reception accorded to his
latest play.’1

Profligate.
During his early years at the Garrick,

Scott was not alone in his condemnation

Hare enjoyed many successes. His greatest

of the play. Some critics found it too

was perhaps A Pair of Spectacles by Sydney

‘novelistic’, while William Archer, one of

Grundy which had opened in February 1890

Pinero’s staunchest admirers, felt that the

and ran to packed houses for over a year. It

weak fourth act ruined the play’s success.2

was still going strong when it was withdrawn

Others found fault with Pinero’s rather

on 28 February 1891 to make way for

obvious caption references to Dickens’

Pinero’s new four-act comedy-drama Lady

novels David Copperfield and Bleak House, and

Bountiful on 7 March 1891.

his characterisation of Roderick Heron who

Lady Bountiful was commissioned by

was virtually a carbon copy of the miserly

Hare for production at the Garrick, with the

Harold Skimpole in the last named work. In

characters of Camilla Brent and Dennis

the stage directions Pinero refers to Heron

Heron being expressly written for Kate

as being a member of ‘the well-known

Rorke and Johnston Forbes-Robertson.

family of Skimpoles’.

With this play Pinero hoped to raise his
profile as a serious playwright.

John Hare as Roderick Heron in Lady Bountiful
at the Garrick Theatre, London, 1891.

The title character Camilla Brent lives at
Fauncourt and is quietly losing money by
supporting her scoundrelly uncle, Roderick

Hare (who played the role) took this
reference a step further and made himself
up to resemble the poet and essayist James

no marriage today’ and the curtain falls.
Each of the play’s four acts was captioned

Henry Leigh Hunt (1784–1859) upon whom
Dickens controversially based the character
of Skimpole.3

Heron, and Dennis, her cousin. Dennis is in

with a phrase summarising the action.

love with Camilla and asks her to marry

Pinero’s allusions were not lost on his

him, but instead she berates him for

audience who were well acquainted with the

complimentary reviews of the play: ‘When…

sponging off her generosity. Dennis flees to

novels of Charles Dickens:

the curtain fell upon Lady Bountiful, the

The Times offered one of the few

London determined to do something with his

Act 1 – ‘Aunt Anne speaks her mind’

conviction was a general one in the house that

life, and takes a position at a riding academy.

Act 2 – ‘Dennis sets foot in a new world’

Mr Pinero had at length achieved in the serious

Act 3 – ‘Margaret prepares for a voyage’

vein such a degree of success as has so often

marries Margaret Veale, the daughter of the

Act 4 – ‘Camilla goes to the Altar’

crowned his inventions in farce and comedy.

owner. Margaret is weakened after the birth

As actor-manager, Hare was noted for

For the author of Lady Bountiful has contrived to

Although in love with Camilla, he

of their child and entrusts Camilla with a

not giving himself top billing or taking the

tell a tale which is at once plausibly new and

letter sanctioning the marriage between

central role in a play. With Lady Bountiful, as

true, and which, if tinged with the gloom of real

Dennis and Camilla, to be given to Dennis

was his wont, he assigned himself to the

in the event of her death.

small role of Roderick Heron, Camilla’s

life, has also the elevating effect of a work of
art.’4

After Margaret’s demise, Dennis flees
again, this time to Nebraska, where he

sponging uncle.
The principal characters in the play were

makes a fortune as a stockrider. Four years

taken by Kate Rorke as Camilla Brent and

elapse and he returns to Fauncourt where

Johnston Forbes-Robertson as Dennis Heron,
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one character in the lengthy cast which is

his light vein he will tolerate, will even laugh

weak, and as far as the production of the

season in London — only burlesque and

at Dandy Dick, but yawn at Lady Bountiful;
three-act farces are more in his line.’10

drama by Messrs Brough and Boucicault is

melodrama do well. Lady Bountiful is much

ohn Hare’s association with A.W.Pinero

Theatre, his co-management with

or high-class comedy for him. Mr Pinero in

Pinero wrote: ‘Theatricals are very bad this

Writing in 1895, T. Edgar Pemberton
believed the work to be ahead of its time: ‘One
has only to read it to see what a beautifully
conceived and admirably written work it is.’5

ON STAGE

admired by our refined playgoers but they
are not sufficient in number to do more than
half-fill the theatre.’6
One of Pinero’s rare ‘failures’, the play
was withdrawn after only 65 performances,

concerned it was as perfect as the excellent

Quick to challenge this statement, Gerald material of which their company is
Marr Thompson, critic in The Sydney Morning

composed could make it. Even the minor

Herald published a rebuttal: ‘But is there a

parts were well filled, and on Saturday

single theatre in London where “poetic drama evening a crowded house followed the

and replaced by the crowd pleasing A Pair of

and high-class comedy” are continuously played? developments of the piece with more than
Mr Irving does most in this direction, but even the usual enthusiasm.’12

Spectacles with Hare as Benjamin Goldfinch.

he is driven to meet the public taste with

In summarising the theatricals in 1891,

Of Florence Brough’s performance, the

such robust melodramas as Corsican Brothers,

same paper wrote: ‘In the part of Camilla

The Times referred to Pinero’s failure:

The Lyons Mail, and the like; and the New

Brent, Mrs Brough had a heavy task, but her

‘Unconventionality must also be said to have

Review will not dare to deny that all the great acting was marked by dignity and dramatic

been a source of weakness in Lady Bountiful,

classic comedies and tragedies of the English

an admirably-written play by Mr
Pinero, who ventured to indulge in the
luxury of an enigmatical, or, at least,
half-hearted heroine, with results not
altogether satisfactory to the
management of the Garrick Theatre.’7
The Era pulled no punches in its summation

‘Nobody liked her, and when
stage heroines are not liked
they are as good as dead
and done for.’
stage are regularly revived here by visiting

force throughout. The scenes with Denis [sic]
were thoroughly worked out, and the
pathos of Camilla’s interview with her
dying rival Margaret was so intense in its
earnestness that it must have sent a
responsive thrill through the entire
audience.’13
Emma Temple’s performance of the

of why the play failed: ‘If Lady Bountiful

stars. Mrs Bernard-Beere’s successful season,

doomed Margaret was also admired: ‘The

failed it was because the author led his

for example, was almost entirely limited to

representation, which is full of interest, will

public on a wrong scent, and caused them to

the production of such pieces. The allusion

be chiefly memorable hereafter for the

expect what he was not minded they should

to Lady Bountiful is most unhappy. The “high- gentle pathos with which Emma Temple

discover. His Lady Bountiful belied her name.

class comedy” fizzled out miserably after a

plays the part of Margaret Veale. The actress

She was incomprehensible, and being as we

forced run of only 10 weeks, and Mr Hare

has not hitherto done anything as good as

soon found, proud, haughty, and disdainful,

then revived Grundy’s version of Les Petits
Oiseaux — from the French as usual.’11

the death scene, in which the note of

she never once awakened sympathy. Nobody
liked her, and when stage heroines are not
liked they are as good as dead and done
for.’8
Indeed, Lady Bountiful was ‘dead and

In Australia, Lady Bountiful achieved a
total of only seven performances. This was

resignation under suffering is, at the last,
very truly sounded.’14
In Melbourne, at the Princess’s Theatre,

not because it was badly received (as Wingfield Lady Bountiful was regrettably performed
might have concluded), but due to the Brough–

only twice, The Argus of 23 November 1893

done for’ as far as the British stage was

Boucicault Company having such a large

noting: ‘The play was followed with the

concerned and was never revived.

repertoire of new plays that they wished to

closest attention by the audience, and the

Interestingly, in New York, it received a

stage during their 1893 seasons in Sydney and interest excited by it was at times quite

warm reception when it opened at the

Melbourne, including productions of Pinero’s poignant in its intensity… The performance

Lyceum Theatre on 16 November 1891, and

The Times and The Amazons, and revivals of

ran for 53 performances, with Georgia

the ever popular The Magistrate and Dandy Dick. piece can only be repeated this evening.

Cayvan, Herbert Kelcy, W.J.Moyne and
Effie Shannon in the principal roles.9

during its première season at the Criterion

During 1891, Lewis Wingfield, described

Lady Bountiful was performed five times
Theatre in Sydney, opening on 29 July 1893.

was, in fact, a pronounced success, but the
Under other circumstances it would deserve
and secure a long run.’15
As previously noted, Pinero’s plays were

as the greatest authority on costume since

The principal roles were taken by Florence

frequently revived by amateur companies

Planché and Godwin, paid a visit to

Brough (Camilla Brent) and G.S.Titheradge

during the early 1900s. On

Australia for his health. During this time he

(Dennis Heron), with Dion Boucicault as

30 May 1903, at the Lyceum Theatre in

assisted the Brough–Boucicault Company by

Roderick Heron, Robert Brough as John

Sydney, it was staged by The Players under

advising them on costumes and props for

Veale, Harold Chichester as Sir Lucien Brent the direction of Philip Lytton, with Lytton as

their forthcoming production of Much Ado

and Emma Temple as Margaret Veale.

About Nothing.
On his return to England he wrote an

On reviewing the opening night’s

Dennis and Elsie Ahearne as Camilla. Two
years later, on 17 February 1905, the

performance, The Sydney Morning Herald

Melbourne branch of the same company

essay (published in the New Review) entitled

recorded: ‘Lady Bountiful is a drama of

‘The Drama in the Antipodes’ in which he

exceptional merit, viewed either from a

performed it at the Bijou Theatre, under the
direction of Gregan McMahon.16

made some rather contentious observations

literary or an artistic point of view, and it

of the Australian playgoer: ‘No poetic drama

furnishes another out of many instances of

of Lady Bountiful were the only ones staged

Mr Pinero’s constructive ability. There is not

anywhere in the world in the 20th century.*
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Melba—An Unconventional Biography
Originally published in 1932, shortly after
Melba’s death, this idiosyncratic,
entertaining ramble provides a useful insight
into Melba’s personality and the era in
which she flourished, though her Australian
tours are all but ignored. The author
frequently interrupts the narrative to
expound on a favourite topic or contribute

hands of illiterate American Jews, who run it
entirely for people of their own mentality,’

versatility as an

Speech, the highly-acclaimed

entertainer: she has

film about Logue’s work

performed everywhere

with the then Duke of York

from Kings Cross

who became George VI.

producer in Adelaide and Perth in the period
before 1924 when he left for England.
Norman C. Hutchinson, 2010. 112 pp.
$19.95.

The saga begins with Oscar Hammerstein

Available from selected bookshops or

of correspondence and press clippings.

Mark Logue and Peter Conradi:

and Charlie Chaplin, and Willie's son,

Three Feet Press. 54 pp. RRP $20. Available

Oscar II, became the most successful

The King’s Speech – How One Man Saved     

from Collected Works Bookshop, Nicholas

lyricist of all time, writing the story and

Building, 37 Swanston Street, Melbourne.

Writer and filmmaker Mark Logue is the

words to Showboat, Oklahoma!, South Pacific,

grandson of the now-famous Lionel Logue,

Carousel, The King and I and The Sound of

the Australian speech therapist who cured

Music. Drawing heavily on the family

King George VI of his crippling stammer. As

archives, the book presents a rich collection

the custodian of the Logue family archive,

of photographs, theatre plans, letters

Logue had access to a treasure trove of

and programs.

correspondence, diaries, photographs and

unique blend of cynicism and nostalgia, and
an affectionate nod to the conventions of
‘noir’ narrative.
Affirm Press, 2011. 288 pp. RRP $29.95

Runs in the family
Oscar Andrew Hammerstein:

Brush Off! Saving The Gilt-Edged Kid

The Hammersteins – A Musical Theatre Family
A lavishly presented history of Broadway’s
greatest and most influential family, as told
by Oscar Andrew Hammerstein.

Black Dog & Leventhal, New York,
2010. 236 pp. RRP $55.95

other memorabilia; they provide authority
and colour to this comprehensive account of

Favourites on paper
Allister Hardiman:

a remarkable career and a unique doctorpatient relationship that developed into an
enduring friendship.

Chasing Gingerbread

Sterling, New York, 2010. 242 pp.

A charming mini-album filled with beautiful

RRP $29.95

idiosyncratic captions are marred by
careless editing.
Blurb, US. 100 pp. $A31.00; HC
$A40.40
Available as print-on-demand via
outofthheinkbottle.blogspot.com
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the changes in the Australian entertainment
industry over the past 50 years.
Doubleday, 2011. 302 pp. RRP $32.95

Henry Brougham Farnie (1836–1889) made

Gilbert and Sullivan. He had more big hits
than any of his contemporaries. His greatest
success included Geneviève de Brabant, La
Fille de Madame Angot, Les Cloches de
Corneville, La Fille de Tambour-Major, La
Mascotte and Paul Jones – many of them
presented in Australia by JCW’s Royal
Comic Opera Company with Nellie Stewart
and Florence Young. The book includes
comprehensive details of each of his
theatrical pieces, plus a list of his concert

Matilda who?
Edel Wignell & Elizabeth Botté:
Christina’s Matilda
Intended mainly for youngsters, this book
relates how Cristina Macpherson, the ninth
child in a wealthy pastoral family, and the
great-great-aunt of Victorian premier Ted
Baillieu, played Banjo Paterson the music of
an old Scottish ballad while he put together
the words of what became ‘Waltzing
Matilda’. Included are letters and
photographs provided by Mr Baillieu’s late
mother, Diana.
IP Kidz, 2011. 38 pp. RRP $26.
Also available as an e-book

and music hall songs. His ‘Gendarmes’

Gone, but not forgotten

Queme Press, 2010. 220 pp. RRP £10 post
free via Queme@Caidh.org

I hear SBS has

Stupenda memory

commissioned a
major new

The Joan Sutherland Handbook

television series

A disappointing compilation consisting

on the history of

of Sutherland’s roles and when she first
performed them, an incomplete list of her

Houdini – Art and Magic

recordings, but not her videos, then Wikipeda

of Houdiniana, published to coincide with a

articles on the main roles in her repertoire.
Lightning Source, UK. 280 pp. RRP

major Houdini exhibition at New York’s

$A28. Available as print-on-demand from

Jewish Museum.

bookdepository.co.uk

Autumn 2011

Australian theatre.

pages of basic biography is followed by a list

Brooke Kamin Rapaport:
A superbly produced hard-cover compendium

n

Gus
goss

Duet’ has remained popular for 140 years.

solely of downloads from Wikipedia. A few

reproductions of rare portraits of 19th
century Australian stage favourites — but

Bouffonnerie Musicale: The Story of H.B.Farnie

popular enough to compete strongly with

the British Monarchy

nightclubs to the Sydney
Opera House. Her memoir also chronicles

Keith Drummond Sharp:

the London stage. His talent made the genre

Will Rogers, W.C.Fields, Al Jolson, Houdini

1001 Australian Nights

Facing up to G&S

Hill South, 3128. Please add $3 p&h.

comes complete with a disc of reproductions

Dave Graney:

University Press, 2010. 262 pp. RRP $54.95

his name adapting French opéra bouffe for

sons Willie and Arthur nurtured talents like

The rock scene

Jewish Museum of New York/Hale

from the author at 1/2 Linden Street, Box

a story worthy of — an opera? The book

George Dreyfus:

Page 14

therapist in The King’s

...and speaking of the King
speaking…

of the Australian rock music scene with a

the mercurial George Dreyfus to write them

overshadowed her

house, where Melba dazzled audiences. His

puling — or whatever you like to call it — of

In 1969 the Australian Opera commissioned

attributes have

Harley Street speech

sorry saga, telling all and sparing no-one. It’s

peripatetic life on the highways and byways

from Oblivion

Rush’s performance as the

built New York’s most majestic opera

the illiterate, semi-barbaric, sickeningly

Kid opera

legendary physical

to produce it. Now George has detailed this

Dave Graney charts 30 years of his

bookdepository.co.uk

showbiz legend whose

known through Geoffrey

the theatre capital of the world and who

Idiosyncratic Australian singer and songwriter

$A28. Available as print-on-demand from

Lionel Logue is now widely

explained — the company has never seen fit

form of music ever evolved; the product of

Lightning Source UK. 280 pp. RRP

became an exuberant

I, the immigrant who made Times Square

while jazz is ‘the most mawkishly sentimental

the American negro.’ But Melba he liked.

World War II migrant who

George is proud of it but – for reasons never

an acerbic observation: cinema, he says,
‘might be quite admirable were it not in the

Lionel Logue,

an elocutionist, public speaker, actor and

A roundup of books of theatre interest to people interested in theatre.
Percy Colson:

A Whole Load of Front
The autobiography of a

The King’s Mentor

This book traces Logue’s Australian life as

First reading
Reprinting Melba

Maria Venuti:

Hutchinson:

Michael Slater, Charles Dickens, Yale

1892, pp. 221–222. 

Eyes front

Norman C.

Routledge and Sons, London, 1895.

University Press, Oxford, 1994.

an opera. The result was The Gilt-Edged Kid.

Maria Venutti

University of Colorado Press, Niwot,

It’s to be called
Raising the Curtain and will comprise six
one-hour programs.
It will air next year. Already several
THA members are assisting in the
intensive research process.
- Gus, the theatre cat n
Page 15

Coral Browne comes home

C

Letters to the Editor

Frank Van Straten welcomes the return of a theatrical grande dame.

oral Browne last visited

the indefatigable Florence Foster Jenkins,

Melbourne in July 1980.

the New York society lady who thought

She was with her husband,

she could sing.

Vincent Price, who was appearing
Oscar Wilde show, Diversions and

decided that Melbourne audiences should

Delights.

be reacquainted with Miss Coral Browne,
the local girl who made good — very good
indeed.
‘My first memory of her was in Alan

sinister shadow. She had been

Bennett’s teleplay An Englishman Abroad,

largely forgotten in Hollywood,

and I was quite overwhelmed by the

where they lived and — sadly — in

quality of her performance,’ Heather says.

Australia, where she was born.

started working on a project to put Coral

Coralie Brown had started her

Browne back in the spotlight. ‘Then,’ says

career with actor-manager Gregan

Alice, ‘Peter Quilter’s brand new script

McMahon at the Playhouse

dropped into our lap.’

Theatre in South Melbourne,
opposite today’s Hamer Hall stage

and a two-week season was booked at the

door. McMahon recognised her

Carlton Courthouse, but there followed

talent, swiftly promoted her to

many agonising months raising finance

leading roles, and eventually

and searching for someone to play

convinced her to try her luck

Vincent Price.

venue histories including ‘It didn’t always
close on Saturday night’, and now the
current George Miller Music Hall series.
gathered and recorded. Congratulations and
thank you to both Peter Pinne and Theatre
Heritage Australia. Long may Peter continue
to write them and THA to continue to

Ringing more bells
It was good to read about the Lynch Family.
There is a lady at Hervey Bay who is a
descendant of the family. I have been giving
her the bits of information that I have, including
a copy of this poster and the newspaper ad
for when they came to Maryborough.

notorious. Her language, wit and

and Jo Gill.

legend. And still are.

as Coral in Mrs Vincent Price, Carlton

Coral Browne archives in the Arts Centre’s

Courthouse, February 2010. Image: Alice Bishop

Performing Arts Collection.

Above: Coral Browne and Vincent Price, c. 1977.

sparsely documented so, when she visited

Mrs Vincent Price had its world première
at the Carlton Courthouse on 10 February 2010.

There were several consignments of her

memories of those years for preservation in

treasures. The last arrived in 1991, a couple

generously spiced with unprintable

the Performing Arts Collection.

of weeks after her death.

obscenities. Naturally Quilter’s play includes

Browne was famous for her quick and

east’. Not to mention the enormous debt
owed to Edgar Metcalfe for establishing
The National Theatre at the Playhouse as a
professional company during his first tenure

wonderful photo of her and her then husband

at artistic director in the 1960s, creating

Mike Todd. It was taken at a frantic press

such productions as The Marat/Sade, The
Representative, Altona, and Oh, What a Lovely
War for Perth audiences, is a solecism that
cannot be allowed to slip by unnoticed.
The 1960s were vibrant years in Perth

many of her more memorable ripostes.

anybody could be remotely interested, but

by Barbara Angell and Rose Collis in their

‘She never lost her scathing turn of

she agreed.

recent biographies of Coral Browne, and

phrase,’ says Alice Bishop, ‘and she made

these, in turn, inspired British playwright

frequent use of the F-word. She was often

also be interested in

Peter Quilter.

regarded as outrageous, and really became

this photo of The

infamous for it.’

Maryborough

of the Rainbow, a musical drama based on

tea. When it was all over I had a priceless

the life of Judy Garland. With Caroline

that Coral Browne should be remembered:

recording, and a promise that she would

O’Connor in the lead, it premièred in

as Peter Quilter’s play demonstrates, it is

donate her scrapbooks, photographs and

Australia in 1955, and has since been seen

because she was indeed one of the most

personal memorabilia to the Victorian Arts

all over the world. More recently Quilter

brilliant Australian actresses of the

Centre’s Performing Arts Museum.

has had success with Glorious!, the story of

20th century. 
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Australian artists who came from ‘over

- Laurie Gellon,

frequently caustic wit, which was usually

reminisced and Vincent organised afternoon

Graham among many, and by those

Mount Barker, South Australia

That material, and my tape, were used

Quilter is probably best known for End

Ford, Joan Bruce, Neville Teede and Ron

Little Theatre 1963 production. It is in fact

I’d like to share with On Stage readers this

ask her if she would allow me to record her

Hotel, the tape recorder running as she

artists, such as Faith Clayton, Margaret

39, is not as captioned the Williamstown

With the recent passing of Elizabeth Taylor

She kept her word.

couple of hours in her suite at the Windsor

is to ignore the contributions made by local

the photo I sent, which is published on page

Press ganged

huge blow ups of photographs from the

the Arts Centre, I took the opportunity to

A few days later I spent a wonderful

performances by international celebrities’,

publish them.

Helen Laffin designed the set, using
Top: Grant Smith as Vincent and Heather Lythe

50, as it seems because there were ‘guest

Kind regards,

The Real Thring in 2008), Chris Broadstock

relationships were the stuff of

‘The Theatre’s best years were 1978–1981.’
To pick just three years out of more than

the individual musicals series and also the

Ellis Ebell.

actresses — and one of its most

She was obviously bemused that

with these history features. including both

took exception to the paragraph stating

super accuracy Ellis Ebbell (published) is

Cahill (Frank Thring in Barry Dickins’

stage of her extraordinary career was

South Yarra, Victoria

there are many of us here in Perth who

Williamstown on 14 February 1980. For

the West End’s most respected

I knew that the important, formative

- Adrian Turley,

was taken at the final dress rehearsal at

Others in the cast were Michael F.

unconventional personal

the Summer 2011 edition of On Stage,

Regards,

What a magnificent job Peter is doing

of the demise of The Playhouse Theatre in

presented at their theatre, and this photo

Grant Smith came on board.

Within a few years she was one of

Eighty Days.

the Gravin production which WLT also

Eventually versatile singer–actor

She ventured there in 1934.

promoting Mike’s film Around the World in

For accuracy could you please note that

Heather was ‘locked in’ to play Coral

in London.

While we are grateful for the acknowledgement

It is so important that these histories are

Heather and director Alice Bishop

A Footscray girl, the then

Thank you very much for including in the

productions of The Ballad of Angel’s Alley.

British-born, Melbourne-based actress,

much in her husband’s sometimes

Perth Playhouse story

in November 1957, when they were

details I sent to Peter Pinne about additional

at the Comedy in his one-man

star, Coral was by then living very

conference during their visit to Melbourne

Summer 2011 edition of On Stage the

Early in 2010 Heather Lythe, a

Once a glittering West End

Praise for Peter

Theatre, led by the quality and quantity of
I thought you may

Bellringers (they may have been called The

But is not only for her colourful language

Maryborough Bellringing Society [or club]).
Regards,
- Denis Melksham,
Maryborough, Queensland.

productions staged at the Playhouse by
Metcalfe and Barry J. Gordon among
others which resulted in not only the
introduction of such Australian talent as
Cornelia Frances, Joe Hasham, Brian Blain
and Penne Hackforth-Jones to the
profession, but ensured that Perth had the
greatest number of theatres per capita of
population in Australia at the time.

*
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There is no mention either of the
contributions of Ray Westwell in establishing

it once stood, but for a magazine purporting
to record the theatre heritage of Australia,

future newsletters to provide a better

the Junior Playhouse in the early 1960s, or of the article was sadly inadequate.

perspective on the loss of such an

Ray Omodei’s later tenure as artistic director.

admirable and valuable institution.

In the 1970s, The Playhouse also

I am attaching part of my history of
Perth Theatre in the 1960s, White Fella’s

Best regards

Dreaming, that covers the first decade of the

- John Pratt

Dorothy Hewett: Bon-Bons and Roses for Dolly

Playhouse’s history which, I hope, will give

Perth, Western Australia

(1972), The Fields of Heaven (1976), and The

an indication of the comprehensive

Man From Muckinupin (1979).

program offered and the high regard it

[Watch for an extract from John Pratt’s

earned from patrons and the participants

White Fella’s Dreaming in a future issue of

Council will only recognise the Playhouse by

alike, sufficient for the decade to have been

On Stage.

a brass plaque in the footpath outside where

considered ‘a Golden Age’.

- The Editor]

New open air venue for Melbourne

M

recognition of the generosity of the Ian

Designer’s concept sketch of The Ian Potter

new open air performance

Potter Foundation.

Precinct in the Australian Garden, Cranbourne.

As a focal point for both education and

Botanic Gardens’ Australian Garden project

entertainment, the precinct will also cater

at Cranbourne will include a gently sloping

for events such as festivals,

triangular lawn, capable of seating up to

functions, live music and a

1000 people.

farmers’ market.

At the apex of the triangle will be a flat

Image: THA

the most successful — as well as one of the
most notorious — of its kind. Named after
the first famous London music hall which

developed area to 18

broad expanse of water and a view of the

hectares. It is scheduled for

gardens opposite. Appropriate wiring and

completion in late Autumn

other facilities are being installed.

2012. Designers are Taylor

1860 is the next evidence of any activity:
‘UNION HOTEL CONCERT-ROOM will
OPEN on Saturday evening, the 28th.
Once again, further record of the
8.30pm on Sunday 1 December 1861 when
a fire broke out in an upstairs bedroom of

and stone cement-faced building of two

the hotel, almost completely destroying the

wings separated by a right of way. Behind

building. Although the outer walls were of

the eastern wing — where part of David

brick, the inner partition walls were made up

Jones store now stands — there was a small

of light wooden boards with sawdust-filled

concert or music room which was opened

cavities, and covered over with canvas and

following popular and talented artistes are
engaged: Messrs Alfred Oakley, Alfred
Phillips, George Peck, and Miss Harland, by
whose united talents a first-class Vocal and
Musical Entertainment is insured.
will commence in the Bar at seven, and the
concert at eight o’clock.’

307–309 Bourke Street, Melbourne,
present site of the Just Jeans store.
The Union Saloon,
Concert Room Union Hotel,
The Union Concert Hall,
Music Hall – Union Hotel,
The Union Music Hall,
The Canterbury Casino,
The Canterbury Casino Hall,
The Canterbury-Hall,
Mr Holdsworth’s Free Concert
Hall for Working Men.

Free informal evening concerts of popular

wallpaper. The ceilings were made entirely
of canvas and also covered with paper.
‘The materials…being of this very light
and inflammable character, it is not
surprising that within a very few minutes the
whole of the face of the upper storey of the
building became one sheet of flame.’ The
Argus of 2 December commented,
continuing: ‘The only persons on the
premises at the time when the fire was
discovered were the barman, the porter, and
some singers, who were practicing in the
concert room.’ Only the Union’s bar and
cellar survived the fire.
The hotel seems to have been rebuilt the

music continued at the hotel or ‘Union Saloon’

arrived from the Cape of Good Hope, where following year to a modified design. The

as it was sometimes called, over the next year

they have been performing under the

ground where the east wing had stood was

or so. An Argus advertisement of 6 January

patronage of his Excellency the Lieutenant-

either sold off or let out for occupancy by a

1855 advised: ‘CONCERT ROOM, Union

Governor, will have the honour of giving a

separate building. The plan for the new

Hotel… newly decorated and illuminated

Grand Concert in the Music Hall of the

hotel on the western side of the right-of-way

with gas. Open every evening. Admission

above Hotel on Saturday, January 20. Doors

was elongated and now stretched well over

Free. Miss Urie, the favourite Scotch ballad

open at half-past 2, performance to

half way down the lane to Little Collins

singer. Miss Bourne, the admired English

commence at 3 o’clock. Admission 2s.6d.;

Street. It seems that this extra space

vocalist. Mr Golding, the popular Irish

reserved seats 5s.’

permitted replacement of the old concert

comic singer. And Mr Alfred Osborne, late

After going unadvertised for several

of the London Wednesday Concerts, Exeter

months and with more than a dozen other

platform and an upstairs gallery. The new hall

Hall, sing every night with great applause.

concert rooms or halls in the city and suburbs

seems to have been able to accommodate

Mr Collins, the celebrated pianist, will

now competing for business, the Union — now

around 400 people and was first advertised

preside at the pianoforte… Doors open at

advertised as ‘Music Hall–Union Hotel’ —

in The Argus of 18 August 1863 with a simple

half past seven o’clock; concert commence

reopened ‘under entirely new arrangements’

classified: ‘UNION HOTEL MUSIC-HALL

at eight precisely, and finish at eleven.’

on Saturday 16 June 1855 with a series of

now OPEN. Proprietor C. Wright.’

A daytime concert was announced for
the following 20 January: ‘Herr G. Richty’s
celebrated Band, lately connected with the
Imperial Theatre, St Petersburg, and just

ON STAGE

three of Melbourne’s dailies on 28 April

Union’s concert room disappears until about

‘Entrance, Free. Instrumental Orchestra
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five years. A small, two-line classified in all

Street late in 1853.

will be brilliantly lighted with gas. The

n

unadvertised in the press for the following

Hotel which opened in the heart of Bourke

open to the public, and the whole establishment

Cullity Lethlean, in association

all further entertainments seem to have gone

Galaxy of talent. Free.’

Canterbury evolved from the first Union

Union Hotel, in Great Bourke-street, will be

Australian Garden’s

The
Canterbury
Music Hall

had opened in 1851, Melbourne’s

‘This evening, the New Music Room at the

Stage 2 will double the

with Paul Thompson.

during its five year heyday it was probably

Press advertisements of that date announced

or a screen for outdoor movies. Beyond is a

known as ‘The Ian Potter Precinct’ in

first music hall in Melbourne, but

on Saturday 29 July 1854.

area suitable for the installation of a stage

The venue is in an area that will be

Inset: Work in progress, April 2011.

the Canterbury was not quite the

The hotel comprised a two-storey brick

elbourne is to get a spectacular
venue. Stage 2 of the Royal

N

Ralph Marsden rediscovers a notorious Melbourne entertainment haunt.

ow almost completely forgotten,

commissioned and premiered three plays by

It is understandable that the Perth City

Melbourne stage-by-stage

Please feel free to use any part of it in

Autumn 2011

‘Vocal and Instrumental concerts Admission
by Refreshment Ticket’.

room by a larger hall with a stage or

In the early 1850s London-born Charles
Wright had emigrated to Victoria, where he

These concerts probably continued for

seems to have worked his way up in the

some time after this but, rather mysteriously,

hotel trade from barman to publican in

*
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little more than a decade. Wright was

Walter and Alfred, were the featured attraction.

evidently a shrewd businessman as well as

The St Leons later became well known

something of a showman; by the early 1860s

Australian circus proprietors, but here they

he had been licensee of two other city hotels

appeared in an acrobatic act formed at the

and when he took over at the Union, soon

Theatre Royal early in l865, under the

became the driving force behind its steadily

management of Barry Sullivan.
From mid-October the Canterbury’s bills

increasing success. He unashamedly
advertised his house as a working man’s

featured American acrobat Leon Samwells,

hotel; he seems to have understood his

formerly with Foley’s Californian Circus,

clientele, known their tastes in amusement

which had recently completed a season at

and been happy to cater to them.

the Haymarket Theatre.
As if to top all rivals, Henry Bartine

An Argus advertisement of 29 August 1863
lists the bill for that night and for the

returned soon after this in a ‘sensational act

following week: ‘Open Every Evening at

Wheeling Barrow along rope 50ft high’.

Half-past 7. Tom Wilson, the Celebrated

A week later Bartine was walking the same

Irish Comic Vocalist, at half-past 9. The

rope blindfolded. The year wound up with

laughable Farce entitled THE QUEER

by this time. From 21 November they

SUBJECT at 10, in which the Favourites J.

included an ‘Entirely new farce embracing

Youle and Miss Sutherland perform. W. Bent

all of the company arranged expressly for

and his Negro Eccentricities. Miss Annie

this establishment, entitled JUMBO JUM’ —

Hayes in some of her Comic Songs. Miss

Jumbo Jum being played by ‘champion

Douglass, the pleasing Danseuse. The Brothers

dancer’ Johnny Burgess.

ELLIOT in their Wonderful Performance
with the Roman Ropes THIS EVENING.’

another ‘Poses Plastique’ act, ‘Professor

Clockwise from top left: A contemporary
demonstration of the ‘Pepper’s Ghost’ illusion.

Early in March 1864 Charles Wright

Versatile American acrobat Leon Samwells.

a stage illusion known as ‘Pepper’s Ghost’.

Acrobat Pablo Fanque, who became the first

Invented and patented in London in 1853

‘person of colour’ to own a British circus.

rooms, all attached to hotels along Bourke

by J.H.Pepper, the illusion had first been

Sheet music cover for ‘Jumbo Jum’.

Street. These included the City Concert

seen in Melbourne in August 1863 in a play

with at least three other halls or concert

Hall, the Royal Charter Concert Hall and
the Apollo Music Hall. Despite being the
latest, largest and most elaborate of this trio,
George Coppin’s Apollo had fallen into
prolonged darkness less than four months
after opening. The City, also known as
O’Halloran’s Music Hall, had opened as
Tilke’s City Concert Hall in March 1856 but
remained a low key operation that was
seldom advertised at this time.
The Union’s closest competitor in the
spring of 1863 was probably the Royal
Charter, which had opened as a hotel in
1855 and had operated a concert room or
hall from around 1857. Probably similar in
size and accommodations, the two halls also

at the Haymarket Theatre. It consisted of the
brightly lighted image of a ‘ghost’ actor off
stage being reflected from a mirror onto a
large clear sheet of glass hanging on stage.
Within a week or two ‘The Ghost’ was also
on show at other Melbourne venues, but by
the end of a month the sensation had worn

a man across the rope, the wonderful chair

off and the novelty had virtually disappeared.

trick, &c nightly.’

Wright seems to have utilised the effect at
the Canterbury in a few farces and sketches

The Union Hotel was still run as a
separate entity from the music hall at this time

before advertising the patent for sale, seemingly

it seems, for an Argus item of 8 September 1864

with little success.

recorded a District Court case in which the

For some reason the Canterbury seems

landlord, George Abbott, had been fined ‘£5,

to have been little advertised in 1864, apart

with 12s. 6d. costs, for allowing prostitutes to

from a few odd weeks around mid-year when

assemble in his licensed house on the 31st

the offerings included ‘Marble Groupings’

ult.’ Charles Wright took over the lease of

shared some of the same performers. Perhaps also known as ‘Poses Plastiques’ — a favourite
to give itself an extra edge, the Royal
around the halls of the time. This act consisted

the whole property the following year which

Charter changed its name to the ‘Royal

of a troupe of perhaps three or four well-

late February 1865. As well as music hall acts

Surrey’ or ‘Surrey’ in September 1863. This

proportioned men and women who, with

the entertainment included ‘select dancing’

name was also borrowed from a famous

minimal covering or wearing form-fitting body

with a ‘splendid band’ in a ‘brilliantly lighted

London forerunner — the very first to use

stockings, and with skin painted and powdered

room’. The dancing started at 9 o’clock with

the term ‘music hall’ in its name.

white to resemble marble, posed as ‘living

an admission price of sixpence.

The Union countered by changing its
name to the ‘Canterbury Music-Hall’ early
in October 1863 and the entertainments
seem to have become a little more elaborate
Page 20

statues’ in imitation of ‘classical’ sculptures.
In July the star attraction was Victor

Cushla’s accomplished artistes’ from mid-

of the more durable Canterbury acts. Just how

November, and a return by the Rowland

miscellaneous the attractions were was shown

troupe in December.

later that month when ‘TWO BOA

claimed to have bought the rights to exhibit

By this time the Union was competing

dancing’ and ‘negro delineations’ were one

was advertised as ‘Canterbury Casino’ from

By late June 1865 the featured variety act
was the acrobatic Italian Brothers ‘in their

Julligan, ‘the Australian Blondin, the daring

wonderful Slack Rope, Stilt and Perch

rope performer [who] blindfolded will carry

performances’. In mid-August the Casino

ON STAGE

The Rowlands were still on the bills early

CONSTRICTORS, largest ever witnessed in

in 1867 and around mid-April Wright was

Australia’ were added to the show. The year’s

exhibiting a live Indian elephant, ‘10ft high’

end was celebrated by a Boxing Day ball

and complete with keeper, from 8.00pm

and another ‘Grande Masquerade and Fancy

until 1I.00pm every evening. Meanwhile, a

Dress Ball’ on New Year’s Eve. For this the

letter to the editor of The Argus, published on

admission was raised to 2/6d.

25 March 1867, threatened to jeopardise the

The boa constrictors were still in residence Canterbury’s success: under the heading

offered a ‘wonderful exhibition of performing early in 1866, performing nightly with their

‘Dens of Iniquity’ it railed against Bourke

lions… Mons. Fernandez, great lion tamer,

master, Signor Francini, until the end of

Street’s ‘licensed houses of the very worst

will enter the cage and place his head in the

January. The Canterbury, which was now

character…nightly the resort and meeting

lion’s mouth several times, day and night, from reaching the apex of its popularity, was as

house of the furthest advanced in depravity

11 am until 12 o’clock pm. Admission 6d.’

often advertised as ‘Canterbury-Hall’ or as

and crime. It is impossible to pass these

Acrobats remained the most popular

‘Canterbury Casino’, proclaiming itself ‘the

places after nine o’clock at night without

type of act, however; the bills for September

most exciting and amusing now open to the

rubbing against this class of persons, and

and October 1865 featured ‘Professor Stevens public.’ Indeed, the bills began to read like

your ears being assailed with language so

and his two talented sons; also Pablo Fanque

the Tivoli or Bijou rosters of 40 or 50 years

filthy as to be beyond description…’

and son.’ A few months before this, Fanque

later, with acrobats, comic singers, dancers,

had been on the bill at the Theatre Royal, as

jugglers and novelties such as troupes of

seems to have provoked an editorial in the

a supporting attraction to Barry Sullivan in

performing dogs and monkeys.

same issue which elaborated along similar

Richard III.
An exceptional acrobat was New York

Through April and May of 1866 two

Signed ‘A Father of a Family’, the letter

lines: ‘The busiest thoroughfare in this city is

more acrobatic acts — the Weiland Brothers

fast becoming a scandal and a reproach.

born Henry Bartine who had been brought

and the Klaer Brothers — were the star

Between Stephen-street and Elizabeth-street,

to Australia by George Coppin in 1862.

attractions, an advertisement on 11 May

the number of taverns dedicated to what, by

Bartine was a star attraction at the Casino

advising: ‘Great Sensation. Youth KLAER,

a grim fiction, is denominated “the pursuit of

from late October 1865, walking both slack

age 15, ascent on the tight rope from stage to pleasure”…is probably not far short of a
gallery.’ In mid-July came ‘ANOTHER
dozen. If they do not exhibit the infamous

and tight ropes — sometimes blindfolded,

sometimes while carrying a man on his back. NOVELTY — Professor Fuller, the great

signs and phallic emblems by which similar
A series of ‘promenade concerts’ followed magician, from London.’ Later that month he establishments in Pompeii and Herculaneum
Bartine from mid-November and by midwas joined by the Rowland acrobatic troupe, proclaimed their character [it] is due to the
December the advertisements ran: ‘Canterbury whose specialties included a ‘Dangerous Leap fact that modern ingenuity has devised more
Casino — Hall of Miscellaneous Entertainment for Life in the Air. Flying Double Trapeze.’
effectual ways of publicity. These houses are
— Ballads, duets, comic songs, glees, farces.

From 3 September the St Leon troupe,

architecturally the most pretentious in the

Brothers Selby. Dancing as usual’. The

comprising a London-born father (real name

street; they are resplendent with plate glass

Selbys, whose specialties included ‘clog

John Jones) and his three sons, Augustus,

and gilding; and after nightfall they are

Autumn 2011
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ablaze with light and resound with music.

and pastry are sold for the convenience of

hall seems to have had a considerably larger

the arm. Immediately after being bitten

Drummond seemed to faint, but after the

changing the name to The Arcade Hotel by

Fast men, blacklegs, bullies, and those

the persons there visiting… In conclusion, I

capacity than that of the Canterbury.

Shires would have an assistant — usually

antidote was applied, recovered sufficiently

1871. There was never any more entertainment

mysterious “night-birds” who only come

may add, that I have not let a bed during the

Charles Wright himself — apply an antidote

to seek assistance from George Halford MD,

advertised at the site, however, and the hotel

forth with the bats… congregate in the bars,

time I have been proprietor of the

much as before: Wright’s elephant was

to the wound. This antidote, which Shires

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology at the

had become a restaurant by 1872.

or lounge about the doorways; and through

Canterbury-hall to any person or persons

joined by a leopard and a mongoose about

had concocted and which he later offered

University of Melbourne. Despite medical

the long passages which give access to the

whomsoever, and that all the private rooms

mid-June 1867, Signor St Klaer’s performing

for sale, was apparently effective, as he always

attention from Halford and another doctor,

management of the Colosseum until his

ballroom or the numerous dormitories,

are locked at eight o’clock in the evening…’

dogs and monkeys topped the bill in July and

seemed to recover from the bites unharmed.

Drummond died almost 24 hours later, at

retirement late in 1881. Retaining the

about 9.10pm on Saturday 2 May. Shires was

licence of one other city hotel, he seems to

stream a number of gaudily-dressed women

In fact, the first and last paragraphs of

Meanwhile, the entertainments continued

the St Leon acrobatic troupe were back by

Word of this nightly snake act reached a

After this, Wright concentrated on

with painted faces, artificial hair and equally

the above seem to be

charged subsequently have lived there quietly until his death in

artificial smiles… Each house is understood

contradicted by an

with manslaughter,

to have its special clientele of prostitutes,

Argus item of 28 August

but after lengthy

upon the expenditure of whose companions

1866 which records:

testimonies by all

fortune to charity and, while he was

the landlord thrives…’

‘At the District Court

witnesses, including

certainly no saint, he seems undeserving of

yesterday, Charles

Marcus Clarke and the character assassination indulged in by

plume brought a further editorial, published

Wright, landlord of the

Charles Wright,

the infamous scandal sheet Truth, just a

on 4 April 1867:

Union Hotel, Bourke-

was found not

week following his death.

street, was complained

guilty on 18 June.

A second letter under the same nom de

‘A correspondent…referring to an article
in The Argus a few days ago, calls attention to

against by the police for

the Canterbury-hall or casino, in Bourke-

harbouring women of

After extensive

1903 at the age of 82.
Wright left most of his considerable

Surprisingly, Truth’s tirade omitted any
mention of the Canterbury. It seems that

rebuilding of the

even by this time memories of the old hall

street, as a place where very young people of loose character in his

old hall at the

in its heyday had begun to fade.

both sexes assemble, and where they obtain

licensed house at half

City Hotel, Wright

the means of intoxication, that sometimes

past twelve o’clock on

reopened it as

Hotel’s existence is Union Lane, running

leads to frightful scenes in the public street at the night of Tuesday

The Royal

beside the Canterbury’s site, between

the late hour in the morning at which the

last. At the time the

Colosseum on

Bourke and Little Collins Streets.

house is closed. We believe our

constable entered about

correspondent’s description of this place of

thirty women of this

Union Lane, Bourke Street, today.The Canterbury

Charles Wright’s grave in the cemetery at

resort is correct, and it is rather astonishing

class were in the place. Defendant was fined

was on the right hand corner. 

Mornington, Victoria. 

that it has not long ago received the close

5s., with costs, and informed that as the

attention of the police…’

conviction would be recorded a repetition of

In the wake of this attack Wright defended the complaint would subject him to a heavy
himself and his house in a letter published
on 5 April 1867: ‘The Canterbury Music-

penalty.’
In spite of (or perhaps because of) the

27 June 1868.
Image: THA

Image: Ralph Marsden

Almost
immediately the Canterbury Music Hall
seems to have been put in the shade.

Today, the only clue to the Union

n

Gus
goss

August. By this time many of the star acts

visitor to Melbourne, William Drummond, a

were appearing at both of Wright’s halls, but

police magistrate from Daylesford, down in

more months, it was only intermittently

people who enjoyed

in most cases playing first at the Canterbury.

the town on holiday. Alfred Telo, a journalist

advertised; by early September 1868 the

Warren Scott

This continued until the City closed for

friend of Drummond, had seen Shires’ act

name had vanished from the press’s

Kermond’s show-

extensive renovations late in January 1868.

and told Drummond he thought it was faked.

amusement columns and never reappeared.

stopping ‘I Love Me’

hall has, for the past four years (being the

controversy, the Canterbury seems to have

time I have been the proprietor thereof)

remained as popular as ever — albeit buoyed

been perfectly free from scenes of disorder

by a series of defensive pronouncements full

Rowland acrobatic troupe was the most

of any kind, and during that time has never

of Wright’s characteristic bluster — as in the

durably popular Canterbury act by this date.

had the attention of the authorities called to

following, which first appeared in The Argus

it in an offensive manner; and I challenge

of 5 June 1867: ‘Thousands patronise this

contradiction to my assertion. In the second
place, there is not a place of amusement in

To judge from the advertising, the

Drummond agreed and, evidently game

Although it remained open for a few

How many of the

There was a brief attempt to revive the

routine in the iOTA show

for a bit of excitement, offered to prove it by

venue when it reopened as ‘Mr Holdsworth’s

Smoke and Mirrors realised

allowing himself to be bitten by the snake.

Free Concert Hall for Working Men’ on

its pedigree?

The Rowlands first opened early in October

Drummond even tried to persuade Telo to

20 February 1869.

1867, playing through to late January 1868;

be bitten and as an added incentive, offered

concert hall weekly. Let us hope that the heads

they were re-engaged in mid-March the same

a wager of £10 to prove the act a fake.

of the Government will allow the poor man

year. Between these two seasons came a solo

any metropolis in the world where the

still to have a place of amusement where he

audience is kept so entirely under control…

can be happy without vice; or shall this be

two special policemen have, at my request,

the only country in the world where a concert

been told off by the authorities upon

hall shall not exist? In London and suburbs

constant duty at my hall, so that nothing of

there are over 60 halls and assembly saloons.

an immoral or improper tendency can take

It is a known fact that persons do harm when

place. These constables (who are paid by

the mind is not cheerfully amused.’

sailor, had worked up an act which he presented

me) can certify as to the general good order

Behind the bluff and hype, however,

enforced in my hall, and 1 feel confident

Wright was probably rattled by the attacks

that the letter which you have received…has

on the Canterbury and concerned for his

emanated from a rival and jealous publican

reputation and future there. Soon after this he

in Bourke-street, whose name in an action

took over the license of the nearby City Hotel

may appear at some future period. As to the
intoxicating drinks spoken of by you, I beg
to inform you that in my hall coffee, fruit
Page 22

Samuel Holdsworth was a tenor with
Wright’s Colosseum company who was

Telo baulked at this but Drummond,

evidently given a trial as ‘sole manager’ of

acrobat, Vertelli, whose specialty was

determined and foolhardy, spoke to another

the venture. According to press advertisements,

somersaulting from one trapeze to another

journalist friend, Marcus Clarke — later

the opening night’s bill comprised: ‘Miss

15.25m above floor level.

famous for his novel For the Term of His

Heartwell, pleasing vocalist, comic and

Natural Life — and asked him to accompany

sentimental; Madame Barbara, ballet

and tragic occurrence involving the Canterbury

him to the hall to witness his exposure of

danseuse; Mr Loyal, gymnast and comique;

Music Hall took place: Joseph Shires, a former

the fakery.

Mr Holdsworth, popular tenor; Selby Brothers,

On the evening of 1 May 1868 a bizarre

Clarke also tried to dissuade Drummond,

every night at 11pm, displaying a variety of

but the magistrate, stubbornly set on course,

Australian snakes.

walked to the hall alone and eventually

Shires first wreathed some harmless snakes

double clog dancers and negro delineators;
Juvenile Franklyn, acrobat extraordinary.’
Although the long and awkward name

‘I Love Me’ was written by the great

goaded a reluctant Shires into allowing a

and the edict ‘Ladies not admitted’ couldn’t

American vaudevillian Will Mahoney back

around his body then demonstrated just how

tiger snake to bite him on the wrist. This act

have helped, for whatever other reasons, the

in 1923, long before he met and married

dangerous others were by taking up a tiger

took place in Drummond’s Swanston Street

enterprise was an almost immediate failure

the brilliant Evie Hayes. What a pity Will

and Music Hall and reopened it ‘newly

snake and inducing it to bite at a live fowl.

hotel after Wright had refused to allow the

and had probably closed by the end of the

doesn’t get a credit in the Smoke and Mirrors

decorated’ late in July 1867. Aside from the

The unfortunate bird died after a few minutes

experiment on his premises.

following week. Wright retained the licence

program or on the original cast CD.

City’s comparatively unsullied reputation, its

and Shires then made the snake bite him on

ON STAGE

A few minutes after being bitten
Autumn 2011

of the Union for another year or two,

-Gus, the theatre cat n
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Ned Kelly

O

In the eleventh of his series about important Australian musicals,
Peter Pinne discusses Reg Livermore’s Ned Kelly.

f all the iconic figures in Australian

one man among many; as a result of active

‘Gonna Rob A Bank’, Arthur Dignam’s

Kelly history in the program the incidents —

persecution he becomes the scapegoat, and
that is how I intended it to be.’3

‘Queen Victoria’s Fuzz’ (now titled ‘Bank Of

briefly mimed or illustrated — are sometimes

New South Wales’), and ‘Die Like A Kelly’,

obscure.’ He was right. Livermore had

Neil Jillett, invited to review the piece for with which Geraldine Turner drew thunderous assumed everyone knew the Kelly story, but

Three years later, the Adelaide Festival

history, Ned Kelly (1854–1880) is

the Melbourne Age, was impressed: ‘Mr

applause. Before opening, Livermore had

most audiences did not and at times were

Centre Trust and Eric Dare mounted a

surely number one. An Irish-

Livermore’s Ned Kelly clamours for a big

reconceived the piece to be played without

confused as to what was going on.

production of the show in conjunction with

Australian bushranger who became a folk-

audience, praise and abuse, and deserves

an interval. The program contained the

Nevertheless ‘Gonna Rob A Bank’ and ‘Bank

the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust,

hero, his exploits have been immortalised in

all three’.

libretto with a copyright credit to Livermore.

of New South Wales’ still stopped the show,

with Livermore designing and directing,

many films, most notably The Story of the
Kelly Gang (1906, considered to be the

Shirley Despoja (facetiously known around

Ellis’s additional lyrics credit had
disappeared.4

and the applause was even more thunderous

choreography by Keith Bain and musical
direction by Michael Carlos (who’d also

world’s first feature-length film), Ned Kelly

town as Shirley Destroyer), who really

worked on the concept album). The show

(1970) and Ned Kelly (2003); on TV: Ned Kelly

turned the knife. She called it ‘monumental

— the most important paper in town —

4 February until 1 March, but it ran out of

opened on 30 December 1977, at the Festival

(1960), The Last Outlaw (1980) and Ned Kelly

bad taste, vulgar, pretentious’, adding that it

audiences were not banging the doors down

steam, closing early on Thursday 23 March

Theatre, Adelaide. The cast included Nick

— The True Story (2004); in theatre: Ned Kelly

was ‘the worst thing I’d ever seen in a

to get in. The Festival Centre Trust went into

1978, after 47 performances.

Turpin (Ned), Ric Herbert (Steve Hart), Doug

(1942); on radio; in literature; and in a series

respectable theatre’. She also criticised the

overdrive, wanting wholesale changes, even

Parkinson ( Joe Byrne), Stephen Thomas (Dan

of famous paintings by Sidney Nolan (1946–

Festival Centre Trust for squandering $250

suggesting that Livermore himself take over

the initial production of the New Moon

Kelly), Geraldine Turner (Ma Kelly) and

47).

000 of public money on it and for even

the title role. Somehow sanity prevailed and

Theatre Company in Cairns. Directed by

Arthur Dignam (Superintendent Hare).

allowing Livermore to direct it.

most changes were cosmetic.

Terry O’Connell, and starring Stephen Clarke

Kelly’s story was first musicalised in 1964
by Bruce George and Peter Clarke as The Long

Brian Hoad’s Bulletin review raved: ‘In

But it was The Advertiser’s Arts Editor,

Livermore’s concept was fine. The show

With a thumbs-down from The Advertiser

The show played 31 performances and

for Geraldine Turner’s ‘Die Like A Kelly’.
The show was scheduled to play from

Four years later Ned Kelly was remounted as

as Ned, the show played five performances

the ambition of its scale, in the depth of its

opened with Superintendent Hare dispatching closed 28 January 1978. Next stop: Sydney.

before touring to Townsville (six performances),

content and the brilliance of its execution, it

coppers by train from Melbourne to Glenrowan

Word of mouth about the show’s bad

Mackay (three performances), and Rockhampton

is a remarkable achievement. It can stand

Livermore’s rock-opera Ned Kelly — The Electric and G&S, the score came up well on record.
Music Show (1977). Opening in Adelaide then Highlights were the Gang’s vaudeville romp,

to capture the Kelly Gang. It then looked

press in Adelaide reached Sydney long before

(four performances). The Cairns Post headlined

comparison with both Hair and Jesus Christ

back at the previous two years of the Kelly

it opened at Her Majesty’s Theatre on

its review ‘Ned Kelly — an electrifying

moving to Sydney, the $250 000 production

Superstar — less trendy and more coherent

saga — the police persecution of the Catholic Irish

4 February 1978. Although the creative team

performance,’ and described the show as a

‘Gonna Rob A Bank’ and the powerful

than the former, less saccharine and more

dazzled audiences and divided critics.

Kelly family, the robbing of the Euroa and

tightened the show, the critical reception was ‘brilliant rock opera’.

‘Never Going Home Again’ (‘Jesus shut the

subtle than the latter, meatier and more

Jerilderie banks, Ned Kelly’s murder of turncoat

once again mixed.

door’), particularly Ned’s solo, ‘If I Was A

demanding than either.’ However, Alan

Ned Kelly in 1969 while he was appearing in

mate Aaron Sherritt, and the final shootout.

King’, Aaron Sherritt’s haunting ‘Dark Walk

Hair. Patrick Flynn, Hair’s musical director,

Roberts in The Advertiser, although praising

Home’ and Ma Kelly’s ‘Lullaby’ and her

the music (‘Marvellous’), carped: ‘The main

composed the music. They had previously

theatrical: the Gang’s arrival by balloon, the

searing finale, ‘Die Like A Kelly’.

flaw is that Ned Kelly is not the dramatic

eerie ghost gums that framed the Kelly camp and brilliant,’ claimed Frances Kelly in The

Kelly’ on the soundtrack of the 1994 ABC–

centre of the action.’

in the bush, the spectacular kerosene lamp

Australian. H.G.Kippax (The Sydney Morning

TV celebration of Australian musicals, Once

curtain, and the final dramatic scene of the

Herald) praised Geraldine Turner — ‘a Madonna In A Blue Moon (ABC 5223902).

Drop (see On Stage, Summer 2011),but for
sheer theatricality, nothing comes near Reg

Livermore wrote the book and lyrics for

collaborated on Lasseter (1971).
In 1974, with finance from Clyde Packer,

Reg Livermore, 1978.
With its mixture of rock, country, blues

Livermore’s track was the show-stopping
music-hall ditty ‘Queen Victoria’s Fuzz’.

In his book Chapters and Chances,

Livermore’s art direction was brilliantly

‘Big, brave, brassy all-Australian

Apart from the concept album, the only
other recordings of the score are Suzanne

theatre,’ said The Daily Telegraph, while ‘Reg

Steele’s ‘Lullaby’ (Philips SCD499010), and

has done Ned Kelly proud — electric, yes,

Geraldine Turner’s definitive ‘Die Like A

a high-profile cast recorded a concept album. Echoes of Jesus Christ Superstar were present
The artists included Jon English (Ned),
in the music, particularly in Ned’s solo, ‘If I

Livermore explains: ‘Ned Kelly himself is

fire at the pub in Glenrowan — all were

figure who projects lamentation with pressure

not the centre of attention; over the evening

Trevor White (Aaron Sherritt), Janice Slater

unforgettable images and certainly grand for

and authority’ — but called the show ‘a pop

Reg Livermore, born in 1938, was steeped in

he steadily emerges from the crowd, a man,

an Australian musical.

concert dressed up to simulate theatre’.

music theatre. One of his early influences

Kippax continued: ‘If you have not read the

was Gilbert and Sullivan,so it was no surprise

Was A King’.

(Ma Kelly), Arthur Dignam (Constable

The showstoppers were the Gang’s

Fitzpatrick), John Paul Young and Peter

when the opportunity came for him to create

Chambers (gang members) and Livermore

an end-of-year-romp for the Union Theatre

himself as Superintendent Hare. The album

Repertory Company (later Melbourne

was released as an LP on Hamlyn HG001.

Theatre Company) that his creative juices

Except for the session when Livermore

would lead him in a G&S direction. The Good

recorded his two numbers, Flynn contrived

Ship Walter Raleigh (1963), sub-titled ‘a

to keep him away from the studio while,

nautical romp with music’, was the result. It

unbeknown to Livermore, he seconded Bob

was Livermore’s first musical.

Ellis to write additional lyrics.

*

Far left: Nick Turpin as Ned in Ned Kelly, 1978.

When Livermore found out he was furious,
believing Flynn had betrayed him. It made

Left: The Good Ship Walter Raleigh, 1963. Left to

what was already a strained working
relationship even worse.1

right: Brian Hannan (Limey), Stewart Weller
(Blackie), Jeffrey Hodgson (Ben Nelson), Patsy
King (Josephine), Edward Hepple (Cookie),

The album featured 11 songs from the score:
‘What Else Is New?’, ‘Put ’Em Down’, ‘Lullaby’,

Fenella Maguire (Dora Dimple), James P. Lynch

‘Gonna Rob A Bank’, ‘Never Going Home’,

(Bob), Joy Mitchell (Molly), Malcolm Robertson

‘Better Watch Yourself’, ‘Dark Walk Home’,

(Toad), Elspeth Ballantyne (Rita), Reg Livermore

‘Queen Victoria’s Fuzz’, ‘If I Was A King’,
‘Die Like A Kelly’ and ‘Band Together.’2

(Sir Fletcher Fortinbras), Judi Hooke (Florine). 
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Written for the resident group of UTRC
actors, of which Livermore was a member,
the show’s plot was set on board the flagship

Captain Sir Fletcher Fortinbras

and Ramsay (‘again showed her

Way’ and the bluegrass ‘Come Back Home’.

portrayal a comic delight.

capacity to command a situation

Lasseter opened at the Parade Theatre, Sydney,
on 8 October 1971, in a production by the

The show ran its allotted four-

on stage, and in our affections’).

of Queen Victoria’s navy, HMS Walter

week season, closing on 26 January

The show opened on 2 July

Raleigh, captained by Captain Sir Fletcher

1963, after 23 performances.

Old Tote Theatre Company, with direction

1965 and following its

by Jim Sharman, design by Brian Thomson

19-performance, three-week

and choreography by Keith Bain. Patrick

season, it toured South Australia.

Flynn was musical director.

Fortinbras (Reg Livermore). Girl stowaways

Livermore’s next musical,

Molly ( Joy Mitchell), Rita (Elspeth Ballantyne)

West of the Black Stump, opened at

and Dora Dimple (Fenella Maguire) are

the Riverside Theatre, Canberra,

discovered; the Captain’s daughter Josephine

on 26 November 1964. It was

third musical, Lasseter (1971), came demo tapes were in the cast, plus Anne

(Patsy King) falls in love with a humble seaman,

again directed by Peter Batey,

from William Lane’s misguided

Haddy, John Hargreaves, Darlene Johnson,

Ben Nelson ( Jeffrey Hodgson); and there is a

who in the interim had become

1893 scheme to take 250 like-

Helen Morse, Terry Bader, Robyn Gurney

pirate raid led by Florine ( Judi Hooke). The

manager–producer of the

minded people to Paraguay, South and Reginald Gillam — a dream cast if ever

crew of the ship included Edward Hepple,

Canberra Repertory.

America, to establish a Utopia

Brian Hannan, Malcolm Robertson, Stewart
Weller and James P. Lynch.

The inspiration for Livermore’s

based on socialist principles. The

This time Livermore not only

All of the actors who had recorded the

there was one.
The reviews were devastating. The

program carried two pages of
notes about the folly.6 According

headlines said it all: ‘No gold mine in Lasseter’,

lyrics, with Sandra McKenzie

influenced score and lyrics, with Nehama

composing the score. The songs

to Livermore, the belief in an

and ‘An all-out attack on the senses.’

Patkin transcribing it. Songs included: ‘Limey’s

included ‘Early Morning In

elusive reality and the title is all

Song’, ‘The Jolly Rosie’, ‘Trio’, ‘We’ve A

Witchety’, ‘The Witchety Stage’,

the show shares with Harold Bell

Feeling’, ‘Love Song’, ‘Sir Fletcher’s Song’,

‘Ballad Of The Hired Gun’,

Lasseter’s doomed 1930 expedition [the actors] had first-rate tunes to sing —

‘Anthem 1’, Anthem 2’, ‘Mrs Blackbeard’s

‘Anticipation’, ‘Mother’, ‘Posse

Song’, ‘Marching Song 1 & 2’ and ‘Fee and
Fie and Fo and Fum’.5

Song’ and ‘Jewels Of The

of Central Australia to find a lost
gold reef.7

Paul Eddey provided the Gilbertian-

Direction was by Peter Batey, his first for

wrote the book but also the

In Act One, a group of young

Golden West’.
The show was sub-titled ‘a

‘An unfortunate journey into the dead heart’
Norman Kessell (The Daily Telegraph)
called it ‘an unfulfilled promise’, saying ‘they
some slightly derivative, as is characteristic
of today’s musical idiom, others with an
almost liturgical quality — and the lyrics,

people, the ‘Followers’, drop out

when you could hear them, were excellent.’

a Livermore show, with choreography by

child’s game of cowboys for

of society and create what they

But he blasted Jim Sharman’s direction,

Ernest Parham, design by Anne Fraser, and

adults’, taking the stock situations

believe to be Utopia in the middle

especially the dream sequence: ‘This

musical direction by Wendy Pomroy.

of the American Old West and

of the desert. But when their leader “dream” is presented as a bizarre “circus” of

The show opened on 1 January 1963 at

transplanting them to the

the Union Theatre, Melbourne, to good press.

Australian gold mining town of

Howard Palmer (The Sun News-Pictorial)

Witchety Grub. The hero was Gentleman

headlined ‘Hearty fun on Good Ship’, and

Jesse Starr (Grant McIntyre), Miss Opal

went on to laud Livermore: ‘He wrote it,

Reef (Liz Ferguson) was the owner of the

takes the lead, and is a brilliant success as

Golden Garter saloon and dance-hall, and

the captain of HMS Walter Raleigh’. Patsy

the baddie was Big Bill Billabong (Paul

King was praised for matching Livermore’s

Fitzgerald). The young-love interest was

‘gift for farce’. Neil Jillett (The Age) said: ‘This

provided by Bonnine Gumnut ( Janette Jones)

piece of musical nonsense would benefit from

and her bloke, Bonza Wallace (John

being a trifle sillier,’ but praised Livermore

McMillan).

and King, while Harry Standish (The Herald)

Apart from directing, Batey also created

headlined his notice with ‘High old times in

the choreography and designed the sets.

nautical romp,’ though he thought that ‘the

Maria Boddy was musical director of a five-

rompers were better than their material’.

piece group — two pianos, guitar, drums

Livermore was again complimented for his

and harmonica.

‘consistent’ performance, with King, Ballantyne,

G.C.Power (The Canberra Times) called it

Mitchell, Maguire, Hodgson and Hepple

‘Australia’s reply to Oklahoma!, High Noon

singled out for favourable mention.

and Little Red Riding Hood’ and went on to

The Age called Eddey’s music ‘lively’ and

say ‘Mr Livermore’s book is sound. It

his lyrics ‘snappy’, with Listener In—TV saying

carries a good plot, and a number of wittily

his ‘Lyrics were better than his music — the

expressed lyrics, but it could still stand quite

show badly needs melodies of lingering

a bit of work, particularly some heavy

appeal.’ The problem was that most of the

pruning in the first act.’ Performers singled

cast could barely carry a tune let alone sing,

out included Grant McIntyre (‘has never

which resulted in Eddey’s witty pastiche not

been seen to better advantage’), Liz Ferguson

being fully realised. Nevertheless Livermore

(‘was thoroughly at home and gave a

carried the day — and the show — with his

delightful performance’) and Paul Fitzgerald
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Joe (Drew Forsythe) dies of

war, violence, bestiality and obscenity in a

(‘Big Bill Billabong

Lois Ramsay as Opal Reef in West of the Black

was a thing of joy’).

sunstroke and others

world of poker machines, vacuum cleaners,

Stump, 1964.

follow, their Utopian

towering buildings, a yellow press, Coca-

Reg Livermore as Gentleman Jesse Starr in West

dream turns sour. In

Cola, baked beans and hamburgers, all

of the Black Stump, 1964.

Act Two the ‘Followers’ controlled by Uncle Sam as ringmaster.’ He

‘The production
has the supreme
musical comedy virtue

Images: Adelaide Festival Centre

— fast and sustained

Performing Arts Collection.

pace,’ The Australian

opposite him as Miss

said. It also praised

Opal Reef, with Cliff

the sets, calling them

Neate (Bad Bill

‘elegant and witty’.

Billabong), Penny

The show played a two-

Ramsay (Bonnine

week, 10-performance

Gumnut), and Neal

season, closing on

Hume (Bonza Wallace).

12 December 1964.

Sandra McKenzie was
musical director.

The following year

Pat Griffith (The

the State Theatre
Company of South

Advertiser) said:

Australia, in association

‘Although we’ve yet to

with the Australian

see a slap-up Australian

Elizabethan Theatre

musical take root and

Trust, mounted a

sprout, for sheer

production at Theatre

enjoyment West of the

62. Reg Livermore

Black Stump will fill the

designed, directed and

bill nicely in the interim.’

starred as Gentleman

He went on to praise

Jesse Star. Lois

Livermore (‘the shape

Ramsay played

of star quality to come’)
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return to civilisation
and are seduced by a

called it ‘Sharmanism’ at its worst.
Katharine Brisbane (The Australian) said:

travelling salesman who ‘The musical as it stands is an almost
turns out to be Uncle Sam (Ronald Falk).

unrelieved failure.’ She went on to claim the

Livermore again wrote the book and

show was filled with ‘promising half-formed

lyrics of what he called ‘A musical fable’,

ideas, songs which often very nearly come

with Sandra McKenzie and Patrick Flynn

off, a plot which would have been better

composing the score. The show was created

understood had it been clarified… As a

while all three were involved in Hair (1969)

finished piece it is naïve and platitudinous,

— Livermore playing Berger, Flynn as musical

with attractive but not memorable music

director, and McKenzie as stage director.

sung by unmemorable voices.’

Indeed, Lasseter shares a philosophy with Hair.

Margaret Jones was even more scathing,

During the writing of Lasseter, Ken Shorter,

calling it ‘“Fourteen Characters in Search of

Jennie Cullen, Jean Lewis, Drew Forsythe,

a Dream” or, if you like, “Son of Hair in the

Melissa Jaffer, Garry MacDonald, John Waters, Antipodes”… Lasseter contains some of the
David Cameron and Livermore — all

worst dialogue yet heard on the stage of

members of the Hair cast — recorded several

practically any theatre.’ But she did say it

demo tapes of the songs. They include

had some ‘intoxicating sequences’ and that

‘Walking’, ‘Light The Way’, ‘Come Back

the authors ‘have a very sharp satirical talent’.

Home’, ‘Dream Sequence’, ‘Howdy’, ‘Book

According to Livermore, the character

Of Life’ and ‘Windy’. Particularly good was

Sharman decided would be Uncle Sam is

the up-tempo gospel number ‘Light The

simply called Ringmaster in the script, and
with Thomson dressing him in stars and *
Page 27

stripes the significance of the ‘dream

Continued in the next On Stage.

5. Author’s correspondence with Livermore.

previously worked for piano luminaries

The Wertheim family home, ‘Gotha’, at

sequence’ was inflated beyond Livermore’s
original intention.8 In it, Anne Haddy

Special thanks to: Ian Anderson, www.

6. Lasseter program

Steinway and Bechstein, among others.

24 Kensington Road, South Yarra, was built

continue piano manufacture while his

ausstage.edu.au, Patricia Convery (the Arts

7. Reg Livermore, op cit, p.101.

in the 1880s at a reputed cost of £40 000.

mother Sophie did not; she had the final

played a hamburger, and a gorilla had sex

Centre Performing Arts Collection), Patsy

8. Ibid, p.104.

on a vast Arts-and-Crafts style edifice at

The Polish pianist Ignace Paderewski stayed

casting vote on the board, so the property

with John Hargreaves. For years after,

King, Ray Kolle, Reg Livermore, Frank

9. Ibid, p.103.

Bendigo Street in suburban Richmond.

with the Wertheims during his 1904 tour.

was sold to Heinz for conversion into a

Hargreaves dined out on the fact he’d been

Van Straten, Wikipedia.

10. Ibid, p.104.

Such an investment was of major significance

One of early Melbourne’s grand mansions,

food preserving plant. It is reported that

‘fucked by a gorilla in Lasseter’ .

References:

Newspapers:

at the time, so Prime Minister Alfred Deakin

the house was demolished in the mid-1930s.

Herbert refused to speak to his mother for

1. Reg Livermore & Rob McMicking:

The Advertiser, The Age, The Australian, The

Livermore’s friends were honest. One of
them said it was like ‘sitting through an
Ingmar Bergman musical, very heavy
going,’9 which seemed to be what the
general public thought. The show played 31
performances over four weeks, and hasn’t
been heard of since. Even the director and
designer have dropped it from their CVs.10

Wertheim outlaid a reported £75 000

gladly laid the foundation stone with much

Chapters and Chances, Hardie Grant,

Bulletin, The Cairns Post, The Canberra Times,

2003, p.113.

The Daily Telegraph, The Herald, Listener

2. Peter Pinne: Australian Performers,
Australian Performances, Performing Arts
Museum, VAC, 1987, Ned Kelly entry.
3. Reg Livermore, op cit, p.195.
4. Ned Kelly program

In-TV, The Sun News-Pictorial, Sun Herald,
Sunday Telegraph, The Sydney Morning Herald.

fanfare on 21 October 1908.
The 300 guests included musical giants
G.W.Marshall-Hall and pianist Percy Grainger.

running of the business and the family

General Television Corporation. It became

Grainger was touring as support artist for

continued to flourish both financially and

‘Television City’ — the studios for GTV-9

Australian contralto Ada Crossley.

socially. Interestingly, the Wertheims, as

Melbourne. For more than 50 years,

non-practicing Jews, enjoyed membership

Television City housed Australia’s busiest

administered by David Spicer Productions:

contractor, R.McDonald on four acres of

of the exclusive Melbourne Club at a time

and best-equipped studios, renowned

www.davidspicer.com.au 

land close to John Wren’s Richmond

of strong anti-Semitism.

internationally for the variety and quality of

n

The end nears for
Mr Wertheim’s Richmond bastion
Steve Rattle surveys the hundred-year history of a Melbourne landmark.

B

Hugo returned to Germany in 1885 to

In 1955, with the advent of television,
the then disused Heinz factory was sold to

Racecourse. It boasted ‘50 000 square feet

orn at Hesse-Kassel in Germany,

on 11 July 1919, the day before his 65th

the rest of her life!

birthday. His son Herbert took over the

The new factory was built by a local

Performing rights to Ned Kelly are

After a long illness Hugo Wertheim died

family disagreement. Herbert wanted to

Hugo Wertheim arrived in

marry his cousin, Sophie, and returned with

and tour European factories before returning

Victoria in 1875. The 21-year-old

her to Melbourne. He became convinced

to run the planned Melbourne enterprise.

businessman was well prepared for his new

that Melbourne could justify its own piano

Hugo commissioned distinguished

challenge in the Antipodes, having received

manufacturing business and at the

Melbourne architect Nahum Barnet to

a thorough business and commercial training

beginning of the 20th century, he sent his

design a prestigious state-of-the-art factory.

apprenticeship in the family sewing machine

eldest son, Herbert, to learn the piano

Barnet was well qualified: he had

business in Frankfurt.

its ‘live’ productions. Fitttingly, Geoff

period after the World War I, but by the

Harvey played a vintage Wertheim piano

line’. At its peak, the factory’s piano output

1930s none of the third generation of the

for the studio’s last variety show in

exceeded the combined operations of Beale

family was really interested in running their

November 2010.

in Sydney and Aeolian, also located in the

grandfather’s enterprise.

suburb of Richmond.

manufacturing trade in the United States

The business did well in the boom

of space, its own power generator and tram

Wertheim’s employed around 300

The company struggled on, battling the

In March 2011, when Channel Nine
finally transferred its operations to new

Depression and the decline in sales due to

studios at Docklands, the contents of the

people, used predominantly Australian

the popularity of radio and the ‘talkies’.

old entertainment factory were auctioned.

materials and produced up to 2000 upright

Inevitably, in 1935, after 27 years’

The building was left empty and forlorn,

pianos each year. Wertheim took pride in

production, the factory closed. It had

awaiting demolition to make way for a vast

designing his pianos for the Australian

manufactured around 18 000 pianos. The

housing development.

climate and they enjoyed a strong

majority were ‘uprights’ but ‘grands’ were

reputation for ‘remaining in tune for long

also manufactured. Indeed, Melba always

Wertheim Street in Richmond and the brand

periods of time’.

insisted on a Wertheim concert grand

is still used on pianos manufactured in Seoul,

Young Hugo wasted no
time. He immediately
opened showrooms in

during her return Australian

South Korea and Tianjin, China. Recent

visits, and a nine-foot

advertising promotes a range of two grand

Wertheim concert grand

and six upright models.

graced the stage of the

Bourke and Collins Streets,
Melbourne, predominantly
importing and marketing the
family sewing machines.
He was determined to
squash the current

The Wertheim name lives on: there is a

A postscript: Hugo Wertheim’s youngest

Melbourne Town Hall for

daughter, Gladys, married Major William

many years.

Fanning in 1924; in 1947 their daughter,

The closure of the

Wendy, married Kenneth Munro Gibb

factory and its subsequent

Kennett; former Victorian Premier Jeff

sale were the subject of

Kennett is Wendy and Kenneth’s son. 

n

misconception that German
goods were somewhat ‘cheap
and nasty’, and soon
embraced other Germanmade goods such as pianos,
harmoniums and bicycles.
While the sewing
machine side of the business
went well, the high demand
for pianos surprised the
young entrepreneur.
In 1880 Wertheim began
re-badging German pianos

From left: The Wertheim factory in 1908.

as ‘The Planet’ and

The front entrance to Television City, 2011. Image: THA

‘Hapsburg Wertheim’.

An early Wertheim promotional card.

Business prospered.
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The magic of George Miller’s Music Halls

Sammut, Sandra Griffin and Graham Dixon.

Alton Harvey’s nefarious magistrate would

Alton Harvey had already a substantial

have to be one of the great villain roles and

Pouncefortt, Stanley Walsh was appointed

In Part Four of his definitive history of Australia’s first theatre restaurants,
Peter Pinne continues the story of Sydney’s Music Hall.

musical theatre history with J.C.Williamson’s,

performances of all time’ (Robin Ingram)

resident director and playwright.

starting with Annie Get Your Gun (1948), and

and ‘marvellously vile’ (The Good Life).

following with Damn Yankees, Irma La Douce,

Katharine Brisbane (The Australian, 9 May or, Little Nell in the Klondyke (10 February 1971).
This time the story was set in Dawson City
1970) thought that with The Trials of Hilary

T

he next show, The Sins

During the run of The Sins of

of Society, was the work

Society, George Miller instigated

of Cecil Raleigh and

a series of Sunday night chamber

Henry Hamilton. It had

music recitals. F.D. ‘Fred’ Blanks,

premièred at the New York

reviewing for The Sydney

Theatre, New York, on 31

Morning Herald (March 1969),

August 1909, and was seen in

said the series, ‘compèred by

Australia three years later,

George Miller with the aplomb

opening at the Adelphi Theatre,

of the ringmaster in a circus’,

Sydney on 6 April 1912.

had not only provided added
employment for musicians, but

Set in London, the plot has
Lady Marion losing at Bridge

had ‘enriched Sunday evenings

and being threatened with

and paraded some infrequently

expulsion from her club if she

heard masterpieces’. At this

doesn’t pay her debt by a

performance the Sinfonia of

certain time. Lady Goldbury

Sydney had played Beethoven’s

has lent Lady Marion a

E Flat Major Septet, and

diamond tiara; on the prodding

Schubert’s ‘Trout’ Quintet for

of Noel Ferrers she pawns it for

piano and strings. Theatre critic

$7000, but not before she has

Romola Constantino took to the

substituted the diamond for a

piano and, according to Blanks,

lump of coal. Ferrers wants to

‘reminded us of what a wonderful

marry Gwendolen, Lady

Mozart stylist she is when she

Marion’s sister, but Gwendolen

contributed to a very satisfying

has eyes only for Sir Dorian

reading of the G Minor Piano

March. Ferrars gets Gwendolen

Quartet, K.478’.

to the altar, but at the last minute

Exposed to Danger 1971—Alton Harvey (Frenchie

James Hogg, a reformed bookie, comes to

Dubois) and Zoe Lake (Little Nell Carmack).

Lady Marion’s rescue with her debt, and

Next up was not a
melodrama, but a show that was billed as
‘Entertainment in the Grande Olde manner of

Sullivan was ‘every inch a villain’, but that

the Naughty ’90s’, The Moustache Curlers or a

Sheila Kennelly ‘was more deadly’. Ron

Romp in ‘A’ Flat (23 February 1970). Directed

freely adapted by John Faassen, who not

Tunstall in Australian Variety News

by David Bermingham, his only directing

only changed the setting to New York, but
all of the characters’ names.1 This time

(September 1969) also praised Kennelly,

credit at the venue, the show starred Jack

saying she was ‘a double delight as a priggish

Allan and his ‘Frothblowers’, and Lola

Sheila Kennelly and Walter Sullivan were

society lady and a suitably lusty harridan

Nixon and her ‘Snookie Ookums’. ‘The

the bad apples, with Lucia Duchenska as the

called Old Slackbutt’. The show had a six-

Melodious Minstrels’, a vocal quartet, were

maiden and Michael Laurence as the hero.

month run, closing on 21 February 1970.

an obvious highlight; according to Dorothy

Gwendolen is free to marry Sir Dorian.
The Music Hall version was very, very

Other Music Hall regulars included Douglas

The Sins of Society was John Faassen’s

Darlington, ‘they are not only melodious, but

Hall, Gaye Jordan, Desmond Rolfe, Norman

swansong at the Music Hall. His contribution

extremely funny. Their rendering of the

Hodges, Paul Bertram, Benita Collings, James

to the venue cannot be underestimated: over

Victorian type of ballad – particularly in one

H. Bowles, Jan Rennison and Zoe Maree.

eight years he had directed an unprecedented

glorious solo number – was superb’ (SMH,

Bernadette Alam wrote music and lyrics, but

12 shows, adapted four of them, and created

25 February 1970). The show had a brief

the musical director was Chris Nicolls.

six — a remarkable achievement. It was

two-month run, closing on 17 April 1970.

As usual James Murray did sterling

Faassen who introduced Australian settings

The Trials of Hilary Pouncefortt (Sydney 1850)

and characters into the shows, and Faassen

ushered in a new era at the Music Hall. There

who developed the Music Hall’s ‘house style’.

were lots of new but well-known faces on stage

1969) hailed ‘A piece of first-rate light-

The Sins of Society was also Bernadette Alam’s

— Alton Harvey, Frank Lloyd, Beryl Cheers,

hearted entertainment performed by a first-

final show.

John Hamblin, Martin Vaughan, Barbara

service on set and costume design.
Dorothy Darlington (SMH, 15 August

Frawley, Kenneth Laird, Douglas Hall, Des

rate company’. She thought Michael Laurence

After writing music and lyrics for five

‘gave character’ to his role, Lucia Duchenska

melodramas, and musically directing a swag

Rolfe and Zoe Maree — plus newcomers

was the ‘essence of virtue’, that Walter

of others, it was time to move on.

Martin Redpath, Georgina West, Saviour
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The Sentimental Bloke and Fiddler on the Roof.
Frank Lloyd had UK and US experience,

With the success of The Trials of Hilary

His next venture was Exposed to Danger,

Pouncefortt, Stanley Walsh ‘has produced

during the Canadian gold-rush of 1897. Nell’s

including the title role in The Drunkard in

quite an important new comment on the

father is shot and paralysed after he makes a

New York, and local credits in Douglas Stewart’s

Australian outlook’. She was referring to the

strike. Johnny, an alcoholic doctor, performs

Ned Kelly (1956), plus Salad Days and Finian’s

fact that in the show the villains are the

the operation and saves him in the nick of

Rainbow for Garnet H. Carroll

authority figures, the magistrate, the

time, but not before Frenchie

and The Boy Friend for
Phillip Street.2

Dubois and his cousin
Rachael have tried to

The show also

seduce Nell and

introduced a new

Johnny to find the

behind-the-

lost gold. Helping

scenes team.

the plot along

Stanley

were assorted

Walsh

comic

stepped

characters

behind the

including a

footlights to

Mountie, a

direct and

Salvationist

write the

and a reverend,

piece, Vince
Jones arranged
the music, David
Copping designed the
sets, and Sheila Cruze

and some formula
genre set-pieces

Director and

with Nell cast out into

playwright Stanley

a snowstorm, and tied to a

Walsh and choreographer

circular saw in a deserted

Sheila Cruze.

handled the choreography.

sawmill.

Dorothy Duncombe stepped in as costume

policeman, and army officer, while the

designer, and Frank Kearney was stage

heroes are the convicts, the brothel keeper

new faces. Alton Harvey was back to play

manager.

and the bushranger. She went on to say: ‘It

the villain (Frenchie Dubois), Frank Lloyd

occurred to me that what was distinctive,

was Reverend Bartholomew Jones, with

Australian theme which he set in colonial

even unique, about this form of

Beryl Cheers as his wife, Molly. Barry Lovett

times around the seamy precincts of a grog

entertainment [Music Hall melodrama] was

made a welcome return, this time as the

shop run by Molly Jackson (Cheers). The

its egalitarianism and disorganised anti-

Mountie, Constable Steele. Other regulars

plot involved the framing of the hero, Captain

authoritarianism… Australians like a fighter

included John Hamblin ( Johnny), Douglas

Hilary Pouncefortt (Redpath), and his battle

with the odds against him and people like

Hall (Ikey), Des Rolfe (Sam) and Saviour

for the hand of the heroine, Johanna Markham

Stanley Walsh understand this.’

Sammut ( Jake), with newcomers Pamela

For his plot, Stanley Walsh kept to an

(Frawley), in the face of underhand adversity

She ended her review with: ‘There are

Again the cast was a mixture of old and

Gibbons (Ruby), Zoe Lake (Nell), Ron

from a corrupt and lascivious magistrate,

not many Australian theatres which can

Blanchard (Stumpy), Judith Fisher (Rachael),

William Rattigan (Harvey). Fleshing out the

offer fare you cannot get anywhere else, but

Margaret Ward (Myrtle), John Hamblin (Dr

story with sub-plots were an alcoholic

the Music Hall is one of them.’

Johnny Wright) and Gavin Hamilton

parson (Lloyd), a weak army officer (Rolfe)
and a bushranger (Hamblin).
Critics loved Beryl Cheers, Frank Lloyd,
Barbara Frawley and Martin Redpath, but it
was Alton Harvey who drew the accolades:

The show was the first at the Music Hall

Heaven’. Jeffrey Kong was musical director,

Copping has hit upon an ideal technique for

Sheila Cruz did choreography, David

the Music Hall in his revolving sets.

Copping designed the sets, and James

They seem to underline the fanciful, two-

‘Alton Harvey made his role of the villain

dimensional quality of melodrama’ (Barbara Hall,

totally believable and this, my friends, is real

The Sun, 4 May 1970).

acting when it comes to melodrama. His

(Seamus). Ron Haddrick was ‘The Voice of

to use a revolving stage. ‘Designer David

The show closed on 6 February, 1971,

Murray returned as costume designer.
Katharine Brisbane (The Australian,
27 February 1971) said: ‘Exposed to Danger is
less witty and much less verbally convoluted

villain is the very best ever seen here’ (Bill

after almost a record 12-month run, the

than previous shows. The action is at times

Saw, The Daily Mirror, 4 May 1970). This

longest of any production at the Music Hall

almost perfunctory and musically it is

opinion was mirrored by other critics: ‘Mr

since East Lynne.

extremely thin,’ but she did like Alton
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Harvey ‘as smooth a villain as

for 13 months, closing on 21 April, 1973.

South Africa and London, but it was on

went on to laud Bill Riley (‘continuously,

radio during the ’40s and ’50s that she

touchingly funny’), Harry Lawrence,

clubs in New York, California,

Don Harvie also wrote ‘Flossie’s Song’
and incidental music5 for Stanley Walsh’s

became a household name. Affectionately

Tommy Dysart, Neva Carr Glyn and Pat

Toronto and Montreal. He was

next outing, Sold in Marriage — Being the

dubbed ‘The First Lady of Radio’, she

Bishop.

Sydney Morning Herald also

musical director for The Drunkard

Amorous Adventures and True to Life Exploits of

appeared in countless serials and plays. Later,

complained that Cheers was

in Montreal, New York,

a Fallen Woman in Olde Sydney Town. (Stanley

on stage, she created the roles of Leila Pratt

successful as Walsh’s other works — and

underused, but Barbara Hall

Minneapolis, and Palm Springs,

certainly liked long titles!) which premièred

in the première production of The Shifting

indeed, it was. It ran for 14 months (another

(The Sun) said it was the ‘best

and played piano for the original

on 26 April 1973. Set in 1840s Sydney, the

Heart (1957) and the SP bookie Oola

record), closing on 9 June, 1974.

[show] I have seen there’.

off-Broadway production of Little
Mary Sunshine in 1959.3

plot centred on a curate and his mission to

Maguire in The Slaughter of St Teresa’s Day
(1959), a part that was written for her.6

Continued in the next On Stage.

A Canadian, Don Harvie had

ever’, and griped that ‘so little

a long career playing in supper

use’ was made of Beryl
Cheers and Frank Lloyd. The

Alton Harvey was described
as a ‘slick and slimy villain

According to Romola

find a girl who was sold as a child bride.
Heading the cast as the wide-eyed

Stanley Walsh had made a few changes

He also predicted the show would be as

Special thanks to: Alton Harvey, Sheila

with a beautiful singing voice,’

Constantino (SMH, 10 March

Reverend Jamie Howard was Bill Riley, with

backstage, with Greg Radford coming in as

Kennelly, Margaret Leask, Ann Peck

and Barry Lovett’s comic

1972), Stanley Walsh got it right.

Jenny Lindfield as Jenny, the sweet young

choreographer, Jenny Campbell designing

(NIDA), Performing Arts Collection (the

talents were ‘brilliant’’ This

The Spring Heeled Terror of Stepney

maiden, and Redmond Phillips as the blundering the sets, and Carol Filmer likewise on costumes.

Arts Centre), Peter Orlovich (NIDA Archives

time the show played for just

& Performing Arts Collection), State

Green was ‘not so much a send-up

Sir Reginald Barrington. There were two villains,

over a year (another record),

of melodrama as the real thing

Harry Lawrence (Greasy Syd Ratcliff) and

1973 was filed by the paper’s first-string

Library of Queensland, Frank Van Straten.

closing on 26 February 1972.

itself, just as the Victorians would

Thomas G. (Tommy) Dysart (Bull Mulligan)

theatre critic, H. [Harry] G. Kippax. It was

have liked it… Barry Lovett is an

and two villainesses, Neva Carr Glyn (Flossie

his first visit to the Music Hall and he had the

References:

original and haunting

Devine) and Pat Bishop (Lady Henrietta

highest praise for the writer and director: ‘In

Frankenstein-like monster, and Beryl Cheers

Barrington). The large cast also included Joan

all the talk about Australia’s burgeoning drama

as the golden-hearted Cockney fills the stage

Brockenshire, Gordon Poole, Trevor

and its heroes — Williamson and Hibberd,

The Spring Heeled Terror of
Stepney Green was the third

Mine Hosts at the Music Hall: George and

play written and directed by Stanley Walsh.

Lorna Miller.

This time he chose a Jekyll-and-Hyde plot

The Sydney Morning Herald review of 5 May

1. The Sins of Society program.
2. The Trials of Hilary Pouncefortt program.
3. The Spring Heeled Terror of Stepney
Green program.

and around it built a story that included a

classy cast that also included John Cousins

with her merry voice and person’. Constantino

McCosker, Roslyn Richards, Richard

Buzo, Boddy, Blair etc. — one name is being

fair and virginal heroine, a young and

(Chief Inspector), Don Barkham, Trevor

praised Ian Robinson’s sets: ‘They greatly

Dodds, Desmond Rolfe, Ron Blanchard and

persistently overlooked: a curious omission,

handsome hero, a hunchback, a Cockney

McCosker, Gordon Poole, Yvonne Adams,

assist the impression of real Victorian theatre

Prue Fitzpatrick.

because if popularity is the test he is the most

singer, assorted high and low-lifes, and a

Yvonne Mathew, Reg Gillam and Barbara

rather than a mock imitation,’ adding that,

police inspector with creaking boots.

Hewitt. Sheila Cruze again handled

‘Don Harvie’s music, live and recorded, ably

the Music Hall was radio veteran Neva Carr

choreography, James Murray designed the

complements the show’. Apart from

Glyn (1911–1975). Carr Glyn had a long

entertainments, benignly blending melodrama

history in the theatre (at four she had played

and musical hall, have been packing in

Newspapers sourced for this article:

Little Willy in East Lynne), working in

audiences all the year round at the Music

The Australian, Australian Variety News, Daily

pantomime, comedy and farce in Australia,

Hall, Neutral Bay, since April 1970.’ Kippax

Mirror (Sydney), The Good Life, The Sun

Barry Lovett ( Jack Jack — a Hunchback),
Beryl Cheers (Pearly Blossom — a Cockney
thrush), Des Rolfe (Sir Ormsby-Nelson), and
Frank Lloyd (Freddy Rich — a spiv) headed a

costumes, with Ian Robinson creating the sets. composing incidental music for the piece,
Don Harvie, in his first appearance at the
Harvie also wrote the songs ‘Alone Am I’ and
Music Hall keyboard, was musical director.
‘Dear Old London Town’.4 The show played

Making her first and only appearance at

successful of them all.
‘This is Stanley Walsh, whose

4. Dramatic Music (Australia Music Centre,
(1977), p.159.
5. ibid.
6. Philip Parsons (ed): Companion to Theatre        
in Australia (Currency, 1995), p.128.

(Sydney), The Sydney Morning Herald. 

Behind the scenes of ‘Camelot’

A

Far left: Property master Eric Richards
puts the finishing touches to one of the
Camelot horses.

Margot Anderson brings news from the Arts Centre’s Performing Arts Collection.

Left:The restored Camelot horse as

recent acquisition for the Arts

Performing Arts Collection by his niece, Liz

1930s through to the 1960s. For Camelot,

Centre’s Performing Arts

Coady. The scrapbook, loose photographs,

Richards was faced with the difficult task of

Collection sheds light on the

designed by John Tuscott.

correspondence and programs that make up

creating medieval armory for the knights

make Truscott’s grand vision for Camelot a

work of Eric Richards and the art of theatrical

this collection provide rare insight into the

and their horses.

reality. Richards treasured a handwritten

prop making.

highly-skilled processes that go on behind

At the heart of the Arts Centre’s recent
exhibition Wild Things: Animals On Stage

the scenes of large scale productions.

n

note from Truscott assuring him ‘Camelot

His masterful use of papier-mâché

could not possibly have looked as beautiful

techniques and detailed paintwork helped

In his role

as they say if it hadn’t been for you’.

stands a life-sized, mechanised horse designed

as property

by John Truscott for the J.C. Williamson

master, Richards

Richards’ own collection are featured in the

1963 production of Camelot. The horse was

oversaw the

exhibition, providing visitors with a deeper

acquired by the Performing Arts Collection

design and

understanding of the Camelot horse and the

in 1996 and provides the Collection’s most

realisation of

intricate level of detail associated with this

tangible link with a production once billed as

theatrical props

spectacular production.

‘the most spectacular musical comedy ever

for well-known

staged in Australia’.

productions by

also reflects the sense of fun and

the Tivoli

camaraderie shared by JCW production

This treasured connection with Camelot

A selection of photographs from Eric

The candid nature of the photographs

was strengthened early in 2011 when material Circuit and

staff as they worked together to create ‘one

representing the career of JCW Property

J.C.Williamson

brief shining moment’ in Australian

Master Eric Richards was donated to the

Ltd from the

performing arts history.
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‘Superb and unsurpassed’:
the forgotten art of Emse Dawson

L

Steve Rattle pays tribute to a neglected Australian piano genius.

New York. By 1925, Emse (at this stage

three-and-a-half hours a day that last year,

known as Margaret, possibly after her elder

and when the time was upped to four hours

sister) had commenced work as an editor for

I quit. I was a 14-year-old girl who wanted to until 1971, Emse retired to Florida for a short

the American Piano Company, editing and

play other things beside the piano. She was

while before finally returning to Australia to

recording Ampico piano rolls.

grooming me to be a concert pianist and I

be closer to her younger sister, Mary. The

didn’t have the emotional cool for the job. It

family had relocated to the Sydney suburb

Soon romance blossomed in the editing

way of camera buffs.’
A resident of West 78th Street, Manhattan,

ittle was

secured the Diploma

known of

of LTCL with

room: in 1926 ‘Margaret’ married fellow

was too much stress and not enough reward

of Randwick in 1930. Emse did not live with

maximum marks,

editor and recording artist Angelico Valerio.

in accomplishment to suit me.

Mary but preferred to settle in Lane Cove.

and to whose

The couple remained with Ampico, but

editor, the

extraordinary

departed soon after the company merged

mother’s heart and disappointed Miss Dawson Home in Lane Cove on 22 October 1976.

Australian Emse

musical ability

with the Aeolian Company to become

immensely. But it was all a valuable

She was cremated. Her ashes were placed in

Dawson, but

reference was made

Aeolian-American. The childless marriage

experience knowing her and being taught by

the rose garden K1 at Eastern Suburbs

recently new

in The Courier of

appears to have finished by 1940.

her. I never stopped playing the pieces she

Crematorium, Botany/Matraville on

had taught me.

17 November 1976.

Ampico

piano roll artist and

information has

Thursday last.’

surfaced about her

The Diploma of

‘Stiff joints’ and severe arthritis have
been cited as the reasons why Emse gave up

‘I was very foolish to quit, and broke my

‘When I had been her student from

Emse Dawson died at the Lynvale Nursing

So finally I can document the life of

time in Australia

LTCL (Licentiate

her career on the concert platform. She taught

and New York that

Trinity College

piano at the Henry Street Settlement School

“Moonlight” Sonata. She was so particular

Next time you play her superb roll of

starts to piece

London) is an

of Music in New York from 1940 until 1965.

about how it should be played! In 1969 I

‘Stardust’, please take a moment to remember

together the jigsaw

intermediate piano

was having trouble with the third movement

the young Queensland lass who travelled to

Pat Griffith, a piano student from Emse’s

1946, one of my assignments was Beethoven’s Australia’s only Ampico recording artist.

performance degree

Henry Street Settlement School teaching days, of the sonata so I dragged my kids to her

between that of

kindly shared her reminiscences of her old

Dawson was born

Bachelor and Doctor.

teacher: ‘The words that most describe Emse piece. I left the oldest child at home in

player piano, you can always hear Emse’s

on 13 May 1901 in

Emse’s whereabouts

Dawson are kind, courteous, gentle, quiet,

Parsippany taking care of the baby while I

‘Stardust’ on YouTube: http://www.youtube.

rural Queensland to

are next reported in

cheerful and consistent. She was pretty and

and the other three kids went into New York

com/watch?v=-Dk7_ne9VwE

Andrew Dawson, a

the newspapers but

dainty in the girl-next-door kind of way. We

for my piano lessons. She was a tremendous

clerk, and Elizabeth

not in Brisbane, this

didn’t know she was ever married. She had

help to me. As you can see, she really was

Barrie. The name

time in Sydney. The

several beaux in the years we knew her but

like a member of the family.

Emse appears to

Sydney Morning Herald

she never seemed serious about anyone.

have been created

reports on her

by taking the first

performance at the

1944 to 1948. I was her protégé for those

had children. We went wading in the brook

two letters of each

Sydney

four years.

in the woods nearby my home in Hunterdon

of her given names;

Conservatorium from

perhaps a childhood

Monday 18 December,

puzzle of her life.
Emma Sears

Emse’s famous Ampico roll of ‘Stardust’.

apartment several times for help with the

‘She came to my home in New Jersey for

‘Emse Dawson was my piano teacher from a visit several times after I was married and

‘We had moved to New York from
Baltimore where I began my piano studies at

County, New Jersey.
‘The last time I saw her was in 1971 when

the Big Apple all those years ago.
And don’t forget, if you don’t have a

Piano rolls recorded by Emse Dawson:
‘Chimes’ (various composers), Ampico
100805 (model B jumbo roll, to be used with
the Ampichron)
‘Hold Your Man’ (Brown), Ampico 2931
‘Hold Your Man’ (Brown), Duo Art 104905
(released November 1933)
‘Stardust’ (Carmichael), Ampico 213701
‘Pense Sentimentale’ (unknown [Dawson?]),

1922: ‘Diploma Candidate plays at

the Peabody School of Music in 1943 where

I invited her to attend a production of Messiah

Conservatorium Hall last Saturday afternoon:

Miss Dawson and the Henry Street Settlement

at Carnegie Hall. I sang with David Randolph’s

Miss Emse Dawson played the Liszt

School of Music had been highly recommended. Masterwork Chorus and I always took my kids Piano rolls recorded by Angelico Valerio:

Concerto in E flat. Her interpretation of this

She had been a concert pianist in Australia

Mackay and travelled to Brisbane to

work was marked by vigour and technical

until arthritis in her hands forced her to turn

complete her music examinations.

brilliance of a high order, though she was

to teaching.

nickname? The family with older sister
Margaret (born 1898) moved to Mackay in
1903. Another daughter, Mary Ethel,
followed. Young Emse studied piano in

The Brisbane Courier (later the Brisbane

The only known photograph of Emse Dawson,
aged 17 in 1918.

lacking in the sheer physical strength necessary

‘She was a tiny lady with sparkling eyes

in for one concert every December.
‘We all went to a little French restaurant
nearby and then they all sat in a prime box
for the concert. Emse said she never realised

Ampico 7251 (originally unissued)

‘I Apologise’ (Nelson), Ampico 213821
(released under the pseudonym Harry Shipman)
‘I Found You’ (Connelly), Ampico 213961
River, Stay ’Way From My Door (Woods),

Courier-Mail) of Thursday 25 July 1918

for the ponderous climaxes. Loud and

and red hair. She was vivacious, patient,

reported upon her pre-exam performance:

prolonged applause showed that her work

enthusiastic and encouraging. She was a superb

was generally appreciated. The orchestra was

and unsurpassed piano teacher. I never saw

last time I saw her. Although we exchanged

‘Sing Me To Sleep (Greene), Ampico 2513

under the baton of Alfred Hill’.

her moody, angry nor heard her raise her

Christmas cards every year we lost touch

‘Strange Interlude’ (Baker), Ampico 214081

voice. I took lessons through the summers at

after I moved in 1972. I think of her every

‘Miss Emse Dawson gave a piano recital
yesterday afternoon at the piano salon of
G.J.Grice. A native of Mackay, Miss Dawson

One final newspaper comment has

I could sing.
‘She seemed to be in excellent health the

Ampico 213891

‘Strange Interlude’ (Baker), Duo Art 0887

is a perfect little artist and although still in

surfaced, once again in The Brisbane Courier

her apartment on West 78th Street and always day and wish I could have her help again

her teens, shall be sitting her diploma later

on Saturday 2 February 1924: ‘Miss Emse

took her flowers that I picked walking to the

with my piano efforts. I have resumed work

this week. Her manner at the Rogers grand

Dawson has returned from the south and will

NYC commuter train on the way to the

on the third movement of the “Moonlight”

My thanks to Pat Griffith, USA, Graeme

piano is quiet and absorbed; she lives the

resume tuition next Monday at room number 8,

lesson. She was like a good friend to both

Sonata, and have reviewed all the music she

Haigh (Grajohn Genealogical Services,

Longreach Buildings, North Quay’.

my mother and me.

taught me. The kids are grown and there is

NSW) and Robert Perry, New Zealand, for

plenty of time now to practice. I wish she

their assistance with this biography, and to

could know how much her teaching means

Dr Robert Mitchell and The Condon

to me now.

Collection for providing access to Emse

music as she plays’.
Success seemed assured as two days later

American researchers have long advised

‘Emse Dawson was strictly classical. She

(Saturday, 27 July 1918) her photograph

that her departure from Australia was to seek

wouldn’t even tolerate Rachmaninoff, much

appears in the same paper with the

treatment for a chronic back problem. A

to my dislike. She was definitely old school,

comment: ‘Gifted Pianoforte Student: Miss

reported advocate of Christian Science, Emse

and they don’t come like her any more. Back

Emse Dawson, a native of Mackay who has

appears to have gone to live with an aunt in

in my student days I was required to practise share with you. We never were much in the
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‘I’m sorry I don’t have any pictures to

(released October 1932)

Dawson’s ‘Stardust’ roll. 
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In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

1

2

4

5
Picture 1: Drag legend Kaye Sera accepts an award recognising her
contribution to Cabaret in Melbourne at the Green Room Awards

3

presentation on 21 March.
Picture 2: Veteran record producer Bill Armstrong receiving the
2011 Cochrane-Smith Award at the Famous Speigeltent on
18 March. With him his original recording machine. The award is
presented by the National Film and Sound Archive to individuals
who ‘have enriched Australian culture through a substantial
contribution to the preservation, survival and recognition of sound
heritage’.
Picture 3: The launch of The Production Company’s 2011 season at
‘Raheen’ on 22 March: Amanda Harrison and Alex Rathgeber, who
will play Reno Sweeney and Billy Crocker, in Anything Goes (in July).
Picture 4: José Carbó, who has the role of Hajj in The Production
Company’s Kismet (in August). The company’s general manager,
Ken Mackenzie-Forbes, is at the right.
Picture 5: Sandy Graham talks about Miss Irene Mitchell and the
Melbourne Little Theatre—later St Martin’s—at the Arts Centre’s
‘Spotlight’ talk on 21 April.
Picture 6: Professor Peter Fitzpatrick speaking on his research for

6

his forthcoming biography of the Frank Thrings, father and son, at
the Theatre Heritage Australia Inc. Annual General Meeting at
South Yarra Community Centre on 27 March 2011.
Images: THA
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The first theatre in the Australian diggings

Restoration continues at
Ballarat’s Mechanics’ Institute

Noted actor and theatre historian Peter Sumner shares this extraordinary ‘first person’ account by
Charles F. Moran, first published in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper in 1885.

Phil Roberts reports on the transformation of a 150-year-old icon.

A

gold in California, the Ballarat

the thousand; vessels from Europe, from

totally unprepared for this exodus, and as a

Valley — which is bounded east

America, and all parts of the globe landing

natural result, the whole machinery of

and west by an almost endless chain of

vast living cargoes on the Australian shores,

government and the rules of social society

ranges known as the Moorabools, in Port

men of all degrees and conditions of life

became paralyzed. Hobson’s Bay (the

Phillip (since called Victoria) — lay in wild,

went there — the new El Dorado — on the

principal seaport), was crowded with

primitive solitude. Its dense forests, open

same common errand, and formed indeed a

shipping deserted by crews, and the then

suitable for concerts, lectures and other

plains, narrow creeks and gullies, were then

wondrous-mixed community. College men

unfinished, scattered City of Melbourne,

performances. The refurbished venue will

untrodden, save by the wandering aboriginal

and convicts, merchants and mechanics,

unable to house its daily increasing

seat 290. It will be suited to basic theatre

tribes, or the stock-drivers of some squatters,

men of muscle and men of brains, the

inhabitants, presented the appearance of a

performances, but it is not intended to make

who then ruled supreme over the vast

dreamer and the worker, the refuse of

huge camp, for the only shelter to be found

best preserved, grandest, working Mechanics’ in 2006. Further changes to the building’s
Institute in the world; that it was established infrastructure took place in 2007–10 under

it a fully functioning theatre. It will, however,

territory.

Europe and that countless number with the

by those who halted on their way to the

stamp of adventurer upon them, all joined

diggings was ‘on the tented field’. From the

in 1859, the core of the building was constructed major works designated as Stages 1 and 2.
in 1860, and that a four-level Sturt Street
As part of these works, the original mining

Street competitions, and business and

Hargraves, the California miner, struck by

in the general rush.

city thousands tramped hundreds of miles, a

community groups will find it ideal for

the similitude of the California and

weary journey, across sandy plains,

frontage topped with a statue of Minerva

meetings and conferences, especially with the

Australian soil and climate, succeeded,

over rocky hills and mountains, or
through dense bush and forests,

T

he Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute

BMI building had declined and it was decidedly transformation into a versatile performance

(BMI)* stands proudly in the heart

shabby. A Conservation Management Plan

of Ballarat’s CBD. In the past decade

the building has been transformed to regain its
19th century glory and the Institute is now a

provided guidelines to ensure all new works
adhered faithfully to heritage restoration and
soon the BMI Committee pursued funding

t the time of the discovery of

and meeting facility named the Minerva
Space.
The steering committee members have
been in full planning mode, consulting

very valuable community asset. The final stage vigorously and successfully. By the end of 2010 theatre experts and heritage architect Wendy
of extensive refurbishment is soon to begin.
Jacobs about the stage area to make it
almost $4 million had been spent on the
This update follows the article written by
Dr Frank Hurley and myself and published
in the Summer 2009 edition of On Stage. We
pointed out that the BMI was, arguably, the

building.
The façade was repaired in 2002, the
Humffray Room refurbished in 2005–09,
and a replica heritage verandah was added

exchange 1865 building, home to the BMI

In the latter part of the year 1850,

be an ideal venue for many Royal South

The stream of gold-seekers increased by

The authorities at Melbourne were

looking out over the city was added in 1869.

library from 1935 to 2009, was developed as

added bonus that the nearby Humffray Room

against almost insurmountable

In the 19th century the Institute was used for

a Heritage and Reading Centre. An earlier

is fitted out for catering.

difficulties, in convincing the

beneath the fierce glare on an Asiatic

Government at the Antipodes that gold

sun, to the auriferous soil that lay
between the Moorabool Ranges.

lectures, public meetings and theatrical

mezzanine floor was reinstated in 2010 and the

In October 2010, as part of the 150th

performances and it hosted a Governor’s Ball. luminary ceiling lightwells were thoroughly
Renowned American author Mark Twain gave cleaned. They are now a stunning feature of

year celebrations, the BMI published Under

was imbedded in the wild and almost

Minerva’s Gaze: 150 years at the Ballaarat

unknown gullies of the Australian bush;

two lectures in the auditorium during his world

Mechanics’ Institute. The book contains many

and so, in the year 1851, the hitherto

ranges that hemmed in the golden

illustrations and has contributions by 10 people

silent Valley of Ballarat echoed with the

treasure, the vision could follow for

who have an intimate knowledge of the

busy hum of industry, and swarmed

miles one mass of upturned earth, and
streams of busy toilers working with
pick and spade, winding windlasses *

lecture tour in 1895. For most of the 20th
century the auditorium housed a cinema

the Centre.
All the intrusive evidence of cinema use
was removed from the auditorium so that it

under the successive names of the Britannia,

could be returned to its 19th century status.

history of the BMI. The final chapter, ‘The

with thousands of men uprooting its

the Odeon, the Vegas and the Sturt Cinema.

Painted in heritage colours, it is now an

Last Twenty-five Years’ by Dr Frank Hurley,

soil in quest of the precious metal.

awesome theatre space.

outlines many of the recent changes mentioned

It was also noted that over the years the
BMI gathered a magnificent library. Its

The final stage will soon begin. The Stage

in this article. Copies are available for $40 plus

collection of books, archives and artifacts was 3 works are valued at about $1 million,
recently included on the Victorian Heritage
funded jointly by the Commonwealth and

postage from the BMI at 117-119 Sturt Street,

Register. It includes 13 000 works of fiction

Victorian governments. They will cover the

ncable.net.au and web: www.ballaratmi.com.

and 17 000 non-fiction items. On the shelves

restoration of the auditorium and its

are many 19th and early 20th century
volumes of journals, newspapers and books.
But by the year 2000 the condition of the

Transforming the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute auditorium into the Minerva Space.

Looking down from one of these

phone (03) 5331 3042, email: bmilibrary@
In the past few years Ballarat has hosted a
Heritage Weekend on the second weekend in
May and the BMI has taken the opportunity
to offer guided tours of the building. Also, with
the building refurbishments almost complete,
regular guided tours are now offered each
Thursday at 2pm. Participants meet at the
BMI library; tours generally take an hour
and we ask for a gold coin donation.
The restoration of the BMI is indeed a
good news story. Through perseverance and
enthusiasm a dedicated group of people have
persuaded governments, the Ballarat City
Council, community groups and philanthropic
bodies that it has been worthwhile financially
supporting the rebirth of this worthy organisation.
*BMI retains the original spelling of Ballaarat
in its formal title.
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over holes, or carrying huge tins and

were thousands of human beings in Ballarat

condition and the limited police force,’ etc.

donated largely from their stores rolls of

audience were by no means critical, the

refined, and the rude theatre was swept

buckets of the valuable earth to the creek for

without any means of recreation except their

The resident Chief Commissioner, who

canvas, nails, paints, and other things

management found no difficulty in pleasing

away after its year of squatting expired.

washing. Through the centre of this mass of

own society in their canvas homes, or the

combined the functions of Chief Magistrate

necessary.

them, from the very few playbooks in their

Roads were made, houses built; and now,

mounding earth was the ‘Government

debasing stimulant of the rum-bottle, and

of the District, favored the scheme of the

library, or by playing the same piece over

not far from the site of the old shanty, The

Road’, on which were the shanty stores for

led by the strong desire ‘to be again on the

actors. He could, by experience, see that

this rough playhouse, for the work of

and over again; while as to the costumes, the

Queen’s Theatre, stands a splendid Opera-

the sale of miscellaneous merchandise. The

boards’ (a desire that never entirety leaves

some kind of amusement would be a

construction went on many a night under

reader is called upon to imagine what they

house, raising its majestic stone front in the

most prominent buildings on this road were

your actor), and with the prospect of making

welcome boon to the inhabitants, and

the clear, bright light of the moon shining

would be under the circumstances. If ever

centre of the City of Ballarat; a city which

those of the Gold Commissioner — the

money, these five histrionics conceived the

besides was himself ‘an ardent admirer of

through the clear Australian air. When this

the ingenuity of the sock and buskin

for its buildings, public parks, Government

Resident Magistrate — and the Post Office. It

idea of building a theatre in this far-away,

the drama.’ The diggers likewise

theatre — ‘The Queen’s’ — was completed,

fraternity was rigidly tested, it was so with

buildings and commercial importance, is

was at the latter place that the miners

rough wilderness. At the time we write of

enthusiastically supported the playhouse

its exterior and interior resembled a huge

the actors in this theatre. The attempt to

the second city of Victoria.

usually congregated. There they waited the

there were very few of the gentler sex

movement, and so a second application was

hut of logs, strips of timber and canvas.

transform one article of wardrobe into

arrival of Her Majesty’s Mail, which being

represented in the Ballarat diggings, for few

forwarded to Melbourne, backed by a strong

drawn by teams of oxen, came crawling in

men would risk bringing their families with

recommendation from the Commissioner,

the boxes and pit — the former suspended

their rough dressing-rooms, to make up their

at all sorts of uncertain times; and there the

them; but, luckily for the Thespians, one of

with a petition bearing the autographs of the

by huge beams — and the seats were made

countenances with burnt cork, whiting, etc.

gold-diggers lounged and smoked and

them had brought his wife and daughter,

storekeepers and hundreds of names.

up of packing cases, casks, boxes, etc. The

chatted about ‘nuggets’, ‘finds’, ‘forsaken

each of whom had played in some of the

Then came the reply that ‘the

reefs’, ‘washings’ and their far-away homes.

English provincial theatres, and that their

It was a strange scene, the building of

The interior of The Queen’s consisted of

another was only equalled by the attempt, in

In the month of November 1852, a large

- Chas. F. Moran.
This article originally appeared in the 12
September 1885 issue of Frank Leslie’s

pit, which was one in every sense of the

written and embellished placard (of course

Illustrated Newspaper, a New York literary

Government left the matter entirely to the

word, was supplied with seats of rough logs

done by hand) was suspended from a gum-

and news magazine founded in 1852. After

‘dramatic company’ would number five

discretion of the Resident Magistrate,’ who

and planks, and from the bark roof a large

tree in front of the Government Building at

Leslie’s death in 1880 his widow, Miriam

friends strangely met, and acquaintances

gentlemen and two ladies — quite sufficient

at once granted to the five Thespians — ‘as

iron hoop, with sockets for sperm candles,

Ballarat, announcing the

Florence Leslie, legally adopted her

were strangely formed, and there it was that

for such plays as they would be likely to

squatters’ — a certain amount of space on

answered the purpose of ‘a chandelier’. The

‘five Thespians’ chanced to meet, and by

produce.

the Government Road at Ballarat, ‘to be

lighting of the house and stage was done by

GRAND OPENING NIGHT

used as a place of amusement for a term of

‘pots of burning fat’. Of the scenery — well,

of the new

other as members of the same craft. These

the Government, and for this purpose an

one year, on condition that said place of

it may be ‘more easily imagined than

QUEEN’S THEATRE

leaving most of her estate to the campaign

five actors, brought there in the general

application was made to Melbourne for a

amusement will only be opened three nights

described.’ It was the combined work of the

on Government Road,

for women’s suffrage. The last edition of the

rush, then accidentally meeting, soon

license (which was then free of cost).

per week; that each night’s performance will

Thespians. At first there were but two scenes

Under the Patronage of

paper was published in 1922.

terminate at ten o’clock; and that no

— ‘an exterior and an interior’ — one

CAPT. WARDELL,
Gold Commissioner,

At this receptacle for letters, many

peculiar social freemasonry recognised each

arrived at the conclusion that as gold miners

The first step was to gain the consent of

The reply was that ‘the Government

husband’s name and continued the

‘they were failures’. It may be readily

could not grant a license for any shows on

exhibition will be given that would tend to

painted on the back of the other, on a sheet

supposed that men who for years had been

the Gold-fields, owing to their unsettled

lower the morals and good behavior of the

of calico, which being nailed to a frame,

and

‘holding the mirror up to nature’

inhabitants of Ballarat,’ etc.; that in

there was no other way of changing the

Government Officials, etc.,

were not by their habits adapted

the building of said place the

scene but by turning it bodily around. The

When will be Produced the

to the hardy toil sand the wear-

squatters must conform to the laws

curtain was a large sheet — consisting of

and-tear of digging and delving

of the Building Act relating to the

many pieces joined together by the ladies of

THE MAID OF CROSSEY

through earth-clay or iron-stone

Gold-fields, ‘of all places erected

the company — and it opened in the centre.

Supported by the Full Strength of the

rock; or that men who were used

on the Government Road, viz.,

to the glare and glitter of the

that all minerals found on the

found some who could play one instrument,

After which

stage, and with tastes and

ground of such building become

some another, which they had brought with

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM,

inclinations molded by the

the property of Her Majesty’s

them. And so the band — made up from

Full Band and Chorus.

theatrical world, could be

Government.’

volunteers — consisted of the inevitable

The Whole to Conclude with a

anything like a success ‘in the role

Now began the work of

Thrilling         Drama of

As for orchestra, among the diggers were

banjo, the tambourine, the violin, the

business, twice rescuing it from financial
collapse. She died a wealthy woman,

Pictures:
The Queen’s Theatre, Ballarat, as
remembered by Charles F. Moran:
The exterior, the stage, and a makeshift
‘billboard’.

n

Company,

GRAND VOCAL AND

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

‘building the theatre’, to do which

concertina and triangle. They were not the

INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

the Thespians found hundreds of

best instruments of their class, and perhaps

of Songs, Duets, and Dances.

Thespians failed to get gold from

willing hands, and right good

did not ‘discourse most eloquent music’, but

Doors open at Half past 7.

the mother earth they obtained it

helpers, too; for in such a

it was ‘a sort of harmony’ of sounds to the

in another way, and likewise

community there were many good

audience, and that sufficed.

achieved that which — considering

mechanics, who, ‘for the fun of the

the obstacles that beset them, the

thing’, lent their assistance. Young

the diggers — singers, serious and comic;

locality and the surroundings was

saplings, with huge gum, iron and

dancers of jigs, break-downs and hornpipes;

and prospered; it brought in wealth to the

an achievement almost unequalled

stringy-bark trees were felled and

and the stage-manager of The Queen’s

Thespians; and no audiences assembled in

Committee Members:

in the ancient or modern history

brought in from the adjacent bush;

found little difficulty in making up a good

the most finished theatre, perhaps, enjoyed

of the drama, and now made

the storekeepers gave freely of

‘variety olio’ to follow the usual dramas of

themselves more than did those who sought

Wilma Farrow. Bruce McBrien OAM,      
Delia Taylor

known for the first time — by one

pieces of timber, old lumber,

the professionals.

this rough one in the then wild and dreary

who participated in the work.

pieces of sheet-iron, tin and zinc,

of diggers’.
But if these adventurous

ADMISSION
Boxes 10s., Pit, 5s.

Then there were more volunteers from

Of the pieces produced in this theatre, it

This rough ‘temple of the drama’ thrived

Australian bush.

packing cases, and rolls of calico;

is only necessary to say that they were of

Hazlitt, ‘Where there is a theatre,

and, what was more important and

what is known as ‘short cast ones’, or

yield of gold decreased, society became

there is civilization,’ and that there

valuable, the Government officials

containing but few characters, but as the

more civilised, the habits of the people more

Bearing in mind the remark of
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In 1853–54 times began to change, the

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
President: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM
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flowerchildren: The beginnings

T

and Young Girls Comin’ to the Canyon,

flowerchildren is shrouded in

and thinking distractedly about Michelle

mystery, or — more accurately — in

when the moment should have been

domestic controversy.

Dedicated to the One I Love) could

In the beginning...

possibly have known at the time. It was a

My wife Gay had given me a new sound
system for my birthday on 30 November
2007. I wanted to test its sound separation,
and suddenly thought of the Mamas and
Papas, and their elaborate harmonies (it’s

story about loyalty and betrayal, about loss
of innocence, about finding love and
squandering it, that was both
quintessentially a story about the ’60s and a
story as old as time.

amazing what can happen when four

Telling the tale

singers are double-tracked in the recording

Three things were clear from the start…

process, either by intensifying a four-part
sound or making the song luxuriously into

First, I wanted to recreate live the eightpart sound; this led to the invention of the

a piece for eight voices). They were the

Hullabaloos,

perfect choice. The songs sounded great.

based on the

Then one of us — and history will never
know for certain which one — remarked
nostalgic jukebox musicals, no-one had

bathtubs to bop

ever produced one about the Mamas and

away to the

Papas. After all, they not only had a great

Mamas and

catalogue — one to rival the hits that had

Papas’ first

driven shows about Abba, the Four

number one

Seasons, and Dusty Springfield. They had a

hit, ‘California

story — dark, passionate, and true.

Dreamin’’, when

for this show. But, anyway, I ran with it, in

1966. This had

a kind of frenzy that by the end of January

the benefit that

resulted in something like a working script.

one of the

What drove the process was the strength of

two female Hullabaloos (the one who

the story: here were two gals (Cass and

vocally as well as physically replicated

Michelle) and two guys ( John and Denny),

Michelle) could play a second act cameo as

producing a completely new kind of music

Jill Gibson, the girl who briefly replaced

in an age when there was a four-part male

Michelle when John decided that he

group (think Beatles, Stones and BeeGees)

couldn’t bear working with her another day.
Secondly, I wanted to make the most of
the way all their songs had a direct and

with an echo, and in everyone’s collection

usually excruciating correlation with the

of those wonderfully obsolete 45s.

emotional roller-coaster of their lives and

And was it a story! John was married to

relationships. This was crucial in deciding

Michelle, who had an affair with Denny,

which hit came where: the songs were

who had had an affair with Mama Cass.

placed to clarify and deepen the narrative,

Jealousies and resentments were

as well to support the structural rhythms of

everywhere, just as they hit the top of the

the plot.
Thirdly, I wanted each of the four to
take responsibility for telling part of the
story from his or her completely biased

charts. But there was more — and much
more than I, as a besotted fan (already
California Dreamin’ about San Francisco,
Page 42

Cass was always going to open the

house the year before, and added three

I approached APRA in the customary way,

Hullabaloos (Lea Porcaro, Andrew Strano

Mamas and Papas release is the iconic ‘San

but quickly hit two snags. The first was that

and Andrew Baker). It was a moved reading

Francisco (Flowers In Your Hair)’, which was the number of songs by John Phillips (12 of

with Simon’s piano accompaniment, but it

a huge hit for Scott McKenzie. But Papa John them) meant that the show required

was extremely exciting to have a glimpse of

wrote the song, and very deliberately, as part concept approval from the Phillips estate.

what might be.

of his program of revenge, didn’t give it to

They couldn’t block access to the story, or

Denny (who was a far better pop tenor than

prevent me embroidering it from my

And of course, with the collaborative
engagement of the cast and the response

McKenzie ever was). Those facts alone justify imagination; the basic material of the plot

(both explicit and inferred) of the audience,

its inclusion in flowerchildren; so does the

was in the public domain, after all. But they

it was a very educational experience for me.

way in which that song epitomises the

could use that power to ensure that I

A lot of the self-indulgence in the writing

sweetness and innocence of the Hippie

couldn’t use the songs in telling it.

went the day after the workshop (enough

revolution that was at the same time in so

It was a tense business for a while. But

with the fat jokes). The show was cut by

many ways deeply corrupting, which reflects

things brightened up a lot when I finally

around 10 minutes. But other things were

directly on the themes of my show. About

tracked down the person who primarily

added — three cameo characters for the

show, and Michelle, the catalyst for the

this development there is no domestic

controlled the rights, a New York lawyer

other three Hullabaloos (the agent Lou

group’s self-destruction and its one great

controversy — it was Gay’s idea.

named Jeff Greenberg (who not only

Adler, Michelle’s passing fancy Gene Clark

represented the interests of the Phillips

from ‘The Byrds’, and Linda, an entirely

survivor, was always going to close it. As

estate and its

fictional new romantic interest for Denny).

entrepreneurial

These three, like Jill, appeared in the second

arm the Phillips

act, and structurally I like the way the tight

Foundation, but

little world of the four house-mates in act

also acted for

one became fragmented as other people

Michelle and

pushed their story in different directions. A

co-ordinated the

couple of songs were repositioned. And the

interests of the

monologues were broken up a little, as I

Denny Doherty

looked for ways to increase traffic between

and Cass Elliott

the live ‘historical’ action and the eternal

estates). Jeff liked

present of the reflections on it.

the script; he was

it on Dee Clark’s
Bandstand in

Shirelles and Supremes) in every garage

perspective while the action unfolded ‘live’
close by, either reflecting that point of view
or in ironic juxtaposition with it. This
meant, too, that each of the four would
have the opportunity to ‘win’ the audience,
talking with the people in front of them as
though they were new friends to be trusted.
I liked the fact that this placed them in
another reality, a permanent present; and I
liked the fact that these one-sided
conversations established a sense of all four
as people we might come to like, and
certainly would come to miss.

Getting the rights was another matter.

The one song in the show that wasn’t a

they performed

she didn’t, she is absolutely the inspiration

or a four-part girl group (think Poni-Tails,

the same cast who had eaten pizza at my

emerged
bizarrely from

might have been Gay who said it: even if

invited audience on April 20. We secured

triumphantly.

people who

idly that it was odd that, in this era of

I think, just between the two of us, it

a while, but it was accomplished

and I can’t imagine how I, as a fan, didn’t
know it back then.

Peter Fitzpatrick traces the development of his new musical play.
he planting of the seed for

finale. It’s a haunting anthem for its times,

In the months that followed, there were

enthusiastic, in

further tweakings of the script, further

fact, and said

conversations on and off the record about

tantalising things

the rights, further enquiries about the

about prospects

progress of the film plans. A lot of activity,

for a production

actually, for very little movement.

Above: The original ‘flowerchildren’: The

in the States.

Mamas and Papas.

Concept approval

that negotiations at his end had lapsed:

Right: Casey Donovan, who plays Mama Cass

was absolutely

‘Which means I guess that flowerchildren is

no problem.

right back on the table.’ That was 23 June

in flowerchildren: the Mamas and Papas Story.

Growing pains...
the script evolved, it seemed to work best if
they shared the narrative in order of their
deaths: so Cass and John split the
monologues of Act One, and Denny and
Michelle those of Act Two.
While it was important to the project
that all the chart-toppers (‘California
Dreamin’’, ‘Young Girls’, ‘Monday
Monday’, ‘Dedicated To The One I Love’,
‘Creeque Alley’, ‘Words Of Love’, ‘Dream
a Little Dream’ etc etc) were represented in
the show, I wanted one of their lesserknown singles, ‘Safe In My Garden’, as its

ON STAGE

The other snag, though, was a problem

And then Jeff Greenberg let me know

2010 — 14 months after the Magnormos

I hosted a first reading at my house on

— a major one. There were continuing

workshop, more than two years from the

1 June 2008, with a hand-picked cast (Matt

negotiations for a feature film about the

first reading, and two-and-a-half-years from

Hetherington as John, Laura Fitzpatrick as

Mamas and Papas, and it was a condition

the planting of the seed. Sometimes you have

Michelle, Paul Watson as Denny, Katrina

of those negotiations that performance

to be patient waiting for a plant to bloom.

Wellins as Cass, and Jessica Featherby as Jill),

rights to the songs were frozen. There could
be no public production of flowerchildren

Taking the stage

and a large amount of pizza.
It was very encouraging.
What the project lacked was a score, and

until the film’s status was resolved.
It was in this state of limbo that the

I had concept approval, but that still only
conferred the freedom to negotiate rights.
Nothing was certain when Aaron

copyright permission to perform it. I contacted show had its first developmental workshop.
a musical genius with whom I’d worked well Aaron Joyner generously offered to host a

approached me with a view to Magnormos

before, Simon Stone, and he began the arduous one-week residency under the banner of
task of creating a piano-vocal score from the Magnormos at Theatre Works in April

August 2011, and I told him I thought it was

recorded arrangements of our 14 songs. It took 2009, culminating in a free showing to an
Autumn 2011

staging a full production of the show in
a very good idea. Just before last Christmas,
when he and I went to Sydney to talk to *
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Casey Donovan about Mama Cass, the

I am delighted that it’s a Magnormos

royalty negotiations were still ¸taking their

production. I think what Aaron Joyner’s

labyrinthine course. Casey was very keen

company has done for more than a decade

to play the role of Cass, who was something

to promote and develop new Australian

of a role model, and whose songs were a

musicals, against the odds and on a minimal

feature of her one-woman show; but she

budget, is nothing short of heroic.

had a lot of commitments to clear if she was

The story of flowerchildren is just one of

going to fit in flowerchildren. There were still

many in stories which the role of this

a lot of loose ends.

company of wonderfully impassioned

In early February, some important
threads were finally neatly tied. Aaron

believers has been crucial.
It is the end of April as I write, and (to

locked in Matt and Laura to reprise their

give the botanical metaphors an overdue

workshop roles as John and Michelle. Casey

rest) the beloved child that is flowerchildren:

found room for the show. My solicitor

the Mamas and Papas Story has miles to go as

confirmed that the in-principle rights

it toddles off on its way to meet the world.

agreement was firm at last. Then Aaron

As every parent well knows, plenty of things

secured Dan Humphris to play Denny.

can go wrong out there. But it has had a lot

Suddenly, you might say, California

of nurturing since it those beginnings in late

Dreamin’ was becoming a reality.

2007, when it was no more than a gleam in

to stand strongly on its own two feet.

Palace update

Peter Fitzpatrick ‘s new musical play

The future of Melbourne’s old Palace Theatre again hangs in the balance.

the eye. With any luck, that might enable it

flowerchildren: the Mamas and Papas Story, will
have its world première at Theatre Works in
St Kilda in August-September. The season,

the

staged by Magnormos, will be produced

1301m2

Palace Theatre

property at 20–28 Bourke Street

and directed by Aaron Joyner, and will star
Matt Hetherington as Papa John, Laura
Fitzpatrick as Mama Michelle, Dan
Humphris as Papa Denny, and Australian
Idol winner Casey Donovan in the role of
Mama Cass.
Theatre Heritage Australia Inc. members
will have a special opportunity to enjoy
flowerchildren, and to meet the creative team
behind it. Details later.

O

n 26 March The Age reported that

n

A

Australia’s longest serving arts chairman has resigned—after a marathon 33 years.

done with the new Stephen Sondheim

speculated 140 metres, would be more than

Theatre at 124 West 43rd Street in New

a third higher than the controversial 91

York?’
The Stephen Sondheim opened in 2009

was on the market again, this time with a

metre 26-level glass tower approved by

price tag of about $20 million. The sale is

former planning minister Justin Madden as

as the Henry Miller Theatre, replacing the

being handled by Colliers International.

part of the $260 million Windsor Hotel

earlier theatre of the same name that was

Offers were due to close on 29 April.

redevelopment on the opposite side of the

demolished to make way for the 57-storey

It is expected that the building, now

street. Though financing problems have put

Bank of America Tower.

approaching its centenary, would be flattened

the Windsor project in jeopardy, Madden’s

The new development incorporated

to make way for a shopping centre, a hotel,

approval set a new precedent for an area

much of the old theatre’s façade, but the

and a 40-level apartment tower that would

whose height limits had been designed to

1055-seat auditorium is now largely beneath

be the tallest yet in the Spring Street

protect the integrity of the nearby Victorian

street level. In 2010 the theatre was renamed

Parliamentary precinct. The property is notable

Parliament House.

to mark Stephen Sondheim’s 80th birthday.

in that it has access points on all four sides.
In recent years the building has been a

A hard act to follow

The proposed Bourke Street tower, at a

The National Trust’s architectural historian
Rohan Storey said the Trust would object to

popular venue for clubbing and glitzy rock

another high-rise proposal for the parliamentary

Left: The Palace’s auditorium still retains many

entertainment — the Metro nightclub and

district. ‘This confirms exactly what we

of the features of its Henry White décor.

now the Palace — but it’s had a succession of

warned: that the Windsor would set a new

Below: A 2007 survey plan of the property.

names and uses, principally as a live theatre

height precedent in the middle of a heritage

The ‘easement for footway light and air’ at

drian Gibson, who announced

Kilda into offices and studios for the National.

and for some years as a cinema. We detailed

precinct and that would effectively make the

his retirement on 17 March 2011,

He became Chairman in 1978, following the

the rear of the Palace building provided a

this eventful history in three early issues of

discretionary height limit in the area

joined the board of the National

retirement of Keith Wilson.

loading point for scenery, the stage door, and

On Stage (Spring 2000, Summer and

irrelevant,’ he said.

access and light for the dressing rooms which

Theatre in May 1972. He became chairman

Since then he has guided the National

six years later.

Autumn 2001).

through the transfer of its Opera School to

This followed a legal career and a period

Developer and publican Jerry Pilarinos

Actor and director Malcolm Robertson is

were located along the rear wall. The ‘x’ at the

among several Theatre Heritage Australia

eastern end of the easement marks a door

the VCA in 1978-80, the retirement of John

paid Bourke Property Group $9.8 million

Inc. members who have already voiced their

from 1964 to 1969 when he was a member of

Cargher in 1989, and the loss of government

that once provided access to the backstage

for the Palace in June 2007, towards the

concern.

the House of Representatives in federal

subsidy for the Ballet and Drama Schools

area of the Princess. This is believed to be the

peak of the last commercial property cycle

‘I trust THA members are going to

parliament. Later Mr Gibson was chairman or a

under the Kirner government in 1992.

origin of the mythic ‘underground tunnel’ said

(see On Stage, Winter 2007). Mr Pilarinos

protest the proposed demolition of the

Mr Gibson leaves a very successful

to have once connected the two theatres. n

owns a number of metropolitan investment

Palace to make way for yet another high rise

private community arts centre with two

sites, including the former Lamborghini

apartment tower,’ he said. ‘And

accredited schools of performing arts and a

dealership on the corner of Chapel Street

even if all protests fail, could we

popular theatre which is used by the schools

and Alexandra Avenue, South Yarra, which

not follow New York’s example

Theatre board, he was married to Diana Knox,

and by a wide range of outside hirers - an

he is redeveloping as Tresor, a 14-level,

and have the theatre incorporated

granddaughter of Lady Jacobena Angliss and

achievement all the more notable in this

99-unit luxury apartment complex.

in the new design, as they have

Sir Robert Knox, both supporters of the National

time when, as he puts it, ‘the performing arts

director of the numerous companies.
He was also a member of the Australian
National University Council from 1967 to 1969.
At the time Mr Gibson joined the National

and friends of founder, Gertrude Johnson.

Thirty-three years at the helm: Adrian Gibson.

Incidentally it was Diana, then eight-

in general, and arts training specifically, are
under attack from sources that underestimate

years-old, who presented Queen Elizabeth II

‘When I became involved with the

with a bouquet at the Royal Performance of

National, Keith Wilson was the chairman.

the National’s production of The Tales of

He had been Sir William Angliss’s private

in performing arts training not only as career

Hoffmann at the Princess in 1954.

secretary and he was in Investors Ltd, the

preparation, but as a life skill.’

Adrian recalls: ‘By one of those strange

their value to our culture’.
Mr Gibson adds: ‘I have always believed

Angliss’s private company. Lady Angliss

His successor is another long-serving

quirks of fate, my sister had been an actress

thought I would be useful on the board.

board member, David Temple B.Ec Monash

with St Martin’s and knew Irene Mitchell

She contributed a lot at meetings and got

FAIM.

and W.P.Carr. My father, Marcus, was also a

on well with John Cargher, who was then

keen actor. He wrote one of Australia’s first

general manager.’

radio plays. Until my voice broke, I was

Mr Temple has had extensive experience
in business and education. Until his recent

Mr Gibson worked closely with the

retirement he was Bursar and Secretary to

always “leading lady” in our school plays. I

Victorian Department of the Arts to secure

the Melbourne Grammar School Council.

went on to produce concerts for my intake

the loan that funded the completion of the

of national service.

conversion of the old Victory Theatre in St
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This year the National is celebrating 75
years of continuous operation.
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne
Remembering ‘Monnie’
Much loved Melbourne actress Monica
Maughan died in January last year, but she
returned to the spotlight at a ceremony on
31 March 2011 when Melbourne Theatre
Company artistic director Simon Phillips
officially named the MTC headquarters’
rehearsal room in her honour and
proposed a toast to her memory.
The 80 attendees included MTC donors,
members of Monica’s family, and a who’s
who of MTC alumni, including Douglas
Hedge, Bob Hornery, Betty Bobbitt, Teddy
Hodgeman and John Sumner, who spoke
warmly of Monica’s long service with the
company, with which she débuted in 1957.
The dedicatory plaque notes Monica
‘loved the camaraderie and invention of
rehearsals as much as performing before
an audience’.

Australia: Melbourne

Separation). Guare succeeded
previous judge David Hare.

the existing building at 8 Bourke Street. It
was at Number 8, in the late years of the

not only drew teeth — he also drew

and deeply emotional,’ adding,

audiences. An adept magician, he spent

‘New Light Shine affected me as no

some time touring with a tent show that

There will be a staged reading of

further down Bourke Street, next to the

the play at the Yale Repertory

Theatre Royal. These were so successful that

Theatre on 12 September, and

in 1909 he negotiated a long-term lease of

Yale University Press will publish

the hall, had it extensively renovated, and

it.

renamed it Hoyts Pictures. In 1914 he had it

Shannon Murdoch has first

rebuilt to designs by our greatest theatre

class honours in theatre and

architect, William Pitt.

Robert Ray

Phyllis Dixey

United States: New York
Dancing Years
Melbourne ballet teacher, lecturer and

building in which he practised his dentistry

THA member, Robert Ray, has just been

Historical Society member Ross King, a

while dreaming his dreams of movie magic.

appointed as the new artistic director of the
Joffrey Ballet School in New York. The

Imperial Hotel, on the corner of Bourke

is told in the book Hoyts, 1909–2009 — The

school was founded in 1953 by Robert

and Spring Streets, Melbourne, that they

Legacy of Arthur Francis Russell, by Ross King,

Joffrey as the training school of The Joffrey

are standing in building of great

David Kilderry and Ian Smith. It is available

Ballet Company. It is one of the oldest and

entertainment significance.

from CATHS, PO Box 476. Bentleigh 3204;

most prestigious ballet and dance schools in

www.caths.org.au

the United States.
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creative writing from Griffith
University and was a graduate of The

tribute to Dr Russell on the wall of the vey

Robert Ray trained at the Australian
Ballet School. After a career dancing with
such companies as London Festival Ballet,

My bare lady

West Australian Ballet Company and The

British burlesque artiste Phyllis Dixey (1914–

Dance Company (NSW), he studied

1964) is to be honored with one of London’t

modern dance and composition at the

famouse blue plaques.

Merce Cunningham Studio and the Julliard
School in New York, before returning to

on the wall of Dixey’s residence in the

become the first full-time modern dance

London suburb of Surbiton.

teacher at the Australian Ballet School.

Dixey came to Australia in 1935 for the

play by Emmy Award winner Jane Anderson, with

David Charles Horn Foundation.

presenting picture shows at St George’s Hall

English Heritage will install the plaque

launch the world première of The Escort, a

$US10 000 ($A10 600) from the

the movies’ potential. Around 1906 he began

England: London

The Geffen Playhouse has been forced to

Ms Murdoch will receive

motion pictures. Russell quickly recognised

Thanks to THA and Cinema and Theatre

Dr Arthur Francis Russell.

Storm in a D cup

other entry did.’

incorporated circus acts, magic and primitive

Note: The story of Dr Russell and Hoyts

United States:
Los Angeles

as ‘raw, haunting, richly poetic

Marking the spot

handsome plaque now tells visitors to the

from a small town whose lives are

erase the past. Guare described it

Dr Russell was not your usual dentist. He

Now, thanks to Ross, there’s a fitting

Riverside Theatre in March 2011.

and their hopeless attempts to

established a dental practice.

Hoyts — he died in 1915.

Light Shine, is about four people
linked through a violent crime,

19th century, that Dr Arthur Russell

great role in the further development of

New Light Shine was presented as part of

Shannon Murdoch’s play, New the National Play Festival at Parramatta

In 1955 the Imperial was extended into

Sadly, Arthur Russell was not to play a

in Victoria.

At the ABS he also taught classical

In 1997 he transferred to the Victorian

Playwrights Studio at NIDA in 2005. Her

College of the Arts School of Dance, where

play Everything in Between has had 12

he developed and implemented the

productions in the USA and Australia and is

postgraduate diploma in classical ballet

published by Smith & Kraus in The Best Plays

teaching, a diploma awarded by the

of 2007. The Swirl of Madness was the

University of Melbourne.

inaugural production of Chapel Off Chapel’s

In 2010 Ray lectured the staff in ballet
pedagogy of the newly formed Gelsey

Emerging Playwright’s Forum.
She was an Australian delegate to the

Kirkland Academy of Classical Dance and

International Youth Playwrights Festival (Interplay)

the Joffrey School. This led to the offer of

and has writing fellowships from the Australia

the top position of not only artistic director

Council for the Arts and HotHouse Theatre

of the Joffrey School, but the role of
developing and implementing an eight-year
course of ballet study, based on the Russian
system, with accompanying texts, lecture
demonstrations and online delivery.
Robert has also been active in opera,
where he has directed and/or choreographed
for such companies as San Francisco Opera,
Lyric Opera of Chicago, Canadian Opera,
Opera Australia and Gilbert & Sullivan
Opera Victoria.

Shannon Murdoch

virtually no publicity.
The problem started when the theatre’s
ads were deemed pornographic — both the
image, featuring plastic blow-up dolls, and
the text, which read in part:
‘Nothing is taboo in this world première
about a high-class call girl. Charlotte is
charged with escorting us through this
titillating tale as members of one seemingly
liberal family test the limits of their own
sexual morality. What happens when social
ideals are in direct conflict with personal
choices in the bedroom? While this
provocative new [play] is laced with sex, bad
language and nudity, don’t expect some
bawdy farce… This sexually charged roller
coaster ride takes us down a path of
unexpected thoughtfulness and depth that
asks the question: How far are you willing to
go to prove your open-mindedness?’
The Geffen management sanitised the
show’s graphics — the tastefully airbrushed
version is all we dare show — and softened

Tivoli with producer Wallace R. Parnell,

ballet, pas de deux, composition and

with whom she had been romantically

repertoire. For the Australian Ballet he

United States: Yale

entangled. She went on to enjoy a long, if

choreographed such works as The

Shining light

to the press and the outdoor advertising

scantily-clad career in British variety, mainly

Sentimental Bloke, Poems and City Dances.

Shannon Murdoch, a Melbourne legal assistant,

contractors. Nevertheless the show opened to

in the provinces. She entertained troops

With ABS guest master teacher Evgeny

has won the prestigious 2011 Yale Drama

a full house, garnered generally excellent

during the World War II and eventually

Valukin, head of ballet training at GITIS in

Series award for an emerging playwright.

notices, and went on to a enjoy a good run.

staged a series of spectacular striptease shows

Moscow, he studied the Russian system of

The judge for the series was Tony

at the Whitehall Theatre in the West End.

ballet training, and developed a five year

Award-winning playwright writer John

With thanks to Robert Morrison and

training program for ABS.

Guare (The House of Blue Leaves, Six Degrees of

Maurice Poole. 
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the text, but the results were still unacceptable
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Members’ news

Exeunt

Circus in the spotlight

— who also published THA member Bruce

Mark St Leon is Australia’s premier circus

McBrien’s Marvellous Melbourne and Me —

historian, a member of one of this country’s
greatest circus families, and a long-time

came to the rescue at the very
last minute, producing a splendid
volume of which they — and Mark

supporter of THA.
Although Mark has written extensively
on Australian circus history before, he has

— can be justly proud. Further
publication details will be included
in the next edition of On Stage.

outdone himself with Circus: The Australian

Melody man

Story, which has just been published.
The 274 colour pages of this fittingly

Kym Bonython AC DFC AFC

Robert Morrison has launched

spectacular tribute to our circus heritage

Rachel Cameron

James Elliott

Rhyl Kennell

Donald Shanks AO CBE

‘Dutch’ Tilders

Frank Whitten

Musical Theatre Melodies, a new weekly

are crammed with beautifully reproduced

twjo-hour program on 96.5 Inner FM

photographs and posters, and

Community Radio. Rob says he’ll be

authoritative but engaging text.

highlighting the best of Broadway, the

THA congratulates Mark on his

West End, and the Australian stage, ‘with

accomplishment, especially in view of

a little European operetta as well’.

the extraordinarily difficult early stages

Rob’s popular monthly contributions

of the publication process.

to the Tuesday night Concert Hall broadcasts

If you want to know something of

will continue.

the drama involved, it’s detailed in the

You can listen to 96.5 FM streaming on

book.
We only need add that Melbourne Books

the internet. Just go to www.innerfm.org.au
and follow the ‘Streaming Live’ link on the
home page.

n

Kym Bonython AC DFC AFC
15.9.1920–-19.3.2011

www’re up
on the Web

Noted Adelaide arts and sports personality
Hugh Reskymer ‘Kym’ Bonython has died
after a long illness. He was an intrepid air
force pilot, speedway driver, company

www.theatreheritage.org.
au/

director, art collector, art dealer — and
jazz aficionado.
Bonython’s passion for jazz started

…that’s the address of our exciting new

when he was a child. At the age of 17, in

website. It’s still very much a work in

1937, he started a jazz show on the ABC. It

progress, but at last we’re on our way. We

continued – as Tempo of the Times - for 38

suggest you check every few weeks as more

years, finishing in 1975. In 1952 he joined

and more information comes online.

the Southern Jazz Group jazz band, playing

Over time, in our Lost Theatres

drums. He opened his first record shop in

section, we hope to cover all of the most

King William Street, Adelaide, in 1954.

important demolished venues in Australia,

This soon led to concert promotion. He

complete with references to relevant
articles in On Staage magazine.
And in the future we would also like to
add several MySQL databases providing a
list of Australian performances, performers,
designers and architects.
So if you’ve got any skills in this area
development, we’d love to hear from you.
Contact: Peter Johnson at president@
n

150th jubilee festivities, first chairman of

school. She was principal dancer in Phillipe

the SA Film Fund, a member of the

Perrottet’s short-lived Melbourne-based

Australia Council, and also involved with

Australian Ballet Society. She joined Ballet

Musica Viva and broadcaster Austereo.

Rambert during its Australian tour,

Bonython’s autobiography, Ladies’ Legs
and Lemonade, was published in 1979.
Much of his vast record archive and his

Antony Tudor’s The Planets.
Cameron left Australia in the late 1940s

important art collection was lost in the 1983
Ash Wednesday bushfires.
Kym Bonython was appointed an Officer
of the Order of Australia in 1981 and a
Companion in 1987.

worked with eminent teachers, danced with

W

Rachel Cameron
1924–6.3.2011
Cameron, has died, aged 86.

Norvo, Dizzy Gillespie, Count Basie, Dave

At the Royal Academy of Dance in

Brubeck, Duke Ellington, George Shearing,

London, she taught others how to pass on

Herbie Mann, Oscar Peterson, Thelonius

the great traditions of classical ballet,

Monk and Louis Armstrong. Later he

stretching back to the master, Diaghilev.
Born in Brisbane, Cameron moved to

Ray Charles, Chuck Berry and others. He

Sydney as a young child. There she studied

also helped make sure the Beatles visited

with Muriel Sievers. In Melbourne she was

Adelaide during their 1964 tour.

in the early pre-professional productions of

Autumn 2011

appearing in Les Sylphides, Giselle and

to study in England and Europe. She

the jazz world. His roster included Red

From 1978 to 1982 Bonython was

ON STAGE

Ballet and taught in Helene Kirsova’s

The doyen of ballet teachers, Rachel

governor of the Adelaide Festival of the
Page 48

Arts. He was chairman of South Australia’s

brought to Adelaide many of the greats of

embraced more popular fare, promoting

and would like to help in the site’s

theatreheritage.org.au

Roger Myers

the Borovansky Ballet. Back in Sydney, she
danced leading roles with the Kirsova

several small companies and appeared in
the musical Song of Norway. Later she taught
the teacher training course that Tamara
Karsarvina developed for the Royal
Academy of Dance.
For many years Cameron was a guest
teacher for international companies,
including the Australian Ballet.
On her retirement, Cameron was
awarded a Fellowship of the Royal
Academy of Dance. She retained her
association with the Academy through its
Faculty of Education, ensuring that
Karsavina’s legacy is safeguarded.
In 2010, Cameron received the Queen
Elizabeth II Coronation Award, the highest
honour offered by the Royal Academy of
Dance in London, where she has lived
since the 1950s.

*
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five years of summer rep. in Great

Rex Reid and Paul Hammond, Rhyl

returned to the Australian Ballet in 1984,

Yarmouth, where he successfully premiered

became a founding member of the

initially as director of public affairs. He was

Rudolf Nureyev, Kenneth Macmillan, and

his comedy-thriller Death Goes Dancing. He

Australian Ballet’s corps de ballet. She was

director of marketing and development

performance of La Bohème, which opened

as he was in Restoration comedy and

Robert Helpmann.

was the token Australian in the cast of

promoted to soloist in 1966, appearing as

from 1985 to1990 and director of development

Opera Australia’s Melbourne season on

contemporary drama. From 1991 to 1995

Summer of the Seventeenth Doll in

the Countess in Nureyev’s Raymonda and

from 1991 until his retirement in August 1993.

12 April, was dedicated to his memory.

he appeared regularly with the State

Birmingham in 1959. At Croydon’s

Mrs Dimple in Cranko’s Pineapple Poll.

Previous recipients include Ninette de
Valois, Marie Rambert, Frederick Ashton,

W

James Elliott
11.6.1928–12.2.2011
Glasgow-born actor James Elliott has died
of Lowy body dementia.
Elliott was 21 when, after a few years
labouring on the Clydeside docks, he came
to Australia. In 1954 he landed a nonspeaking role in the film Long John Silver.
The experience encouraged him to
audition with the ABC. He scored many
roles in radio drama and, in 1959, played
Guildenstern in a live-to-air production of
Hamlet on ABC TV. He continued to work
in film and TV, but it was in 1972, when he
was cast as Alf Sutcliffe in the notorious
soapie Number 96, that he became known
throughout Australia.
When he left the series, Elliott joined
the Queensland Theatre Company, playing
Dysart in Equus in 1975. In Sydney he
appeared frequently with the Independent
and Nimrod and with the Q Theatre at
Penrith, and his TV and film work continued.
More recently he had continuing roles
in Home and Away and All Saints. His last

Pembroke Theatre he played Archie Rice in

on the Mornington Peninsula. In recent

Howes. He tackled character roles in

Margot Fonteyn and Rudolf Nureyev. She

years they set up a business supplying

numerous TV series and in the West End,

also served as the company’s ballet mistress

tarketts and specially sprung floors for

and ‘paid his dues’ in the seemingly

from 1964 to 1968. After she left the

dance. Bill died in November 2010 (see On

indestructible The Mousetrap.

Australian Ballet, Rhyl studied the Cecchetti

Stage Summer 2011).

From 1968 to 1971 he was director of
where he presented his pantomime Babes in

in East St Kilda, later becoming the

Guardsman.

inaugural Cecchetti teacher at the Victorian

On his return to Britain, Gordon
directed provincial tours with such stars as
appeared with Anthony Quayle in King Lear

awards and events.

featured in the Peter Sellers film Soft Beds
and Hard Battles.
He played Lord Battersby in the musical
Me and My Girl in the West End and toured
in Singin’ in the Rain and Crazy for You.
In more recent years Gordon played
Roy Dance in the Channel 4 comedy series
The Estate Agents and had featured roles in
several short films.
A long-time supporter of Theatre
number of significant articles to On Stage,

Sydney-born actor and director Barry J.
Gordon has died of heart attack in London.
Gordon began his career in Melbourne

In her semi-retirement Rhyl remained
active in teaching and organising dance

Running with the Boys.

24.5.1931–20.4.2011

College of the Arts Secondary School.

Jack Hulbert and Renee Houston. He
at the Old Vic and on tour, and was

particularly his reminiscences of the Arrow
Theatre, which appeared in the Autumn
and Winter issues in 2006.
W

Rhyl Kennell
6.4.1939–1.2.2011

W

Roger Myers
26.5.1942–20.3.2010

Frederick Willhelmus ‘Dutch’ Tilders
emigrated to Australia with his family in 1955.
It was at the Brooklyn Migrant Hostel
that he made his musical début — in an
amateur Black and White Minstrel Show. For
his first paid gig, at age 15, he played the

Born in Brisbane, brilliant bass-baritone

harmonica at the Collingwood Town Hall,

Donald Robert Shanks started singing in

sharing the bill with Joff Ellen and Johnny

church choirs. He made his stage début in

O’Keefe. By 1960 he was playing guitar in

The Mikado – the opera in which he chose

trendy coffee lounges, mostly making up

to end his Opera Australia career in 2004.

the songs as he went along. He found his

Opera Company (the forerunner of Opera
Australia) in 1964, when he was 23.
Over a remarkable 40-year career he

niche with the blues, and soon developed
his own unique style.
In the 1970s Dutch made his first record
and fronted a number of blues and boogie

Our Town (Sydney Theatre Company, 2010).
In 2000 he toured Australia as Puck in Bell
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream;
in Melbourne this played at the Athenaeum.
At his funeral Whitten’s colleague Julie
Hudspeth said, ‘His greatest legacy is the
number of young people’s lives he has
affected. They respected him.
‘He took them seriously. They almost
treated him as if he were one of them —
bold, outrageous and anarchic.’
On Stage also pays tribute to:
In 1972 Alfred Fryer transformed old
stables at Moore Park into the Hordern
Pavilion, which he designed as a replacement

Home in East Melbourne’. Although he

repertoire included over 65 major roles,

worked solo and toured with John Mayall,

studied economics at Swinburne, he

from the frivolities of the Bartolo in The

Taj Mahal, Brownie McGhee and Sonny

eventually ignored peer pressure and began

Marriage of Figaro to key dramatic parts in

Terry. Brownie and Dutch became good

dance lessons with Xenia Borovansky. He

Wagner. He sang with Dame Joan

friends — simply because Brownie believed

Perth-based but internationally-famous

was also taught by Martin Rubinstein,

Sutherland in Lucia di Lammermoor, Il

that the Dutchman was a genuine

ragtime pianist Jack Gill was preparing for

Lucie Saranova and Marina Berezowsky.

Trovatore and Norma, and with Pavarotti in

bluesman, regardless of his racial origins.

a US tour when he died of a coronary on

In 1958, as a junior member of the

La Bohème.

Dutch received many awards, most

Alexandra Gardens. The following year he

State Opera. Overseas he appeared with

danced in Norma at the Sidney Myer Music

the Royal Opera, Covent Garden, the Paris

Blues Hall of Fame in 1998. His most recent

Bowl. At Christmas 1961 he was in a series

Opéra (1976–77) and the Canadian Opera

band was called The Legends.

of pantomime ballets that the National

(1983–86).

studied with Martin Rubinstein, Marina

he created the role of Father Thomas in the

Berezowsky and Janina Cunova. She joined

AB’s La Fille de Mal Gardée.

Two years later he was recruited for the

outdoor staging of The Marriage of Figaro,
presented by Opera Queensland as part of
the Brisbane Festival last September.
Colleague and OA board member
Anson Austin said, ‘Donald was a pillar of

From 1969 to 1970 he was the company’s

the company for four decades. That he

Sydney on 8 March 2011. He was 85.

15 April, aged 57. Gill was a frequent

Dorothy Henderson, who died on 12 April

Lyric Opera of Queensland and the Victoria

1962 he joined the New Zealand Ballet.

local and imported acts. Fryer died in

The Blues Club.

Moomba presentation of Coppélia in the

One of his last performances was in an

successfully hosted hundreds of big name

participant in Melbourne jazz festivals.

Shanks also performed regularly with

Theatre staged at the Melbourne Tivoli. In

for the closed Sydney Stadium. The venue

notably for his performances with his band,

National Theatre Ballet, he danced in a

Arrow Associate Company.

He was inducted into the Australian

Dutch Tilders undertook his last concert
gigs in January 2011. He died of cancer of
the oesophagus.

at the age of 91, worked stoically for many
years ‘behind the scenes’ as the accountant
at the Little/St Martin’s Theatre in South Yarra.
Paul McConkey taught brass at Melbourne
University and the VCA. He was a member
of Orchestra Victoria’s trumpet section, and

W

Frank Whitten
15.11.1942–12.2.2011

also its music librarian. A member of the
Music Arrangers’ Guild, McConkey was
copyist for Richard Mills and collaborated
in typesetting Mills’ major works, including

public relations officer. As company manager

chose to remain loyal to Opera Australia

Born in Te Aroha, New Zealand, Frank

Batavia. McConkey died of cancer on
23 March 2011. He was 57.

McCallum in The Deep Blue Sea and

with the Channel 7 Ballet in shows such as

from 1971 to 1973 he was heavily involved

and Australian audiences was our good

Edgar Richard Whitten started his

Relatively Speaking (1956).

Sunnyside Up and Anything Goes.

the AB’s tours of the US and the USSR.

fortune, for voices like his are very rare.

distinguished theatrical career as a stage-

After he left the AB Roger became

‘He was also a father figure to many in

struck 19-year-old in London.He became a

British Information Service’s Speakers’

Theatre’s production of The Desert Song

Victorian representative and business

the company. You always felt you could

director, writer, teacher, actor, and a

Department, he went to Britain in 1958.

– where she met her future husband, stage

manager for the Australian Elizabethan

have a cup of coffee with him.’

prominent force in radical theatre.

There followed 10 years acting and

mechanist Jim Sullivan. In 1962, after

Theatre Trust and then, for 10 years,

Shanks received the Order of the

Whitten returned to New Zealand in

directing in provincial repertory, including

further study with Dame Margaret Scott,

business manager at the Princess. He

British Empire in 1977, and was made an

1982. He became a familiar figure on stage,
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Carol (Marian Street, 1990) and ending with

which toured Australia extensively. He also

Australian Ballet’s corps de ballet. In 1967

In 1962 she toured with the National

of productions, starting with A Christmas

versatile figures in Australian opera. His

Kennell moved to Melbourne where she

After a year in New York with the

Sydney audiences saw him in a wide range

product of the Berry Street Foundling

Middle Park, eventually founding the

After Borovansky’s death, Rhyl danced

Born in the Netherlands in 1941, Mattheus

Theatre Company of South Australia.

bands. In 1980 he formed the R&B Six,

Macdonald in Brisbane, Rhyl Alice Ruth

(1952) and with Googie Withers and John

29.8.1941–23.4.2011

Whitten was as at home in Shakespeare

built a reputation as one of the most

21 he was managing the Arrow Theatre in

the Borovansky Ballet in 1959.

5.7.1940–8.4.2011

‘Dutch’ Tilders

film and TV in his homeland, and in Australia.

Roger John Myers described himself as ‘a

After early dance studies with Patricia

with Jimmy Hanley in To Dorothy a Son

Donald Shanks AO OBE

He joined the Elizabethan Theatre Trust

radio when he was 14. By the time he was

He toured Australia and New Zealand

W

Theatre.

the Bush and featured Lila Kedrova in The

Heritage Australia, Gordon contributed a

Barry J. Gordon

Method with Lucie Saranova at the National
Rhyl went on to open her own school

W

William ‘Bill’ Akers AM moved to Flinders

Giselle’s mother in the 1965 revival, with

The National Theatre of Western Australia,

He died of a heart attack, aged 70. The

Roger and his long-time partner

The Entertainer, co-starring with Bobby

appearance was in the 2008 short film

W

In 1964 she was Bathilde in Giselle, and

Officer of the Order of Australia in 1987.
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Broadway actress Evelyn Page died on
6 February 2011, aged 90. She was in the
original Broadway company of Canterbury
Tales, and played the lead in the Australian
production, 1969–70.

*
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Actress Nora Peachey died in Melbourne

interpreter, Tear was a memorable Captain

on 15 April, aged 103. After a successful

Vere in Britten’s Billy Budd for the

career in Britain, she came to Australia in

Australian Opera in 1999.

1939 with her husband, the late Arnold
Riches. In 1940 they starred at the Princess
in Giving the Bride Away. Nora worked with
ABC radio, most notably in The Argonauts
children’s session, and later established a
career in fashion.

Compiled with thanks to Circus Fans of
Australasia, Blair Edgar, Yvonne Gates
(Australian Ballet), Bill Haessler, Graeme
Haigh, Barry Kitcher, Charles Murray,
Brian Sutton, Lucy Tunstall.

n

Walter Ernest ‘Wally’ Ritter, who died

Gus
goss

on 4 March 2011 at the age of 78, worked
for GTV- 9 from its inception, eventually
becoming its operations manager; later, as

ON STAGE
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the channel’s archivist, he was instrumental

Hard to believe, but

Vol.12 No.2

in preserving much of its history.

both the Maj and

Contents

the Princess theatres

Danish-Australian actor, writer, director

turn 125 years old

and producer Esben Storm was best

this year — a really

known for his film and television work, but

remarkable record
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